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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1·1 

1·2 

1·3 

Scope 

This General Design Specification is intended to define the 
common properties and characteristics of Processor Models Pl 
through P4, and Central Memory Models, M2 through M4 which 
constitute major firmwarelhardware components of the Integrated 
Product Line. Included in this model independent specification 
is the description of the Virtual Memory Mechanism commonly 
applicable to these major system components. 

Applicable Documents 

IPL Architectural Definition 
lOSS Model Independent GDS 
IPLOS GDS 

Configurations 

:he IPL arch~tecture shall allow substantial flexibility in the 
1nterconnect1on of the basic elements of an IPL computer system. 
These elements shall consist of central processors, central 
memories and 1/0 subsystems. 

For purposes of this specification, IPL processors will be referred 
to as p~ocesso~s {Pl. Where differentiation between the four 
models 1S requ1red, they will be referred to as P 1, P 2, P 3, or P4. 

L~kewise,.ce~tral memory will be referred to as memory {M}. Where 
d1fferent1at1on between the three models is required, they will 
be referred to as M2, M3 or M4. 

The Processors and their associated memories will be divided into 
·two categories: lower IPL and upper IPL. 

The lower IPL processor, designated as Pl, is intended to be used 
primarily as an 1/0 processor in configurations which include one 
or more of the Processors, P2, P3, or P4. 

1.3·1 Interelement Transfer Paths 

All data transfers between processors shall be via central memory. 

rnrnrn D rnrnrn ~ill~~ffiTI~ . 
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Transmission of data between central memories {M2, M3 or t14} 
and upper IPL central processors {P2, P3 or P4} shall occur over 
compatible, 64-bit wide data buses. Enforcement of bus compati
bility across the three models will allow any of these processors 
{P2, P3, P4} to be connected to any of the memories {M2, M3, M4}. 

Transmission of data between central memories {M2, 113, M4} and the 
lower IPL processc,r., {Pl} .. shall likewise occur over 
compatible data buses with a reduction in width to 32 bits. 
Compatibility in the design of these buses will allow the lower 
IPL processor, {Pl},to be connected to any central memory 
{M2, M3 or M4}. 

1.3.2 Interelement Transfer Rates 

The maximum transfer rate over the data buses shall be 64 bits 
or 32 bits every 56 nsec {read ~ write} for a 64-bit or a 32-
bit data bus, respectively. This maximum data transfer rate 
shall be determined by central memory and shall be the same for 
all three central memory models; M2, M3 and M4. The difference 
between these models shall be primarily in capacity, number of 
available ports, and the number of banks for mipimizing conflicts. 

The characteristics of each central memory model are summarized 
as follows: 

Model Capacity 64-bit 32-bit Number of 
M b~tes Ports Ports Banks 

M2 1-4 2 4 8-16 

M3 2-8 4 8 16-32 

M4 4-16 4 16 32-64 

1.3.3 Interelement Connection Alternatives 

Each of the upper IPL central processors {P2, P3 or P4} shall 
provide the means for accommodating two 64-bit ports for attachlng 
two memory buses. This feature will allow for a processor--tD- have 
either a redundant {backup} data path to the same memory or indi
vidual connections to two independent memories. 
For the same reason, the lower IPL processor, Pl, shall provide 

rnrnrnl~]Th:~~~~Ntti"' t"O 3Hit po"" foe .tt.oh,o, t"O 
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Each of the IPL processors {P1 through P4} shall provide the 
means for accommodating two interfaces for connection to two 
Service Processors {SPs}; one active, the second as backup. 
The SP shall serve as the programmable maintenance facility 
for these processors. 

The multiple 64-bit and 32-bit ports within each of the memory 
models provides the means for several processors to share the 
same memory, thus allowing a substantial degree of flexibility 
in memory and processor configuration alternatives. Typical 
examples are illustrated in Figures 1.3-1, 1.3-2 and 1.3-3. 

Note: The maximum one-way, electrical distance between inter
connected IPL processors and central memories shall not 
exceed 2 clock cycles of propagation delay for 64-bit buses 
and shall not exceed 3 clock cycles of propagation delay for 
32-bit buses. See 4.7. 

General Timing Considerations 
Within each processor, instruction execution shall be "con
ceptually serialized." Although central memory and register 
references may occur out of order, {to whatever degree re
quired by a proces~orrs model- dependent implement ion in the 
achievement of its cost/performance goals}, the results from 
each of the associated instructions, as observed by the pro
~essor performing their execution, shall be the same as if 
such instructions were actually executed in a serialized 
fashion {i.e., each instruction's execution would be completed 
before the execution of any subsequent instructions would 
begin.} The single exception to this concept shall occur in 
the case of self-modifying programs as stated in paragraph 
2.1.2 of this specification. 

Processor operations shall be further serialized, as observed 
by other processors, only to the extent that the function 
referred to as "serialization" is included within the- execution 
of certain instructions as described in section 2.6 of this 
specification. 

Program interruptions shall occur between the execution of 
instructions, and with timing precision relative to the cause 
of such interruptions, to the extent specified in section 2.8 
of this specification. 
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Figure 1.3-1: Example of a Single Central Processor Configuration 

Note: See 2.10.1.1 for a description of processor 
port selection with respect to redundant paths 
to central memory. 
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Figure 1.3-2: Example of a Dual Central Processor Configuration 

NOTE: SP interfaces are not shown 
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Figure 1.3-3: Example of a Multiple Central Processor System 

Note: SP interfaces are not shown. 
See 2.10.1.1 for a description of central memory 
unit selection. 
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2.0 Processor 

Processor Models Pl through P4 shall provide the means for reading 
and translating each of the instruction codes contained in the 
instruction repertoire, as well as performing the corresponding 
execution of these instructions as defined by the descriptions 
contained in this specification. 

In order to accomplish instruction fetch and execution, each pro
cessor shall additionally provide the means for referencing cen
tral memory. Central memory references shall be performed either 
in virtual mode, which shall include the address translation and 
protection facilities as described in Sections 3.0 through 3.6 
of this specification, or in real mode which shall involve neither 
address translation nor protection facilities as described in 
subparagraph 2.1.1.1 of ~is specification. 

2.1 General Description 

For the purposes of this specification the operation codes from 
the instruction repertoire shall be divided into four groups of 
instructions referred to as the General Instructions, the Bus
iness Data Processing Instructions, the Floating Point Instruc
tions, and the System Instructions. In addition to central 
memory, addressed in virtual or real mode, the execution of the 
instructions within the first three of these instruction groups, 
namely the General, BDP, and FIt. Pt. Instructions, shall re
quire the means to reference general containe~s referred to as 
the P Register, the A Registers, and the X Registers. Also, 
the means for detecting and indicating exceptional conditions, 
which may occur in the course of executing these instructions, 
shall be provided in accordance with the appropriate instruction 
descriptions contained in this specification. 

The fourth group, namely the System Instructions, shall addi
tionally require the means to reference special containers 
referred to as the Processor State Registers, Process Stat~ 
Registers, and Memory Maintenance Registers in accorda!lce with the 
appropriate descriptions contained within sections 2.5 and 2.6 
of this specification. 

General Registers 

The means for referencing a total of 33 General Registers shall 
be provided. 
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P Register 

The Program Address Register, referred to simply as the P Reg
ister, shall consist of 64 bits, numbered from left to right, 
beginning with bit position 00. Conceptually, the P Register 
shall contain the Process Virtual Address, PVA, of an instruc
tion in central memory during the time it is read, interpreted, 
and executed by the processor. Similarly, the P Register shall con
tain "Keys" to central memory during each instruction's execution. 
The contents of the P Register shall be formatted as follows: 
where the RN {Ring Number}, SEG {Segment} and BN {Byte Number} 
fields are individually described within Section 3.2 of this 
specification~and the GK {Global Key} and LK {Local Key} fields are 
individually described within paragraph 3.6.3 of this specification, 
with respect to virtual addressing mode. 

00 02 08 10 16 20 32 63 

0 0 GK 0 0 LK RN SEG BN 

2 6 2 6 4 12 32 

~ Keys ~ E: PVA ~ 
With respect to real addressing mode, only the BN field from the P 
Register shall be used. As a result of not utilizing the GK, 
LK, RN and SEG fields, neither address translation nor protection 
checking shall be performed and the BN field from the PVA shall be 
used directly as the real memory address {RMA}. The format of an 
RMA is described in Paragraph 3.1.3 of this specification. 

A Registers 

The sixteen A Registers, referred to as the AD Register through 
the AF Register {using hexadecimal notation}, shall consist of 
48 bits each, identical in format to the rightmost 48 bits of the 
P Register as just previously described, with respect to both real 
and virtual addressing modes. 
Note. Although these address registers are intended for general 
use-in explicitly supplying such PVA's as may be required for 
branch {jump} and operand references to central memory, an 
aggregate of eight A Registers, {namely, AD through A7}., shall be 
implicitly utilized during BDP and CALL instruction executions as 
described in Sections 2.3 and 2.6, respectively, of this speci-" 
ficationo . 
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X Registers 

The sixteen X Registers, referred to as the XO Register through 
the XF Register {using hexadecimal notation}, shall consist of 
64 bits each with their bit positions numbered from left to 
right, beginning with bit position 00, as follows: 

bo 31 82 63 
32 bits 32 bits 

~X Register left ) ( -- X Register Right .. 
-t 64-bit X Register 

.. .... 

The 64-bit contents of an X Register may be trea~ed as'a logical 
quantity, a signed binary integer, or a signed floating ~oint 
number. Bit string, byte string, 32-bit halfword {right
justified in bit positions 32 through 63}, and 64-bit word 
operations shall be-provided for the contents of the ~ Registers. 

Note. Although these operand registers are intended for general 
use in explicitly supplying such operands as may be required for 
accomplishing the execution of a majority of instructions, the 
first two X Registers, {namely, XO and Xl}, shall be implicitly 
utilized during certain instructions which require additional 
input arguments or execution results. In these cases, Register 
XO Right shall normally be used to supply additional input
parameters to instruction execution and Register Xl Right shall 
be utilized to receive additional results from instruction ex
ecution. Whenever applicable, the instruction descriptions 
contained in this specification will fully define all register 
utilizations which shall be implicit in nature, including those 
cases in which the contents of Register XO shall be interpreted 
as consisting, partially or entirely, of zeros. 

Instructions 

Instructions shall be 16 bits or 32-bits in length, according ~ 
one of the six formats described in the following sub-paragra 
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Programmed modification of the instructions comprising a stored 
program in central memory may lead to undefined results· 

Formats j kiD and S j k i D 

Operation Code -r-;]--k G I D "J 
8 4 4 4 12 

[ Operation 
" Code S j k i D 

5 3 4 4 4 12 

For these 32-bit instruction formats: the j, k, and i fields 
shall provide register designations, the Dfield shall provide 
either a signed shift count, a positive displacement-or a bit
string descriptor, and the S field shall provide a sub·operation 
code. 

Format j k 

. r __ ~_o_p_e_r_a_t~i_o_n __ c_o_d_e ____________ -i ________ J~' __ ----~I~~~~_-_-~_k~~_'-_'_"_-~l 
8 4 .' 4 

For this 16-bit instruction forma~, the j field shall provide 
a register designation, a sub-operation code, or an immediate 
operand value and the k field shall provide a register des
ignation. 

Formats j k Q and S j k Q 

[oP~~~=-~_i_on __ -,--_s_[ __ j ___ L_'_k __ L___ . Q ______ I 
5 3 4 4 ---~---~ 
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For these 32-bit instruction formats. the j and k fields shall 
provide register designations or sub-operation codes. The 16-
bit Q field shall provide a signed displacement or an im~ediate 
operand value. The S field shall provide a sub-operation codQ. 

Format j k Q/2 

Operation Code j 

8 4 

k 

4 

[ Q 

16 

For this 32-bit instruction format. the j and k fields shall 
provide 2 register designations each and the 16-bit Q field 
shall provide 2 separate displacement values of 8 bits each. 
This instruction format shall be used exclusively by the in
structions in the BDP Instruction group and the definition of 
the manner in which the fields from instructions of this format 
are used. is detailed in Section 2.3 of this specification. 

Access 

Instruction accesses shall be confined to byte addresses which 
are O. modulo 2. Thus. values which have a one bit in position 
63 shall be detected at the time an attempt is made to transfer 
such values into the P Register. and Address Specification error 
shall be detected. and the corresponding program interrUption 
shall occur. 

For the purpose of establishing central memory access validation. 
the reading of every instruction shall be an Execute type access. 
When specifically included within an instruction's description. 
the appropriate central memory access. performed for the purpose 
of fetching the instruction to be subsequently executed. shall be 
execute validated 1 provided such a reference occurs in virtual 
addressing mode. Execute type accesses shall use the ring number 
contained in the P Register for access validation. 
The access validation procedure. which requires the classifi
cation of central memory accesses into read. write. execute. 
and call types. is ~escribed in Section 3.6 of this specification. 
As part of the Virtual Memory Mechanism. this validation 
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procedure is intended to provide hardware assistance in satis
fying the requirements for privacy and protection of information 
stored in central memory. while simultaneously sustaining the 
ability of various processes to share central memory information 
to varying degrees. for varying purposes. 
With respect to "demand page" interrupts {Page Table Search I·Ji th!"I!'c 
Find conditions as described in subparagraph 2.8.1.10 of this sp~c
ification} the fetching of an instruction shall be considered as 
part of that instruction's execution. This shall apply even when 
the instruction fetch is immediately preceded by a branch exit {as 
described in paragraph 2.2.3 of this specification} on the part of 
the previous instruction. Thus. with respect to demand paging. the 
execution of an instruction shall never include the fetching of the 
next instruction to be executed. 

Unused Bits 
When one or more bits from an instruction are unused. i.e •• their 
value{s} and associated function{s} are not specified within the 
instruction description. the execution of these instructions shall 
not be affected by the values of these bits. However. it is re
commended that such bits are equal to zeroes. 

Nomenclature 

Throughout the instruction~scriptions contained in this speci
fication. the following conventions shall be used with respect 
to nomenclature· 

a. The expressions "Register Aj" and "the Aj Register" shall 
be used interchangeably to denote the 48-bit A Register 
specified by the 4-bit j field from an instruction. Thus. 
"Aj" shall denote one of the sixteen A Registers. AO through 
AF {in hexadecimal notation} corresponding to j field values 
of 0 through 15 {in decimal notation}. respectively. 

The 4-bit k field from an instruction shall be interpreted 
in a manner identical to the j field {as just described} 
with respect to the interchangeable expressions "Register 
Ak" and "the Ak Register." 

b. The expressions "Register Xj" and "the Xj Register" shall 
be used interchangeably to denote the 64-bi~ X Register 
specified by the 4-bit j fielq from an instruction. Thus. 
"Xj" shall denote one of the sixteen X Registers. XO through 
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XF {in hexadecimal notation} corresponding to j field 
values of 0 through 15 {in decimal notation}, respectively. 

!he 4-bit k :ield. from an instruction shall be interpreted 
l~ a manner ldentlcal to the j field {as just described} 
wIth respect to the interchangeable expressions "Register 
Xk" and "the Xk Register." 

~i~h r~spect to the X Registers, the terms "Left" and 
RIght s~all b~ ~sed to denote the leftmost and right

most"32-blt posItIons, respectively. Thus, "Register Xk 
Left shall denote the leftmost 32-bit positions, 00 
through 31, of the.Xk Register and "Register Xk Right" 
shall denote the ~lghtmost 32-bit positions, 32 through 
63, of the Xk RegIster. 

Parentheses shall be used within instruction 
denote "the contents of". names to 

U~its of information shall be referred to as bytes {8 
bIts}? parc~ls {16 bits}, halfwords {32 bits} or words 
{64 bIts} wIth the following numbering conventions: 

Bits PIl-7-r~---7 16~124--732---";>orO---7.48~-;>~ --;> 

Bytes 0 . 1_ 2 3 -- 4 ' 5 I 6 7 

Parcels o 1 

Halfwords ---- ------I:! L __ _ 
Word o 

!OO 

2 
i 
I 
L 

1 

3 

> 6 

~: Alphanumeric {including decimal} and floating point 
data formats are illustrated in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, 
respectively of this ~pecification. 

Address Arithmetic 

Address arithmetic operations, referred to as "indexing" 
and "displacement," shall be performed on signed, 32-bit 
integers usihg 2's complement addition without overflow 
detection. 
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Address Exception 

When the leftmost bit of the BN field, {position 32}, in any PVA is 
equal to a one at the time it is used to access central memory, an 
Address Specification error shall be detected, the central memory 
access shall be inhibited, and the corresponding program interruption 
shall occur. 

2.1.5 Instruction Reference Numbers 

Note: The descriptions for ~ instructions, or sub-groups of in
structions, shall include the name, reference number and field design
ators for each individual instruction. 
Reference numbers for each instruction shall consist of three digits 
and shall correspond to the associated instruction's entry in Appendix 
A of this specification. 

2.2 General Instructions 

For the purpose of this specification, the instructions comprIsIng the 
General Instruction group shall be further classified, according to 
function, as described by the titles for paragraph numbers 2.2.1 
through 2.2.11 of this specification. 

For the applicable instructions in this subgroup, as well ~s the i~-_ 
structions in the BDP group, {Section 2.3}, "false" exceptlon condltlons 
shall not be detected as a result of interpreting any PVA for which 
the associated central memory data field has a length equal to zero. 

Load and Store 
This sub-group of instructions shall provide the means for transferring 
data, m the form of a single bit, a byte string, a 64-bit word, or 
multiple 64-bit words between one or more Registers and one or more 
locations in central memory as specified by the individual operation 
codes. 
For the purpose of establishing operand access validity for the assoc
iated central memory read and write accesses, the ring number used for 
validation shall be the value of the ring number contained in bit 
positions 16 through 19 of the associated A Register. Access validation 
shall occur in Virtual Addressing Mode only. 
The central memory operand access types shall be read-access for any 
instruction which loads an A or X register, and write-access for any 
instruction which stores an A or X register. 
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Instructions which transfer data from one or more Registers to 
central memory, {namely, Store instructions}, shall not alter 
the contents of any Register which serves as a source of the 
data to be transferred to central memory. 

Load/Store Bytes, XK; Length P.er S 

a· Load Bytes to Xk from {Aj} displaced by D and indexed by 
{Xi}Right, Length Per S 

001 SjkiD 

b. ~~ 

c. Store Bytes from Xk at {Aj} displaced by D and indexed by 
{Xi} Right, Length Per S 

003 S jkiD 

Operation: These instructions shall transfer a field of bytes 
between Register Xk and a byte field in central memory. The 
direction of transfer is determined by the operation code, and 

~D<iI,\1. th.e length of the byte field to be transferred shall be deter
-Y "l'l'J\ mlned by adding one to the value obtained from the S-field of 

~OljoWr f/ ~he ~n~truction. The bytes in. Register Xk shall be rig~t- . 
Justlfled, so that the approprlate left-mo~t byte Positl~n 
Re ister Xk shall be cleared for loaa instructions wltR lengths 
17ss.than eight, ~n e appropriate lett-mas y e 1 10ns 

Ithln ter shall not be transferred for store in-
structions with lengths ess an e1g 

Addressing: The beginning {the leftmost byte position} of the 
byte string in central memory shall be determined by means of 
the ~ obtained from the Aj Ragister, modified by a byte item 
count determined as follows: 
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Displacement and Indexing: The 32-bit halfword obtained from 
register Xi Right and the 32-bit quantity obtained by left
extending the D field with zeroes shall be added to the right
most 32 bi ts of the PVA obtained from the Aj R -egister. In 
this context, the contents of the XO Register shall be inter
preted as consisting of all zeroes· 

Displacement: The Q field from the instruction shall be 
I expanded to 32 bits by means of sign extension and the 32-bit 

result shall be added to the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA 
obtained from the Aj Registe~ 

2.2.1.2 I Load/Store Word, Xk 

a. Load Xk from {Aj} displaced by 8*D and indexed by 8*{Xi} Right 
005 jkiD 

c. Store Xk at {Aj} displaced by 8*D and indexed by 8*{Xi} Right 
007 jkiD 

d. Store Xk at {Aj} displaced by 8*Q 
008 jkQ 

Operation: These instructions shall transfer a word between 
R~gister Xk and a word location in central memory. The direction 
Gf transfer shall be determined by the operation code. 

Addressing: The item location in central memory shall be 
determined by means of the PVA obtained from register Aj 
modified by a 32-bit quantity calculated as follows: 

Displacement and Indexing: The 32-bit halfword obtained from 
register Xi Right shall be shifted left 3 bit positions, end
off with zeroes inserted; the 12-bit quantity obtained from 
the D field of the instruction shall be expanded to 29 bits 
by inserting zeroes on the left and shall then be shifted left 
3 bit positions with zeroes inserted -on the right. The two 
32-bit quantities resulting from th~se operations shall then 
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be added to the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA obtained from the 
Aj register. In this context, the contents of register XO 
shall be interpreted as consisting of all zeroes. 

Displacement: The Q field from the instruction shall be expanded 
to 29 bits by means of sign extension, and shall then be shifted 
left 3 bit positions with zeroes inserted on the right. The 32-
bit result shall then be added to the rightmost 32 bits of the 
PVA obtained from the Aj register. 

Notes: Unless the PVA from the Aj Register consists of a 
byte address which is 0 modulo 8, an Address Specification error 
shall occur, the loading or storing of the Xk register shall be 
inhibited, and the corresponding program interruption shall 
take place. 

Load/Store Bytes, Xk; Length Per XO 

a· Load Bytes to Xk from {Aj} displaced by D and indexed by 
{Xi} Right, Length Per XO 

009 jkiD 

c· Store Bytes from Xk at fAj} displaced by D and indexed by 
{Xi} Right, Length Per XO 

011 jkiD 

d. Store Bytes from Xk at fAj} displaced by Q, Length Per XO 
012 jkQ 

Operation: These instructions shall transfer a field of bytes 
between Register Xk and a byte field in central memory with 
the direction of the transfer determined by.the operatien code. 
The length of the byte field shall be determined by the con-
tents of Register XO Right. . 

~hen the length is equal to zero, these instructions shall result 
In no operatIon. When the length is greater than eight, an .. 
Instruction Specification error shall be detected, loading or 
storing of 
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the Xk Register shall be inhibiL8d, and the corresponding 
program interrupt jon shall occur- The bytes 
in Register Xk shall be right-justified so that the 
appropriat8 leftmost byte positions within the Xk Register 
shall be cleared for load instrt'cd ons with lengths less than 
eight but greater than zero, and the appropriate leftmost byte 
positions within the Xk Register shall not be stored for store 
instructions with lengths less than eight. 

Addressing: Identical to that described in Section 2.2.1.1 

Load Bytes, Xk; Length Per j 

a. Load Bytes to Xk from {PI displaced by Q, Length per j 
013 jkQ 

Operation: This instruction shall transfer a field of bytes 
from central memory to register Xk. The length of the byte 
field shall be determined by the j-field. In all other 
respects, the operation is identical to that described in 
2.2·1.3. 

Addressing: The beginning {the leftmost byte position} of the 
byte field in central memory shall be determined by expanding 
the Q field to 32 bits by means of sign extension and then 
adding the result to the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA obtained 
from the P Register. 

Load/Store Bit, Xk 

a· Load Bit to Xk from {Aj} displaced by Q and bit indexed 
by{XO} Right 

014 jkQ 

b. Store Bit from Xk at fAj} displaced by Q and bit indexed 
by {XO} Right. 

015 jkQ 
; . 
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Operation: These instructions shall transfer a single bit 
between Register Xk Right, bit position 63, and a bit position 
in central memory, with the direction of the transfer deter
mined by the operation code. Additionally, the load instruction 
shall clear the Xk Register in its leftmost 63 bit positions, 
DO through 62. 

Addressing: The byte in central memory, containing the bit 
position to be loaded from or stored into, shall be addressed 
by means of the PVA contained in the Aj Register modified as 
follows: The 32-bit halfword obtained from Register XO Right 
shall be shifted right three bit positions, end-off with sign 
extension on the left, and the Q field from the instruction 
shall be expanded to 32 bits by means of sign extension. These 
two 32-bit results shall then be added to the rightmost 32 
bits of the PVA obtained from the Aj Register. 

Bit Selection: The bit position within the addressed byte in 
central memory shall be selected by means of the rightmost 
three bits obtained from Registe~ XO Right, bit positions 
61 through 63. Values from 0 through 7 for these three bits 
shall select the corresponding bit position, 0 through 7 
within the central memory byte. 

Note: The instruction which transfprs ~ hit to central memory 
shall accomplish the associated central ~e~ory operations 
in a non-preemptive manner, i.e., the byte containing the 
bit to be stored shall be read, modified in the appropriate 
bit position to the extent required, and then written such 
that no other accesses to the addressed byte shall be per
mitted between these read and write accesses. Moreover, 
those processors having a Cache, {See 2.9}, shall bypass 
it with respect to the read access and shall purge the 
associated entry from it with respect to the write access. 

When the instruction which transfers a bit to central 
memory is executed in virtual addressing mode, operand 
access validation shall consist of write access validation 
only. 
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Load/Store Ak 

a· Load Ak from {Aj} displaced by D and indexed by {Xi} Right 
016 jkiD 

c· Store Ak at {Aj} displaced by D and indexed by {Xi} Right 
018 jkiD 

d. Store Ak at {Aj} displaced by Q 
019 jkQ 

Operation: These instructions shall transfer six bytes between 
the Ak register, right-justified, and a six byte field in central 
memory, with the direction of transfer determined by the operation 
code. 

Addressing: The left-most byte position of the six byte 
in central memory shall be addressed by means of the PVA 
contained in register Aj, modified by a byte item count, 
manner identical to that described in section 2.2.1.1. 

field 
initially 

in a 

Special Load Conditions: The instructions which load Register 
Ak shall unconditionally transfer only the rightmost 44 bits 
of the six byte field from central memory to bit positions 20 
through 63 of Register Ak. 

When this instruction is execut2d in virtual addressing mode, the 
larger value of, 1} the leftmost 4 bits of the six byte field from 
central memory, 2} the leftmost 4 bits in bit positions 16 through 
19 of the Aj Register and 3} the Rl field contained in the 4-bit 
positions 08 through 11 of the segment descriptor associated with 
the PVA obtained from Register Aj, shall be transferred to bit 
positions 16 through 19 of Register Ak. 

{For the format of a segment descriptor and the definition of its 
Rl field, see paragraphs 3.3.1 and 3.6.2 of this specification, 
respectively. 
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Operation: These instructions shall transfer a single bit 
between Register Xk Right, bit position 63, and a bit position 
in central memory, with the direction of the transfer deter
mined by the operation code. Additionally, the load instruction 
shall clear the Xk Regis~er in its leftmost 63 bit positions, 
00 through 62. .~ 

Addressing: The byte in central memory, containing the bit 
position to be loaded from or stored into, shall be addressed 
by means of the PVA contained in the Aj Register modified as 
follows: The 32-bit halfword obtained from Register XO Right 
shall be shifted right three bit positions, end-off with sign 
extension on the left, and the Q field from the instruction 
shall be expanded to 32 bits by means of sign extension. These 
two 32-bit results shall then be added to the rightmost 32 
bits of thePVA obtained from the Aj Register. 

Bit Selection: The bit position within the addressed byte in 
central memory shall be selected by means of the rightmost 
three bits obtained from Register XO Right, bit positions 
61 through 63. Values from 0 through 7 for these three bits 
shall select the corresponding bit position, 0 through 7 
within the central memory byte. 

Note: The instruction which transfprs a hit to central memory 
_ shall accomplish the associated central~emory operations 

in a non~preemptive manner, i.e., the byte containing the 
bit to be stored shall be read, modified in the appropriate 
bit position to the extent required, and then written such 
that no other accesses to the addressed byte shall ba per
mitted between these read and write accesses. Moreover, 
those processors having a Cache, {See 2.9}, shall.bypass 
it with respect to the read access and shall purge the 
associated entry from it with respect to the write access-

2.2.1.6 
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Load/Store Ak 

a. Load Ak from {Aj} displaced by D and'indexed by {Xi} Right 
016 jkiD 

b. Load Ak from {Aj} displaced by Q 
017 jkQ 

c· Store Ak at {Aj} displaced by D and indexed by {Xi} Right 
018 jkiD 

d. Store·Ak at {Aj} displaced by Q 
019 jkQ 

Operation: These instructions shall transfer six bytes between 
the Ak register, right-justified, and a six byte field in central 
memory, with the direction of transfer determined by the operation 
code. 

Addressing: The left-most byte position of the six byte 
in central .emory shall be addressed by means of the PVA 
contained in register Aj, modified by a byte item count. 
manner identical to that described in section 2.2.1.1. 

field 
initially 

in a 

Special Load Conditions: The instructions which load Register 
Ak shall unconditionally transfer only the rightmost 44 bits 
of the six' byte field from central memory to bit positions 20 
through 63 of Register Ak. 

When this instruction is executed in virtual addressing mode. the 
larger value of. 1} the leftmost 4 bits of the sfx byte field from 
central memory. 2} the leftmost 4 bits in bit positions 16 through 
19 of the Aj Register and 3} the Rl field contained in the 4-bit 
positions 08 through 11 of the segment descriptor associated with 
the PVA obtained from Register Aj. shall be transferred to bit 
positions 16 through 19 of Register Ak. 

{For the format of a segment descriptor and the definition of its 
Rl field. see paragraphs 3.3.1 and 3.6.2 of this specification. 
respectively. 
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When this instruction is executed in real addressing mode, 
the larger value of the leftmost 4 bits of the six byte field 
from central memory and the leftmost 4 bits of the Aj Register, 
shall be transferred to bit positions 16 through 19 of the Ak 
Register. 

When the leftmost 4 bits of the six byte field from central 
memory are all equal to zero, a Ring Number Zero condition 
shall be detected and, following the completion of the 
associated Load instruction's execution, the corresponding 
program interruption shall take place. 
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Load/Store Multiple Registers 

a. Load Multiple Registers from {Aj} displaced by 8*k, Select
ivity per {XD} Right 

lb. 
020 jk 

Store Multiple Registers at {Aj} displaced by 8*k, Select
ivity per {XD} Right 

021 jk 

Operation. These instructions shall transfer data between the 
general registers and central memory with the direction of the 
transfer determined by the operation code. Central memory 
address formation and general register selections shall be per
formed as follows: 

Address Formation. The beginning address in central memory, of 
the contiguous word locations to which or from which, as 
determined by the operation code, the designated transfers shall 
take place, shall be formed by means of displacement addressing. 
The 4-bit k field from the instruction shall be expanded to 29 
bits by extending leftmost zeroes, these 29 bits shall be shifted 
left three bit positions with zeros inserted on the right, and 
this 32-bit shifted result shall be added to the rightmost 32 
bits of the PVA initially contained in the Aj Register. The 
resulting PVA shall be used as the beginning address of the word 
field in central memory referenced by these instructions. 

Register Selection. Selectivity of transfers between general 
registers and central memory shall be accomplished by inter
preting the rightmost 16-bits initially contained in Register 
XD Right as four fields of 4-bits each in the following manner: 
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48 

Register XIl Right ~ 

51 52 55 56 59 61l 63 
4 4 4 4 

Ii\ 
'" 

.Lr of 
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Number 0 
to be tr 

the last 
to be transferred 

Number of the first X Regis 
to be transferred 

Number of the first A Register 
to be transferred 

REPLACES 

May 31, 1974 

35 

f the last X Register 
ansferred 

A Register 

ter 

When the first register number~ greater than the associated 
l~st register number, none of the registers from the corresponding 
A or X Register groups shall be loaded or stored. 

Transfers between registers and central memory shall begin with 
the A Register Group and end with the X Register Group to the 
extent that the Registers within these groups are designated by 
the rightmost 16-bits of Register XIl Right. A positive offset, 
applied to the PVA designating the first word location of the 
central memory field, shall begin with zero and shall be increased 
by eight for each designated transfer as it is accomplished during 
the course of instruction execution. 

The relationship between the bits contained in positions 48 
through 63 of Register XD Right, the 16 registers contained in 
each of the general register groups A and X, and the positive 
offset values applied to the beginning address of the word field 
in central memory,are illustrated in Figure 2.2-1 for the case 
in which all 32 Registers are transferred. 

The leftmost 16-bits of the word locations in the central memory 
field, which are associated with A Registers to the extent 
designated, shall not be used by the instruction which loads 

mrnm D rnrnrn ~m~mill~~ 
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mul tiple registers and shall be cleared by the in-
struction which stores multiple registers. 

Special Load A Conditions: The instruction which loads A 
Registers shall unconditionally transfer only the right
most 44-bit positions 21l through 63 of each appropriate 
word from central memory to the corresponding bit positions 
of the designated A Registers. 

When the Load Multiple instruction is executed in virtual 
addressing mode, the larger value of 1} the 4 bits in bit 
positions 16 through 19 of each appropriate word from cen
tral memory, 2} the leftmost 4 bits in bit positions 16 
through 19 of the Aj Register, and 3} the R1 field con
tained in the 4-bit positions 08 through 11 of the segment 
descriptor associated with the PVA obtained from Register 
Aj, shall be transferred to bit positions 16 through 19 of 
each of the app~opriately designated A Registers. 
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When the Load Multiple instruction is executed in real add
ressing mode, the larger value of, 1} the 4 bits in positions 
16 through 19 of each appropriate word from central memory, 
2} the leftmost 4 bits of the Aj Register, shall be transferred 
to bit positions 16 through 19 of each of the appropriately 
designated A Registers. 

With respect to the designated A Registers, when all 4 bits in 
positions 16 through 19 of any associated word from central 
memory are equal to zero, a Ring Number Zero condition shall 
be detected and, following the completion of the Load Multiple 
instruction's execution, the associated program interruption 
shall occur. 

Notes: For both of these operation codes unless the PVA 
initially contained in the Aj Register consists of a byte 
address which is equal to [J, modulo 8, an Address Specifi
cation error shall be detected, all transfers associated with 
the execution of these instructions shall be inhibited, and 
the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 
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General Register 

A [J 
A 1 
A 2 
A 3 
A 4 
A 5 
A 6 
A 7 
A 8 
A9 
A A 
A B 
A C 
A l) 

AE 

..----+-----?P-: ~ ~ 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X 4 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 
X9 
X A 
XB 
XC 
Xl) 

XE 
'----~ XF 

Figure 2.2-1 
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Positive Offset to {Aj} 
displaced by 8i1< 

[J 
8 

16 
24 
32 
4[J 
48 
56 
64 
72 
8[J 
88 
96 

1[J4 
112 
12[J 
128 
136 
144 
152 
16[J 
168 
176 
184 
192 
2[J[J 
2[J8 
216 
224 
232 
24[J 
248 
~ Applicable to 

Load/Store 
Multiple, only. 

Register Selectivity Correspondence 
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Integer Arithmetic 

Integer arithmetic operations shall be performed on words and 
halfwords contained in Register Xk and Register Xk Right, res
pectively, as described in the following subparagraphs. 

Binary integers contained in the X Registers shall consist of 
signed, two's complement, 32-bit or 64-bit quantities. The 
leftmost bit, {in position 00 for 64-bit integers and in position 
32 for 32-bit integers}, shall constitute the ,sign bit. Positive 
quantities shall consist of a sign bit in the zero state with the 
31 or 63 contiguous bits immediately to the right of the sign bit, 
express ing the magn i tude of -the number. Negat ive quant ities shall 
be expressed as the two's complement of their positive represen
tations, resulting in a sign bit in the one state. Conceptually, 
the two's complement of a binary integer shall be formed by adding 
one to its one's complement representation. {Conceptually, the 
one's complement of a binary integer shall be formed by subtracting 
it, bit-for-bit, from another number consisting entirely of one 
bits}. 

Register Xk: 64-bit integer 

/ ~ 3~~32133 
Register Xk Right: 32-bit integer 

The ranges in magnitude, M, covered by binary integers in each 
of the two fixed point formats, shall be as follows: 

32-bit Integer: _231~M~231_1 64-bit Integer: _263~M:S:263_1 

2.2.2.1 Integer Sum, Xk 

a. Integer Sum, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} plus {Xj} 
!l22 jk 

b. Integer Sum, {Xk} replaced by {Xj} plus Q 
143 jkQ 

These instructions shall obtain a b4-bit addend from the initial 
contents of Register Xj, or from the 16-bit sign extended Q field 
of the instruction, as determined by the operation code. The 64-
bit addend thus derived shall be added to the 64-bit word initially 

~rnmil rnmm ~rnu~illTITI contained in" Register Xk or Xj, 
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as correspondingly determined by the operation code, 
and shall transfer the 64-bit sum to Register Xk. Each 64-bit 

word shall be treated as a signed two's complement integer. 

When the augend and.addend are identically signed, and their add
ition produces a sum with a sign opposite that of the addend and 
augend, an Overflow condition shall be detected, and when enabled 
the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 

2.2.2.2 Integer Difference, Xk 

Integer Difference, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} minus {Xj} 
023 jk 

This instruction shall subtract the 64-bit word initially con
tained in Register Xj from the 64-bit word initially contained 
in Register Xk and shall transfer the 64-bit difference to Reg
ister Xk. Each 64-bit word shall be treated as a signed two's 
complement integer. 

When the minuend and subtrahend are oppositely signed and the 
s~btraction produces a difference with a sign opposite that of 
the minuend, an Overflow condition shall be detected, and 
when enabled, the corresponding program interruption shall occur· 

2.2.2.3 Integer Product, Xk 

Integer Product, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} times {Xj} 
024 jk 

This instruction shall multiply the 64-bit word initially con
tained in Register Xk by the 64-bit word initially contained in 
Register Xj, with each of these 64-bit words treated as signed, 
two's complement integers. The result of this multiplication 
shall consist of a 128-bit intermediate product, algebraically 
signed. 

The rightmost 
64 bits of this intermediate product shall be transferred to 
the .Xk Register. 

Unless the leftmost 65 bits of the properly signed intermediate 
product are all in the same state, an Overflow condition shall 
be detected and when enabled, the corresponding program interr
uption shall 'occur. 
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2.2.2.4 Integer Quotient, Xk 

Integer Quot ient {Xk} repl aced by {Xk} di vided by {Xj} 

(]25 jk 

!his instruct~on shall divide the 64-bit word initially contained 
1n the Xk Reg1ster by the 64-bit word initially contained in the 
Xj Register. Provided the divisor is not equal to zero, the re-
7ults of. the division, consisting of a 64-bit quotient~ algebra-I 1cally slgned , shall be transferred to Register Xk. 

When the divisor is equal to zero, the contents of Register Xk 
shall not be changed, a Divide Fault condition sh~ll be 
detected, and when enabled, the corresponding program interruption 
shall occur. 

F th . h' h 263 . .. (] or e case 1n w 1C - 1S d1v1ded by -2 , the quotient result 
shall have the form of _2 63 , an Overflow condition shall be de
tected, and when enabled, the corresponding program interruption 
shall occur. 
Note: The division shall produce a quotient result ~hich, in its 
absolute form, shall not have been rounded upwards. Thus, when the 
absolute value of the quotient result is concatpn?tpo to a single 
zero bit, that quantity shall be equal to or less than the absolute 
value of the quotient computed to one additional bit of precision 
in the rightmost position. Moreover, when the absolute value of the 
quotient result is increased by one and concatenated to a single 
zero bit, that quantity shall be greater than the absolute value of 
the quotient computed to one additional bit of precision in the 
rightmost position. 

2.2.2.5 Absolute, Xk 

Integer {Xk} replaced by Absolute {Xj} 
026 jk 

!his ins~ruct~on shall treat the ~4-bit word initially contained 
~n th~ XJ.Reg1ster as a signed two's complement integer and shall 
~ans er 1tS a~s~l~te value to the Xk Register. Thus, positivel 

~!~ned values.1n1t1ally.contained in Register Xj shall be trans-y 

rnrnm D rnrnrne~rn~&illv&r Xk W1 thout change. However, negatively signed 
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values initially contained in Register Xj shall be two's complement
ed and transferred to Register Xk. 

When the 64-bit word transferred to Register Xk maintains a neg
ative sign despite the two's complement operation, an Overflow 
condition shall be detected and when enabled, the corresponding 

I program interruption shall occur; i.e., {Xj}=80~(]lb 

Integer Sum, Xk Right 

a· Integer Sum, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} Right plus {Xj} 
Right 
027 jk 

Integer Sum, {Xk} Right replaced by {~} Right plus Q 
028 jk Q 

c. Integer Sum, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} Right plus j 
029 jk 

Operation: These instructions shall obtain a 32-bit addend 
from the initial contents of Register xj Right, from the 1b-bit 
sign extended Q field of the instruction, or from the 4-bit 
zeros extended j field of the instruction, as determined by the 
operation code. 

The 32-bit addend thus derived, shall be added to the 32-bit 

I half word initially contained in Register Xk Right or Register 
Xj Right, as determined l:5y fhe operation code and the sum shall 
be transferred to Register Xk Right. Each of these 32-bit half
words shall be treated as signed two's complement integers. 

When the augend and addend are identically signed, and their 
addition produces a sum with a sign opposite that of the addend 
and augend, an Overflow condition shall be detected, and when 
enabled the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 

Integer Difference, Xk Right 
a. Integer Difference, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} Right 

minus {Xj} Right 
030 jk 

b. Integer Difference, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} Right 
minus j 

031 jk 
Operation: These instructions shall obtain a 32 bit subtrahend 
from the initial contents of Register Xj Right or from the 4-bit 
zeros extended j field from the instruction, as determined by 
the operation code. 
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The 32-bit subtrahend thus derived shall be subtracted from the 
32-bit halfword initially contained in Register Xk Right and the 
difference shall be transferred to Register Xk Right. Each of 
these 32-bit halfwords shall be treated as signed two's com
plement integers. 

When the minuend and subtrahend are oppositely signed and the 
subtraction produces a difference with a sign opposite that of 
the minuend, an Overflow condition shall be detected, and when 
enabled the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 

i.2.2.8 Integer Product, Xk Right 

a. Integer Product, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} Right times 
{Xj} Right 

032jk 

b. Integer Product, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xj} Right times Q 
033jkQ 

These instructions shall obtain a 32-bit mUltiplier from the 
initial contents of Register Xj Right or from the 16-bit sign 
extended Q field of the instruction, as determined by the operation 
code. 

The 32-bit multiplier thus derived shall be taken times the 32-bit 
half-word initially contained in Register Xk Right or Register Xj 

Right as determined by the operation code. The result of the multi
plication shall consist of a 64-bit intermediate product, algebra
ically signed. -

The rightmost 32 bits of this intermediate product shall be 
transferred to Register Xk Right. 

Unless the leftmost 33 bits of the properly signed intermediate 
product are all in the same state, an Overflow condition shall 
be detected and when enabled, the corresponding program inter
ruption shall occur. 

2.2.2.9 Integer Quotient, Xk Right 

Integer Quotient, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} Right divided by 
{Xj} Right 

034 jk 

This instruction shall divide the 32-bit half word initially 
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contained in Register Xk Right by the 32-bit halfword initially 
contained in Register Xj Right. Provided the divisor is not equal 
to zero, the results of the division, consisting of a 32-bit 
quotient~ algebraically signed ~shall be transferred to Register 
Xk Right. 

When the divisor is equal to zero, the contents of Register Xk 
shall not be changed, a Divide Fault condition shall be detected, 
and when enabled, the corresponding program interruption shall 
occur. 

For the case in which -23~lis divided by _2 0 , the quotient result 
shall have the form of -2 , an Overflow condition shall be de
tected, and when enabled, the corresponding program interruption 
shall occur. 

Note: The division shall produce a quotient result which, in its 
absolute form, shall not have been rounded upwards. Thus, when 
the absolute value of the quotient result is concatenated to a 
single zero bit, that quantity shall be equal to or less than the 
absolute value of the quotient computed to one additional bit of 
precision in the rightmost position. Moreover, when the absolute 
value of the quotient result is increased by one and concatenated 
to a single zero bit, that quantity shall be greater than the 
absolute value of the quotient computed to one additional bit of 
precision in the rightmost position. 

2.2.2.10 Integer Compare 

a. Integer Compare, {Xj} to {Xk}, result to Xl Right 
035 jk 

b. Integer Compare, {Xj} Right to {Xk} Right, result to Xl Right 
036 jk 

Operation: These instructions shall perform an algebraic com
parison of the signed, tWQ'S complement, binary integer initially 
contained in Register Xj to the signed, two's complement, binary 
integer initially contained in Register Xk. These compared values 
shall consist of 64-bits or 32-bits {right-justified in positions 
32 through 63} as determined by the operation code. In this con
text the contents of the XO Register shall be interpreted as 
consisting entirely of zeros. 

Results: When the comparison finds these quantities equal, Reg
ister Xl Right shall be cleared in all 32 bit positions. When 
the comparison finds the quantity obtained from Register Xj 
greater than the quantity obtained from Register Xk, Register Xl 

mrnrn D rnrnrn ~rn~mffi1ill 
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Right shall be clear~d in th~ leftmost.31 bi~ ~ositions, 32 thr~ugh 
62,and shall b~ set. In the' rIghtmost bIt posltIOn.63. When the 
comparison finds the quantity obtained from Register Xj less than 
the quant~ty obtained from Register Xk, Register Xl Right shall be 
set in ~ll 32 bit positions. 

2.2.3 Branch 

The instructions within this subgroup shall consist of both con
ditional and unconditional branch instructions. 

Each conditional branch instruction shall perform a comparison 
between the contents of two general registers. Then, based on 
the relationship between the results of that comparison and the 

'1 branch condition as specified by means of the instruction's 
cperation code, each conditional branch instruction shall perform 
either a normal exit or a branch exit. 

Normal exit: When the results of a comparison do not satisfy the 
branch condition as specified by the operation code, a normal exit 
shall be performed. A nor~al exit for all conditional branch in
structions shall consist of adding four to the rightmost 32 bits 
of the PVA obtained. from the P Register with that 32-bit sum re-

. turned to the P Register in its rightmost 32-bit positions. 

Branch exit: When the results of a comparison satisfy the branch 
condition as sp~cified by the operation code, a branch exit shall 
be performed. A branch exit shall consist of expanding the 16-
bit Q field from the instruction to 31 bits by means of sign ex
tension, shifting these 31 bits left one bit position with a zero 
inserted on the right, and adding this 32-bit shifted result to 
the rightmost 32-bits of the PVA obtained from the P Register with 
the 32-bit sum returned to the P Register in its rightmost 32-
bit positions. . 

Unconditional branch instructions shall perform branch exits 
according to the appropriate instruction descriptions contained 
in subparagraphs 2.2.3~ through 2.2.3.6 of this specification. 

2.2.3.1 Conditional, X. 

a· Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if Up equal to {Xk} 
037 jkQ 

b. Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} not equal to {Xk} 
038 jkQ 

~rnrn D rnrnrn ~rn~Willu~ 
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c. Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} greater than Uk} 
039 jkQ 

d. Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} not less than {Xk} 
040 jkQ 

Each of these instructions shall perform an algebraic comparison 
of the 64-bit word obtained from Register Xj to the 64-bit word 
obtained from Register Xk. Each of these 64-bit words shall be 
treated as signed, two's complement, binary integers. The contents 
of Register XO shall be interpreted as consisting entirely of 
zeros. 

These instructions shall perform a normal exit or a branch exit 
in the manner previously described in Paragraph 2.2.3 of this 
specification. 

Conditional, X Right 

a· 

c. 

I d~ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} Right equal to {Xk} 
Right 

041 jkQ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} Right not equal to 
{Xk} Right 

042 jkQ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} Right greater than 
{Xk} Right 

043 jkQ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} Right not less than {Xk} 
Right 

044 jkQ 

Each of these instructions shall perform an algebraic comparison 
of the 32-bit halfword obtained from Register Xj Right with the 
32-bit halfword obtained from Register Xk Right. Each of these 
32-bi t halfw'ords shall be treated as signed, two's complement, 
binary integers •. The contents of Register XO shall be inter
preted as consisting entirely of zeros. 

These instructions shall perform a normal exit or a branch exit 
in the manner previously described in Paragraph 2.2.3 of this 
specification. 
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Conditional, with Increment 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q and increment {Xj} if {Xj} less 
than {Xk} 

[]45 jkQ 

This instruction shall perform an algebraic comparison of th~ 
b4-bit word initially contained in Register Xj with the b4-b:t 
word initially contained in Register Xk. Each of the~e b4-b1t 
words shall be treated as signed, two's complement, b1nary 
integers. 

When this comparison does not find the value initially contained 
in Register Xj less than the value initially contained in Register 
Xk a normal exit shall be performed in the manner previously 
described in Paragraph 2.2.3 of this specification. 

When this comparison finds the value initially co~taine~ in Reg
ister Xj less than the value initially contained 1n.Reg1ster Xk? 
a branch exit shall be performed in the manner pr~v:ously descr1~ed 
in Paragraph 2.2.3 of this specification. In add~t10n, the b4-b1t 
word initially contained in Register Xj shall b~ 1ncre~sed by one 
in value with the b4-bit result returned to Reg1ster XJ. 

2.2.3.4 Conditional, Ak 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if SEG{Aj} not equal to SEG{Ak}; 
else Compare BN{Aj} to BN{Ak}, result to Xl Right. 

- [)4b jkQ 

This instruction shall perform a bit-for-bit comparison between 
the 12-bit SEG field contained in bit positions 2[] throug~ 31 of 
Register Aj and the 12-bit SEG field contained.in bi~ positions 
2[] through 31 of Register Ak. When the compar1son f1nds the.SEG 
fields not equal, this instruction shall perform.a bran~h.ex1~ 
in the manner described in paragraph 2.2.3 of th1s spec1f1cat10n. 

When the comparison find~ the SEG.fields equal, t~is ins~ruction 
shall perform an algebra1c compar1son of the 327blt BN.f1eld 
contained in bit positions 32 through b3 of Reg1ster AJ to the 
32-bit BN field contained in bit positions 32 through 63 of 
Register Ak and shall perform a.normal.e~it ~n the manner des
cribed in Paragraph 2.2.3 of thlS speclflcatlon. 

The algebraic comparison of the BN fields shall trea~ each.of 

mrnrnDrnrnrns~ill~mffi1J~ntities as signed two's complement bwary 1ntegers 
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and shall store the result of their comparison into Register Xl 
Right as follows: When the BN fields are equal, Register Xl 
Right shall be cleared in all 32-bit positions. 

When the BN field from Register Aj is greater than the BN field 
from Register Ak, Register Xl Right shall be cleared in the leftmost 
31-bit positions, 32 through b2, and .shall be set in the rightmost bit 
position~ 63.When the BN field from Register Aj i~ less than the 
BN field from Register Ak, Register Xl Right shall be set in all 
32-bit positions. 

2.2.3.5 Unconditional Branch, {P} indexed 

Branch to {P} indexed by 2*{Xk} Right 
[]47 jk 

This instruction shall perform an unconditional branch exit by 
modifying the contents of the P Register in its rightmost 32-
bit positions as follows: 

The 32-bit halfword obtained from Register Xk Right shall be 
shifted left one bit position, end-off with a zero inserted on 
the right, and the 32-bit shifted result shall be added to the 
rightmost 32-bits initially contained in the P Register. This 
32-bit sum shall be returned to the P Register in its rightmost 
32-bit positions. 
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2.2.3.6 Unconditional Branch. {A} indexed 

Branch to {Aj} indexed by 2*{Xk} Right 
048 jk 

In the absence of all associated Virtual Addressing Mechanism 
exceptions {other than a Page Table Search Without Find condition 
atthe branch address} this instruction shall perform a branch 
exit by modifying the GK. LK. SEG and BN fields contained in the 
P Register as follows: 

The 12-bit Segment field. SEG. contained in bit positions 20 
through 31 of Register Aj shall be transferred to the corresponding 
12-bit positions of the P Register. 

The 32-bit halfword obtained from Register Xk Right shall be 
shifted left one bit position. end-off with a zero inserted on 
the right. and the 32-bit shifted result shall be added to the 
rightmost 32-bits obtained from Register Aj in bit positions 
32 through 63. {In this context. the contents of Register XO 
shall be interpreted as consisting entirely of zeroes}. This 
32-bit sum shall be transferred to the rightmost 32-bit positions. 
32 through 63. of the P Register. 

The Global Key field initially contained in the P Register 
shall be checked and conditionally altered. and the Local Key' 
field initially contained in the P Register shall be altered. 
according to the descriptions contained in subparagraph 
3.6.3.2 of this specification. 

The P{RN} field shall not be changed by the execution of this 
instruction. Moreover. the Execute validation procedure for 
the next instruction fetch; i.e. the fetching of the instruction 
at the branch address. shall be included in this branch instruction's 
execution such that the detection of associated Access Violations. 
as described in Subparagraphs 3.3.1.1 and 3.6.2.1 of this speci
fication. shall result in the corresponding program interruption 
and the execution of this instruction shall be inhibited. 

Note: Unless the PVA contained in Register Aj consists of a 
byte address which is equal to O. modulo 2. an Address Specification 
error shall be detected. the execution of this instruction shall 
be inhibited and the corresponding program interruption shall 
occur. 
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Copy 

The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means for 
accomplishing inter-register transfers to the extent defined by 
the following instruction descriptions. 

2.2.4.1 Copy to Xk from Xj 
049 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the 64-bit word initially con
tained in Register Xj to the 64-bit positions of Register Xk. 

2.2.4.2 Copy to Xk from Aj 
050 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the 48 bits contained in Register 
Aj to the rightmost 48-bit positions. 16 through 63. of Register 
Xk. The leftmost 16-bit positions. 00 through 15. of Register Xk 
shall be cleared. 

2.2.4.3 Copy to Ak from Aj 
051 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the 48 bits contained in Register 
Aj to the 48-bit positions of Register Ak. 

2.2.4.4 Copy to Ak from Xj 
!J52 jk 

This instruction shall u~conditionally transfer the rightmost 
44 bits. contained in positions 20 through 63, of Register Xj 
to the corresponding 44-bit positions of Register Ak. The 4-bit 
field having the larger value in bit positions 16 through 19 
of the Xj Register or the P Register~shall be transferred to the 
corresponding 4-bit positions of the Ak Register. 

2.2.4.5 Copy to Xk Right from Xj Right 
053 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the 32-bit halfword initially 
contained in Register Xj Right to the 32-bit positions. 32 

I through 63. of Register Xk Right. The initial contents of Register 
Xk Left shall not be changed. 

2.2.5 Address Arithmetic . 

The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means 

mrnrn D rnrnrn ~rn~~ffiTI~ 
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for accomplishing address arithmetic to the extent defined by the 
following instruction descriptions. 

Copy A with Displacement 

Address {Ak} replaced by {Aj} plus Q 
054 jkQ 

This instruction shall transfer the leftmost 16 bits initially 
contained in bit positions 16 through 31 of Register Aj to the 
corresponding 16-bit positions of Register Ak. In addition, 
the 16-bit Q field from the instruction, expanded to 32-bits by 
means of sign extension, shall be added to the rightmost 32 bits 
initially contained in bit positions 32 through 63 of Register 
Aj and the 32-bit sum shall be transferred to the corresponding 
rightmost 32-bit positions of Register Ak. 

Copy P with Indexing and Displacement 

Address {Ak} replaced by {P} plus 2* {Xj} Right plus 2*Q 
055 jkQ 

This instruction shall transfer the leftmost 16 bits contained in 
bit positions 16 through 31 of the P Register to the corresponding 
16-bit positions of the Ak Register. In addition, the 16-bit Q 
field from the instruction shall be expanded to 31 bits by means of 
sign extension, these 31 bits shall be shifted left one bit position 
with a zero inserted on the right, and this 32-bit shifted result 
shall be added to the rightmost 32 bits obtained from the P Register. 
This 32-bit sum shall be added to the rightmost 32-bits obtained 
from Register Xj Right, shifted left one bit position with a zero 
inserted-on the right, and the final result shall be transferred 
to the rightmost 32-bit positions, 32 through 63, of Register Ak. 
In this context, the contents of Register XO shall be interpreted 
as consisting entirely of zeros. 

A Indexed 

Address {Ak} replaced by {Ak} plus {Xj} Right 
056 jk -

This instruction shall add the 32-bits contained in Register Xj 
Right to the rightmost 32-bits initially contained in bit positions 
32 through 63 of Register Ak and shall return the 32-bit sum to 
the rightmost 32-bit positions of Register Ak. 

Enter 

The instructions within this .subgroup shall provide the means 

rnrnm n rnrnrn ~m~Will~~ 
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for entering immediate opera~ds, {consisting of logical quantities 
or signed, two's complement binary integers}, into the X Registers 
to the extent defined by the following instruction descriptions. 

Enter j 

a. Enter Xk Right with plus j 
057 jk 

b. Enter Xk Right with minus j 
058 jk 

Operation. These instructions shall expand the 4-bit j field 
from the instruction to 32-bits by extending 28 zeros on the left 
and shall transfer this 32-bit result or the two's complement 
of this 32-bit result, as determined by the operation code, to 
the 32-bit positions, 32 through 63, of Register Xk Right. 

2.2.6.2 Enter Q 

Enter Xk Right ~ith sign extended Q 
059 jkQ 

This instruction shall expand the 16-bit Q field from the in
struction to 32-bits by means of sign extension and shall transfer 
this 32-bit result to the 32-bit positions, 32 through 63, of 
Register Xk Right. 

2.2.6.3 Enter jk 

Enter XO Right with logical jk 
060 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the 4-bit k field-from the 
instruction to bit positions 60 through 63 of Register XO Right, 
shall transfer the 4-bit j field from the instruction to bit 
positions 56 thro~gh 59 of Register XO Right, and shall clear 
the leftmost 24 bit positions, 32 through 55 of Register XO 
Right. 

2.2.6.4 Enter signs 

Enter Xk Left with signs per j 
061 jk 

I The value of the rightmost 2-bits of the j field from the in
struction shall be translated as follows: 

rnrnm D rnrnrn ~m~Will~~ 
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field from this instruction is equal to 1, the 
00 through 31, of Register Xk Left shall be 

When the 4-bit j field from this instruction is equal to 2. 
the sign bit in position 32 of Register Xk Right shall be 
transferred to all 32-bit positions, 00 through 31 of Register 
Xk Left. 

d. When the 4-bit j field from '~hisinstruction is equal to 3 
through F {hex}, the execution of this instruction shall result 
in no operation. 

Shift 
The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means for 
shifting the initial contents of the Xj Register and transferring 
the result to the Xk Register, to the extent defined by the follow~ 
ing instructions. 
All of the instructions within this subgroup shall derive the 
computed shift count in the following manner: The 12-bit D field 
from these instructions shall be expanded to 32-bits by means of 
sign extension, these 32-bits shall be added to the 32-bits initially 
obtained from Register Xi Right and this 32-bit sum shall repre-
sent the computed shift count. In this context the contents of 
Register XO Right shall be interpreted as consisting entirely of 
zeros. 
The instructions within this subgroup shall interpret the computed 
shift count as follows: The sig'n bit in the leftmost position of 
the 32-bit computed shift count shall determine the direction of 
the shift. When tha computed shift count is positive, {sign bit 
of zero}, these instructions shall left shift, with the number of 
bit positions to be shifted determined by the value of the computed 
shift count in its rightmost 5-bit and 6-bit positions for 32-bit 
and 64-bit operands, respectively. When the computed shift, count 
is negative, {sign bit of one}, these instructions shall right shift, 
with the number of bit positions to be shifted determined by the 
two's complement'of the computed shift count in its rightmost 
5-bit and 6-bit positions for 32-bit and 64-bit operands, respect-
ively. t , 
When these interpretations of the computed shift count result in 
an actual shift count of zero, the associated instructions shall 
transfer the initial contents of the Xj Register to the Xk Register 
and no shifting shall be performed. 

Shift {Xj} to Xk, Circular 
Shift {Xj} to Xk Circular, Direction and Cou~t per {Xi} Right plus D 

062 jkiD 
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This i~struct~on ~hall shi:t th~ 64-bit word initially contained 
1n Re~lster XJ, w~th the d1rect1on and number of bit positions to 
be sh1fted determ1ned by the computed shift count, and shall transfer 
the result to Register Xk~ The computed shift count shall be 
derived and interpreted in the manner described in Paragraph 2.2.7 
of this specification. 

This instruction shall shift circularly such that bits shifted 
o~t one ~nd of the 64-bit ~ord shall be transferred into bit posi
t10ns Wh1Ch become unoccup1ed at the opposite end of the 64-bit 
word as a result of the shift. 

2.2.7.2 1 Shift {Xj} to Xk, End-off 
a. Shift {Xj} to Xk, Direction and Count per {Xi} Right plus D 

063 jkiD 
b. Shift {Xj} Right to Xk Right, Direction and Count per {Xi} 

Right plus D 
064 jkiD 

Opera~ion:. Thes~ instr~ctions shall shift the 64~bit word initially 
c~nt~lned 1n Reg1st~r XJ or the 32-bit half word contained in Register 
XJ R1ght, as determ1ned by the operation code, and shall transfer 
the re~ult to Register Xk or Register Xk Right as correspondingly 
det~r~lned by the ~peration code. The direction and number of bit 
pos1t1ons to be sh1fted.shall be determined by the computed shift 
:ount. The compute~ Sh1:t count shall be derived and interpreted 
1n the manner descr1bed 1n Paragraph 2.2.7 of this specification. 

Right.Shift: Right shifts shall be performed end-off on the right 
and slgn extended on the left. Thus, bits shifted out of the 
ri~htmost bit posi~ion shall be lost and the leftmost bit position, 
Wh1Ch would otherw1se become unoccupied for each bit position shift
ed, shall be left unchanged. 

L~ft Shift:. Left shifts shall be performed end-off on the left 
w1th zeros 1nserted on the right. Thus, bits shifted out of the 
le:tmost bit position shall be lost and the rightmost bit position, 
Wh1Ch becomes,unoccupied for each bit position shifted, shall be 
cleared. 
Logical 

The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means for 
performing Boolean operations on the 64-bit words contained in the 
X Registers to the extent defined by the following instruction 
descriptions. 
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2.2.8.1 Logical Sum, Difference, and Product 

a· Logical Sum"{Xk} replaced by {Xk} OR {Xi} 
065 jk 

b. Logical Difference, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} EOR~Xj} 
066 jk 

c. Logical Product; {Xk} replaced by {Xk} AND {Xj} 
067 jk 

These instructions shall perform a logical operation between the 
64-bit word initially contained in the Xj Register and the 64-bit 
word initially contained in the Xk Register.and shall return the 
64-bit Boolean result to the Xk Register. 

The logical operations performed ~y these instructions shall 
consist of a logical sum {ORh a logical difference {EOR} or a 
logical product {AND}, as determined by the operation code, and 
accomplished according to the following truth tables. 

OR: 0011 
0101 

"""'ii1"11 

2.2.8.2 Logical Complement 

EOR: 0011 
0101 
0110 

AND: 0011 
0101 
0001 

Logical Complement, {Xk} ~eplaced by {Xj} NOT 
068 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the one's complement of the 
64-bit word initially contained in the Xj Register to the 64-
bit positions of the Xk Register. 

Conceptually, taking the one's complement of a 64-bit word shall 
be accomplished by subtracting it, bit-for-bit, from a 64-bit 
word consisting entirely of one bits. 

One's Complement Truth Table; l's 
{Xj} 
{Xk} 

2.2.8.3 Logical Inhibit 

1111 
0110 
1001 

Logical Inhibit, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} AND {Xj} NOT 
069 jk 
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This instruction shall perform a logical product between the one's 
complement of the 64-bit word initially contained in the Xj reg
ister and the 64-bit.word initially contained in the Xk register 
and shall return the 64-bit Boolean result to the Xk register. 

The truth tables for the logical product and one's complement 
operations are provided in Subparagraphs 2.2.8.1 and 2.2.8.2, 
respectively, of this specification. 

Register Bit String 

The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means for 
addressing a contiguous string {field} of bits, beginnfng and 
ending independently with any bit positions within a 64-bit word. 

For each of the instructions in this subgroup, the bit strings 
shall be addressed by means of a 12-bit field ~eferred to as a 
bit string descriptor. Any field of bits, including the field 
constituting a bit field descriptor, shall be numbered from 
left to right, with the leftmost bit numbered 00. The six-bit 
subfield in bit positions 00 through 05 of a bit string descriptor 
shall designate the beginning, or leftmost, bit position with-
in a 64-bit word. The 6-bit subfield in bit positions 06 through 
~1 of the bit string descriptor is a length designator that is 
Interpreted as designating one less than the length {in bits} 
of a bit string within a 64-bit word. 

Bit String Descriptor 

~10_0 __________ 6 ______________ 05_ILO_6 ___________ 6 ____________ :J 
f Leftmost Position Designatorc..;*=*=--__ Length Designator~ 

{Bit-length - 1} 

For all ~nstructions within this subgroup, indexing shall be 
carried out as follows: the bit string descriptor obtained 
from the D field of the instruction shall be zero-extended on 
the left to 32 bits and then added, without overflow detection, 
to the contents of register Xi Right {in this context, the con
tents of register XO shall be .interpreted as all zeroes}; the 
rightmost 12 bits of the result shall then be interpreted as 
a bit string descriptor, in the manner described above. For each of 

rflriUlnJ D riUriilriU the instructions in this subgroup, when, after' indexing, the sum of 
~~~ ~~~ the "Leftmost Position Designator" and the "Length Designator" is· 

, greater than 63 {decimal},an Instruction Specification error shall 
~lnJnnn~lr~ be detected, the execution of the associated inst~uction shall be 
UI~ULJUDU~ inhibited and the corresponding program interruptIon shall occur. 
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Isolate Bit Mask 

Isolate Bit Mask into Xk per {Xi} Right plus D 
070 jkiD 

56 

This instruction shall generate, in Xk, a bit mask consisting 
of a field of contiguous one bits whose leftmost and right
most bit positions are determined by the bit field descriptor 
calculated and interpreted as spedfied in subparagraph 2.2.9. 

All bit positions to the left of the leftmost bit po
sition and all bit positions to the right of the rightmost bit 
position {leftmost bit position plus length designator}, if 
any, shall consist of zeroes. 

Isolate to Xk 

Isolate into Xk from Xj per {Xi} Right plus D 
071 jkiD 

This instruction shall obtain a field of contiguous bits from 
the initial contents of the Xj register, shall clear all 64 bit 
positions of the Xk register, and shall then transfer that field 
of contiguous bits, right justified, into the Xk register. The 
leftmost and rightmost bit position's of the field obtained from 
the Xj register shall be defined by the bit field descriptor 
calculated and interpreted as specified in subparagraph 2.2.9. 

Insert into Xk 

Insert into Xk from Xj per {Xi}Right plus D 
072 jkiD 

This instruction shall transfer a field of contiguous bits, 
initially contained right justified in the Xj register, to 
a field of contiguous bit positions in the Xk register. The 
length of the bit string obtained from the Xj register, and 
the leftmost and rightmost bit positions of the Xk register 
shall be defined by the bit s~ing descriptor calculated and 
interpreted as specified in paragraph 2.2.9. All bit 
positions to the left of the leftmost bit position, and all 
bit positions to the right of the rightmost bit position of 
the Xk register, if any, shall be left unchanged. 
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2.2.101- Mo~;;-C;;'p~~and L09[@ 

"'~~:tructions - in this sub-group sh~ll provide ~he means f':lr accomp-

I lishingmemory-to-memory move, comparlson and IOglCal opera~lon~ on 
variable-length byte fields, referred to as source and destlnatlon 

, fields. 

The leftmost byte addresses -of the source and destination fields shall 
be designated by the PVA's contained in Registers Aj and Ak, ~espectively. 
The lengths of the source and destina~ion fields,shall be des~gnated by 
the 32-bit halfwords contained in Reglsters XO Rlght and Xl Rlght, res-
pectively. --------- ----- -------

The source and destination fields shall be processed from }l:lLt"~.~.I;,ig,~~· 
For the reading of each byte associated with the source fle1:a, the BN 
field contained in Register Aj shall be incremented by one and the 
32-bit halfword contained in Register XO Right shall be decremented by 
one. For the processing, reading and/or writing, of each byte associated 
with the destination field, the BN field contained in Register Ak shall 
be incremented by one and the 32-bit halfword contained in Register Xl 
Right shall be decremented by one. 

Whenever either field has been exhausted, i.e., its length has been 
decremented to zero, increment and decrement operations on the contents 
of its associated A and X Registers, respectively, shall be inhibited. 

For the purpose of establishing operand access validation in virtual 
addressing mode, each central memory operand access type shall ~e a, 
read access with respect to bytes read from the source and destlnatlon 
fields and a write access with respect to bytes stored into the des
tination field. 

For each of these instructions, when the initial contents of Register 
XO Right or Xl Right are negative {bit 32 equal to a one}, an In
struction Specification error shall be recorded, the execution of the 
associated instruction shall be inhibited, and the corresponding program 
interruption shall occur. 
a. Move 

Move Bytes Direct, {Ak} replaced by {Aj} per XO and Xl. 
073jk 

Move and Complement Bytes Direct, {Ak} replaced by {Aj} per XO 
and Xl. 
153jk 

These instructions shall move from 0 to 256 bytes from a source 

rnmll~~illrnd~rnimr'" to • de'ti.:.ti:~ ':'d '" <::em,. 
T\LL- -v ... -v~\~ 

~-~ 
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Each byte from the source field shall be moved to the destination 
field unchanqed, or one's complemented, as determined by the 
pperation code. The bit-for-bit one's complement operation is. 
described in the truth table contained in subparagraph 2.2.8~2 
of this specification. 

I When the source field has been exhausted, a fill byte from bit 
I positions 24 through 31 of Register XO Left shall be used as often 1]s required to complete the Move operation. 

! When the Move operation terminates as a re.sul t of exhausting the 

. d.estination field, the 32-bit positions, 00 througft 31, of Register 
Xl Left shall be cleared. 

; 

. When the Move operation terminates as a result of storing a maximum 
of 256 bytes in the destination field without exhausting the des
tination field, the 32-bit halfword contained in Register Xl Left 
shall be set in all 32-~i~ positions, 00 through 31. 

b.o Compare Bytes Direct, {Aj} to {Ak} per Xdcan~Xl 
144jk • 

This instruction shall compare a maximum of 256 bytes from the source 
field in central memory to a maximum of 256 corresponding bytes from 
the destination field in central memory. The comparison shall occur 
from left to right, byte-by-byte, with each byte treated as an un
signed, binary value. 

When the lengths of the two fields are unequal, a fill-byte from 
bit positions 24 through 31 of Register XO Left shall be used, as 
often as required, to continue the comparison operation after the 
field having t~e shorter length has been exhausted. 

When the operation terminates as a result of inequality between two 
corresponding bytes, as individually associated with the source and 
destination fields, Register Xl Left shall be cleared in all 32 bit 
positions, 00 through 31, and the results of the unequal comparison 
shall be transferred to Register Xl Right in the manner described in 
subparagraph 2.2.2.10 of this specification, {with the source and 
destination fields analogous to the Xj and Xk Registers, respectively} 

When both the source and destination fields are exhausted without the 
occurrence of inequality, Register Xl Left shall be cleared in all 
32-bit positions. 

When a maximum of 256 comparisons have been performed, without the 
occurrence of inequality and without eXhausting both field lengths, 

, Register Xl Left shall be set in all 32-bit positions, 00 through 

rnrnrn ~ rnrnrn ~rn~millu~ 
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! When the initial contents of both Register XO Right and Register 
Xl Right consist entirely of zeroes, Register Xl Left shall be 
cleared in all 32-bit positions and no comparisons shall be per
formed. 

c· Logical 

Logical Sum, {Ak} replaced by {Ak} OR {Aj} per XO and Xl 
151jk 

Logical Difference, {Ak} replaced by {Ak} EOR {Aj} per XO and Xl 
152jk 

Logical Product, {Ak} replaced by {Ak} AND {Aj} per XO and Xl 
150jk 

Each of these instructions shall perform a logical operation. 
between a maximum of 256 bytes from the source field in central 
memory and a maximum of 256 corresponding bytes from the destination 

i field in central memory. The logical op·eration shall consist of a 
Logical Sum, {OR}, Logical Difference {EOR}, or Logical Product 
{ANDY as determined by the operation code. The bit-for-bitOR, 

: EOR,and AND are defined by the truth tables contained in subpara-

~ 
graph 2.2.8.1 of this specification. 

'. For each of these instructions, when the source field is eXhau.sted, 
a fill-byte from bit posjtjQn~ 24 through 31 of Register XO Left, 
shall be used, as often as required, to complete the logicar-- . 
operation. . 

When these logical operations terminate as a result of exhausting 
the destination field, the 32-bit positions 00 through 31, of 
Register Xl Left shall be cleared. 

When these logical operations terminate as a result of storing 
256 bytes in the destination field without exhausting the 
destination field, the 32-bit halfword in Register Xl Left shall 
be set in all 32-bit positions, 00 through 31. 

For each of these instructions, when the source field is to the 
left of the destination field and the fields overlap, the results 
of the logical operation shall be undefined. 
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2.2.11 Mark to Boolean 
Set Xk Right per j and {Xl} Right 
145 jk 

This instruction shall test the two bits initially contained in the 
rightmost two bit positions, 62 and 63, of Register Xl Right according 
to the 4-bit j field from the instruction. When the value of the two 
rightmost bits initially contained in Register Xl Right is equal to 
any of the one or more values specified by the instruction~ j field, 
Register Xk Right shall be cleared in bit positions 32 through 62 and 
shall be set in bit position 63. When the value of the two rightmost 
bits initially contained in Register Xl Right is not equal to any of 
the one or more values specified by the instruction's j field, Register 
Xk Right shall be cleared in all 32 bit positions, 32 through 63. The 
values of the j field and the rightmost two bits initially contained 
in Register Xl Right shall be interpreted with respect to equality 
{EQ} as follows: 

j Bits 62 and 63 of Xl Riaht, resnectivel . 
00 , 01 10 11 

0000 Unconditional -ine ualitv 
0001 EQ 
0010 EQ 
0011 EQ EQ 
0100 EQ 
0101 EQ EQ 
0110 EQ EQ 
0111 EQ EQ EQ 
1000 EQ 
1001 EO EQ 
1010 EQ EQ 
1011 EQ EQ EQ 
1100 EQ EQ 
1101 EQ EQ EQ 
1110 EQ EQ EQ 
1111 Unconditional Eaualitv .. J .. ~~ " -I Note: 

'---_._.-._- -- .- --.- .-
- • _____ o" __ ¥ 1 

The four individual' bits of j can be visualized as individual 
,pointers which are associated, from left to right, with the 
four possi'ble values {OO, 01, 10 'and 11} of the tested bit:
pair {bits 62 and 63 of Register Xl Right}. For example, 1f 
j = 0101, equality sha,ll be detected when the value of the 

rnrnOODrnrnrn ~OO~mffi1ill tested bit pair is 01 or 11. 

The ge-;'eral'form of e 
shall involve the u 
memory, referred as th 
pare with a second data f Id in ce"ntral 
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sign and zone' c ions, lepgths and/~~~~~ 
data fields.! E Data Desq'iptor, 
word or a ~4-bi rd, shall be obt in 
central memory erred to" as a D 

A total of 
comprising 
dividually 
spec if icat 
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2.3 Business Data Processing Instructions 

2.3.1.1 

The general form of execution for the instructions in this group 
shall involve the utilization of a first data field in central 
memory, referred to as the "source," to modify, replace, or com
pare with a second data field in central memory referred to as 
the "destination." Both the source and destination fields shall 
be individually described by means of independently designated 
Data Descriptors, with respect to the types of representation, 
sign and zone conventions, lengths and relative locations of the 
data fields. Each Data Descriptor, consisting of a 32-bit half
word or a 64-bit word,. shall be obtained from an associated table in 
central memory referred to as a Data Descriptor Table. {DDT} 

General Description 

The instructions in this group shall be further characterized by 
their exclusive use of the jkQ/2 instruction format, interpreted 
as follows: 

Operation Code j k Q 

8 1 I 3 11 3 8 I 8 

pO Ijl kO I kl QO 1 Ql 

Source Field t ! I I j 

J 
associated deSignators 

Destination Field 
associated designators 

Operation Codes 

A total of 31 operation codes shall be utilized by the instructions 
comprising the BDP Instruction group. These instructions are in
dividually listed with their full names in Appendix ·A of. thi.$ 
specification. For the purpose of this specification, the BDP 
Instruction group shall be further divided into six subgroups, 
lincluding "short" instruction namss, .as follows: _ 

Note: For the order of exception sensing for these instructions, 
as well as all other instructions, see paragraph 2.8.7 of this 
specification. 
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Subgroup Short Name (01) 

BDP Numeric 

( 
Sum ,/ 

Differencev' 
Product v 
Quotient v 
Scale 
Scale Rounded 
Decimal Compare 
Numeric Move 

Byte /' Compare 
Compare Collated 
Scan While Non-Member 

.J. 
Translate 
Move Bytes 

Edit 

Descri pto.r / Mo.ve Table Entry 
Increment by Table Entry 
Insert 
Extract 
Increment by X-Register 

- . Decrement by X-Register 
<@.!_clliate Subscript and 

Logical ( AND 

t 
OR 
XOR 
NOT 

Immediate Data { Move Immediate Data -
Compare Immediate Data 
Add Immediate Data 

Register Load Load A-Register 
Load X-Register 
Store X-Register 
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Source Field Designators 

Designators associated with source fields shall be interpreted 
from jkQ/2 formatted instructions as follows: 

The 1-bit jO field shall be interpreted in the zero state as 
designating Register A4, and in the one state as designating 
Register AS, with respect to specifying the A Register which 
contains the PVA corresponding to the first location in 
central memory of the Data Descriptor Table associated with 
the source field. 

The 8-bit QO field shall be interpreted as a halfword item 
count with respect to designating a specific Data Descrip
tor in central memory as contained in the DDT associated 
with the source field. Thus, the 8-bit QO field shall be 
expanded to 30 bits by extending zeros on its left, these 
30 bits shall be shifted left 2 bit positions with zeros 
inserted on the right, and the 32-bit shifted result shall 
be added to the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA obtained from 
Register A4 or Register AS, {as determined by jO,} with re
spect to the formation of the central memory word or half
word address corresponding to the location of a specific 
Data Descriptor associated with the source field. 

The 3-bitjl field, after concatenation to a one bit in the most 
significant position, shall be interpreted according to the 
resulting value, 8 through 1S, as designating one of the eight 
A Registers, A8 through AF, respectively, with respect to 
specifying the A Register which contains the PVA corresponding 
to the unmodified leftmost byte address {base} of the source 
field in central memory. See f'i..,..e 2.3-1. 

Destination Field Designators 

Designators associated with destination fields shall be in
terpreted from jkQ/2 formatted instructions as follows: 

The 1-bit kO field shall be interpreted in the zero state as 
designating Register A4, and in the one state as designating 
Register AS, with respect to specifying the A Register which 
contains the PVA corresponding to the first location in 
central memory of the Data Descriptor Table associated with 
the destination field. 
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Word ",1'<,1'\ "!:>Eo~i:::.\?TO~. 

Data Descriptors where the f field is equal to 1 shall be 64-
bits in length, shall be located on any word boundary within 
a DDT and shall be formatted as follows: 

o B 

9 16 32 
64-bit Data Descriptor 

APPROVED 

Unless the PVA used to access a 64-bi t word as a Data Descriptor <j) - '3 <.~o<Z.<> li:)o,", 'lbl2.~) 
is equal to 0, modu_lo 8, an (!'ddress Specification) error shall be 
detected, the associated BDP instruction execution shall be in-
hibiied and the corresponding program interruption shall take 
place. 

Word Data Descriptors shall utilize the 16-bit 0 field, in bit 
positions 16 through 31 as a byte item count to be applied as 
a signed offset {2's" complement for negative offset} to the 
leftmost byte address {base} of the associated source or destin
ation field in a manner identical to that previously described 
for Halfword Data Descriptors. However, Word Data Descriptors 
shall also utilize tha 32-bit B field, in bit positions 32 
through 63 as a byte item count to be applied as a signed index 
{two's complement if negative}, to the leftmost byte address {base} 
of the associated source or destination field. Thus, both" the 
signed offset represented by the 16-bit o field, and the signed 
index represented by the 32-bit B field, shall be added to the 
rightmost 32-bit positions of the PVA obtained from the A R~gister 
specified by j1+8, or the A Register specified by k1+8, with 
respect to the formation of the leftmost byte address of the 
source or destination field, respectively. 

30, 1974 Ma 31, 1974 
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Field, D, T and L 

The D, T, and L fields shall be identically interpreted for both 
Data Descriptor formats, as follows: 

a· D field: The D field is a reserved field consisting of 2 
bits in positions 01 and 02 of the Data Descriptor. 
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b. T Field: The T field shall consist of 4 bits, in bit posi
tions 03 through 06 of the Data Descriptor, and 
shall describe the type of data representation 
used in the associated source or destination field. 
The 16 values of the T field are assigned data type 
representations as follows: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

\~tJ 
ll1~ 

12-15 

Packed Decimal No Sign 

Packed Decimal No Sign L!,!_a~ing Slack Digit 

Packed Decimal Signed 

Packed Decimal Signed. Leading Slack Digit 

Unpacked Decimal 

Unpacked Decimal 

Unpacked Decimal 

Unpacked Decimal 

Unpacked Decimal 

Alphanumeric 
Binary Unsigned 

Binary Signed 
Reserved 

Unsigned 
Trailing Sign Combined Hollerith 

Trailing Sign Separate 
Leading Sign Combined Hollerith 

Leading Sign Separate 

As determined by the operation code, source and destination 
field data types shall be restricted to only those combin
ations which are defined as valid within the instruction 
descriptions. The designation of invalid T field combina
tions within the associated Data Descriptors shall result 
in the detection of an Instruction Specification error, the 
instructions execution shall be inhibited and the corresponding 
program interruption shall occur. See 2.8.1.4. 
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c· L Field: The L field shall consist of 9 bits, in bit posi
tions 07 through 15, and shall describe the length 
of the associated source or destination field. The 
length shall be expressed in terms of bytes. Although 
the L field can contain larger values {maximum 511}, 
the length of a BDP operand shall be restricted to a 
smaller value according to the operand data type. 
These inclusive limits are the fOllowing: 

19 bytes for Packed Decimal {types 0 through 3}; 

CI8 bytes for Unpacked lDecimal {types 4 through 8} 

~-:-(]> bytes for Binary {types 10 and 11}; 
256 bytes for Alphanumeric {type 9}. 

When any L field exceeds the specified maximum associated with a 
given data type, an Instruction Specification error shall be detecte~ 
the execution of that instruction shall be inhibited and the corres
ponding program interruption shall occur. See 2.8.1.4. 

2.3.2.4 Overlap 

The execution of BDP Instructions shall be undefined, with re
spect to the generated results, for every case in wh~ch.the 
source and destination fields overlap and are not COlnCldent 
in their leftmost and rightmost byte positions. 

2.3.2.5 Data and Sign Conventions 

With respect to numeric data and sign conventions, interpr~
tation shall be performed according to Type {T} where appll
cable, for characters {C}, Digits {D} and Signs is}, using 
hexadecimal notation, as follows: 

Note: Data field Bxamples are illustrated as three byte fields. 
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a. Type []: Packed Decimal No Sign 

c· 

d: 

D D 

D: Hex{O} through hex{9}; Decimal 0 through 9, respectively. 
Note: This format corresponds to an even number of digits in the 
decimal number· 

Type 1: Packed Decimal No Sign Slack Digit 

o 

0: Hex{O}; Decimal 0 
D: Hex{O} through hex{9}; Decimal 0 through 9, respectively_ 

.Note: This format corresponds to an odd number of digits in the 
decimal number; 

Type 2: Packed Decimal Signed 

D: Hex{[]} through hex{9}; Decimal 0 through 9, respectively. 
S~ Hex{A}, {B},-{C}, {E}, or if} : positive {hex{C} is preferred}; 

HedDI : hesati'v.e. 
Note: This format corresponds to an odd number of digits in the 
decimal number. 

Type 3: Packed Decimal Signed Slack Digit t.t'l~5 
~/ J" . 

0 D D D D S 

0: Hex{O}; Decimal 0 
D: Hex{O} through hex{9}; Decimal 0 through 9, respectively-
S: Hex{A}, {B}, {C}, {E}, or {F} : positive {hex{C} is preferred}; 

Hex{D} : negative. 

Note: This format corresponds to an even number of digits in the~ 
decimal number. 
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e· Type 1j: Unpacked Decimal Unsigned 
J 

PAGE 

69 ·69 

D: ASCII character 0 through 9 represented by hex{30} through" 
hex{39}, respectively. 

f. Type 5: Unpacked Decimal Trailing Sign Combined Hollerith 
.~ C-.\:'c 

D: ASCII character 0 through 9 represented by hex{30} through 
hex{39}, respectively; 

C: An ASCII character decoded as follows: 
ASCII 1 through 9 {hex{31} through hex{39}} 
ASCII A through ~ {hex{1j1} through hex{1j9}} 
ASCII J throughR {hex{1jA~ through hex{1jF} 

and hex{50} through hex{52}~ 
ASCII i,O,& {hex{7B}, hex{30}, hex{2b}} 
ASCII L'- {hex{7D}, hex{2D}} 

either represents 
+1 through +9 
represents 
-:1 through -9 
represents +0 
represents -0 

Note: The underlined characters and codes are the preferred ones. 

g. Type 6: Unpacked Decimal Trailing Sign Separate 

S I 

D: ASCII character 0 through 9 represented by hex{30} through 
hex{39}, respectively. 

S: ASCII character + {hex{2B}} 
ASCII character - {hex{2~}} 

positive sign; 
negative sign. 

h. Type 7: Unpacked Decimal Leading Sign Combined Hollerith 

C D 

C and D have the same meaning as for type 5 in subparagraph f. 
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Type 8: Unpacked Decimal Leading Sign Separate 

S D D 

D and S have the same meaning as for type b in subparagraph-g. 

Type 9: Alphanumeric 

C C C 

C: Any ASCII character code. 

Type 10: Binary Unsigned 

The field defined by the number of bytes contains the positive 
binary value of· the operand. 

Type 11: Binary Signed 

The field defined by the number of bytes contains the signed 
binary value of the operand, negative values being represented 
in the 2's complement form. 

BDP Numeric 

The instructions in this subgroup shall provide the means for 
pe~forming arithm~tic, ~hift, conversion and comparison oper
atIons for byte fIelds In central memory consisting of numeric 
decimal data. 

un~ess the len~th, type and format fields within the Data Des
crIptors assocIated wIth the source and destination fields 
confor~ to the ~es~rictions defined within the following i~
structlon~escrlptlo~S~ th~ detection of a Length, Type or 
Data D~scrlptor SpecIfIcatIon error shall result in an Instruc
tion Specification Error condition, the execution of the as
sociated.instruct~on shall be inhibited,and the corresponding 
program InterruptIon shall occur. 
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When invalid decimal data is encountered in the course .of ex
ecuting one of the following instructions, an Invalid BDP 
Data condition shall be detected and upon completion of the 
associated instruction execution, the corresponding program 
interrup~ion shall occur, if enabled. 

When the results from a decimal operation exceed the capacity 1 
of the designated destination field such that significant di
gits are not stg into ntral mgmgry, {i.e., leftmost non~ero dIgits are t~~ncatedi: a Decimal Significan(p lass sba1] 
be detected and upon completion of the associated instruction's 
execution, the corresponding program interruption shall occur, 
if enabled. I 
Leading zeros shall be supplied and leading digits shall be 
truncated with respect to accommodating unequal source and 
destination field lengths. Thus, conceptually, these instruc
tions shall process the data fields from r~ht~to le~t. 

---J 

Note that these conventions shall cover the end cases for numeric 
operands of length equal to 1 for all numeric data types. 
instance, a Move Numeric from 'a type 5 ~perand to a type 3 
b operand of length 1 would amount to an extraction of the 
field sign. ~ ~ ...., 

For 
or type 
sour<;~. 

A source BDP operand of numeric type {O through 08, 10 and 11}' 
and of length zero, shall be interpreted as the value zero. 
A destination BDP operand of length zero shall transform the 
associ~~~tion into a no-op. However, exception sensing 
fo the so~rcefleld sha~uJ:: ... nol"'mally, including the testing 
f. 1"',...9 {Dec.W.LSJ"gn!f~"canc.~~rld_~~9.rI_' provided the source I 
fl cL does not also..J:!ave a length/of z~o. 

Note: The repres~ntations for zero, zones and signs shall 
be normally determined by interpreting the T field from the 
Data Descriptor associated with the destination field. 

Division by zero shall not be allowed to the extent 
that the destination field in central memory shall not be 
changed and a Divide Fault condition shall be detected. 

i.---..-----' 

Minus zero shall be considered equivalent to plus zero by all the 
instructions in this subgroup, with respect to decimal numeric 
data. 

~rnrn 0 rnrnrn ~rn~mffi~~ 
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For the instructions in this subgroup, {namely the Decimal 
instructions}, as well as all the instructions contained in 
the BDP Instruction group, the term "D{Aj}" shall be used to 
denote "the contents of the source data fields," addressed by 
means of the components associated with the BDP instruction's 
j field designators. Similarly, the term "D{Ak}" shall be used 
to denote "the contents of the destination data field," addressed 
by means of the components associated with the BDP instruction's 
k field designators. 

Arithmetic 

a. Decimal Sum, D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} plus D{Aj} 
074 jkQ/2 

b. Decimal Difference, D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} minus D{Aj} 
075 jkQ/2 

c. Decimal Product, D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} times D{Aj} 
D76 jkQ/2 -

d. Decimal Quotient, D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} divided by D{Aj} 
077 jkQ/2 

Operation: These instructions shall arithmetically modify 
the initial contents of the destination field in central mem
ory, {treated as an augend, minuend, multiplicand or dividend 
as determined by the operation code} by the contents of the 
source field in central memory {treated as an addend, subtra
hend, multiplier or divisor as determined by the operation 
code} and shall transfer the decimal result consisting of a
sum, difference, product or quotient, as determined by the 
operation code, to the destination field in central memory. 

Types:A1l Packed decimal types and a1l Unpacked decimal types, except 
for the Leading Sign formats, shall be freely allowed for decimal 
arithmetic; i.e., types 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, shall be compatible 
for these instructions. 

Unpacked Decimal Leading Sign {both conventions} shall not be 
supported in the decimal arithmetic. A Numeric Move instruction 
must be generated to format the operands of those types prior to 
their use in arithmetic operations. 

Lengths: The maximum allowable lengths for the source and 
destination fields shall be determined according to their res
pective decimal data types as defined in subparagraph 2.3.2.3, 
item e, of this specificatio~. 
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Notes: Decimal operands shall be treated as integer 
values. Division by zero shall be illegal to the extent that 
such operations shall be treated as Divide Faults in the man
ner described in paragraph 2.3.3 of this specification. 

The results from~ese instructions shall be algebraically 
signed unless they are equal-to zero in their entirety, in 
which case their signs shall be made positive. 

These instructions shall generate a result value in accord
ance with the type T of the destination field and the pre
ferred sign convention for that given type. 

2.3.3.2 Shift 

The following instructions shall move the data initially con
tained in the source field to the destination field. Unless 
the 32-bit halfword contained in Register XO Right consists 
entirely of zeros in its ri~htmost 8-bit positions, these in
structionsshall also shift the data from the source field as 
it is moved to the destination field. 

The 32-bit halfword contained in Register XO Right shall be 
interpreted as a signed binary integer providing a signed shift 
count. When this 32-bit halfword is positive, the direction 
of the shift shall be left with the number of decimal digit 
positions to be shifted determined by the value of the rightmost 
8 bits, in bit positions 56 through 63, of Register XO Right. 
When this 32-bit halfword is negative, the direction of the 
shift shall be right with the number of decimal digit positions 
to be shifted determined by the value of the two's complement 
of the rightmost 8 bits, in bit positions 56 through 63, of 
Register XO Right. {Once the direction of the shift has been deter
mined, bit positions 32 through 55 of the shift count shall be ignoledl 
Thus, positive shift counts shall provide the means for mul-
tiplying the source data field by powers of 10, and negative 
shift counts shall provide the means for dividing the source 
data field by powers of ten, as the source data is moved to 
the destination field. 
When non-zero digits are shifted left end-off, or truncated on the 
left~ a Decimal Significance Loss condition shall be detected. 

'

Shifting shall be accomplished end-off with zero filIon the 
appropriate end{s} as required to accommodate the_.l~n9t~ a~J.§. 
of the receiving field. {For example, ~hen.the destl~atl~n fleld 
is longer than the source field, and the dlfference.ln flel~ lengths 

I ismreater than the left shift count, such a scale lnstructJ.on 

mriUlo)DriU~ ij1lo)nmfl\l7~ ~~a~~thr~~!d~i~~~o a~~li~f~o e~~: ~~t~~~ ~:i~i~:~ion 
llJUJlJU UJUU LllJUULlLUUU; field result.} 
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Types: All packed decimal types and all unpacked decimal 2.3.3.3 Move 
types, except for the Leading sign formats, shall be freely 
allowed for decimal scale instructions; i.e., types 0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, and b shall be freely compatible for these instructions. 

Lengths: The maximum allowable lengths for the source and 
destination fields shall be determined according to their 
respective decimal data types as defined in subparagraph 
2.3.2.3, item c, of this specification. 

a. Decimal Scale, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj}, scaled per {XO} Right. 
078 jkQ/2 

b. Decimal Scale Rounded, D{Ak} replaced by rounded D{Aj}, scaled 
per .{Xm Right. 

079 jkQ/2 

Operation: These instructions shall mov~ and sc~le, according 
to the contents of Register XO Right, the decimal data field 

. initially contained in the source field to the destination 
field. They shall transfer the sign of the source field to 
the destination field without <hange, {unless the results con
sist entirely of zeros in which case the sign of the destina-
tion field shall be made positive or unless the result would other
wise contain a non-preferred sign in which case the sign of the 
destination field shall contain the preferred sign}. 

Scale Rounded: When specified by means of the operation code, 
rounding shall be performed for negatively signed scale fac
tors by adding five to the last digit shifted end-off and pro
pagating carries, if any, through the decimal re~ult transferr
ed to the destination field. Thus the absolute value shall be 
rounded upwards. 

Numeric Move, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj} after formatting 
092 jkQ/2 

This instruction shall format the number obtained from the 
source field and shall transfer the result to the destination 
field. 
The source field shall be validated according to the T field 
from its associated descriptor; the source field shall be 
reformatted according to the T field from the data descriptor 
associated with the destination field and the result shall be 
transferred to the destination field. 

The format of the different data types allowed i~ this instruction 
are described in subparagraph 2.3.2. 5 of this document. The 
conversion and format operation shall be performed on any combi
nation of fields of type 0 through 11. In this instruction, 
an operand of type 9 shall be handled exactly as an operand 
of type 4, including length restric1;.ion, zero-fill, and data val
idation conventions as well as right to 1 efr-prDcessing • 
If the source has a decimal data type and the destination a 
binary data type, a conversion from decimal t~ binary shall. 
be performed. In this case, the maximum length for the source 
shall be determined by the deCimal data type: 19 bytes for 
T~_Odth[OU.9h 3, and 3/l_Qy..t.e.s-f.or-I.y.pas....JI-thru 8; the maxi

mum fiel engtn~the destination sh~1~~~8_bytes. 
If tlie-de!ft'ination field is not'Tong-enOugh to accommodate the 
entire binary number, truncation of the leftmost bytes shall 
occur· If the destination field is longer than the result of 
the conversion, the sign bit shall be extended on the left. 

If the source has a binary data type and the destination a 
decimal data type; a conversion from binary to decimal shall 
be performed. The length restrictions on the operands are the 

\ 

same as in the previous case· If the destination field is too \Qv\.>cilii\: 
short to ac:commodate the converted number, leading digits shall ' 
be truncated according to the destina· r • e 
rece1ving field is longer a d mber, le.3CiIrig ~E:-f2.0 
zAeros s a e su 1e 1n accord . : L.II 

c arac er zero i-g·i-t=2el"o-{hPX{O}}. """\. 
When truncation of b~ data results in loss or-si nific n e 
or an improper sigoJ an r1 me 1C Overflow condition shall be 
recorded. When truncation of decimal data results in loss of 
significanc~Qmal Loss of' Significance condition shall be 

mrnooo rnrnrn ~ill~~ffiTI~rE!COrded. 
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When both operands are decimal, their maximum allowable lengths 
shall be determined according to their respective decimal data 
types as defined in subparagraph 2.3.2.3, item c, of this speci
fication. - , 

The destination 
shall be.fille~ from rig~t to left. Unequal field lengths shall 
result ~lther 1n,tr~~~a~10n of the leading digits or in insertion 
of lead1ng zeros accord1ng to the destination data type: ASCII 
character zero {hex{30}} or digit zero {hex{O}}. 

Comparison 

Decimal Compare D{Aj} to D{Ak}, result to Xl Right. 
083 jkQ/2 

This instruction shall algebraically. compare the decimal con
tents of the source field to the decimal contents of the des
tination.field and ~hall transfer a 32-bit halfword to Regis
ter Xl R1ght accord1ng to the results of the comparison. 

When the contents of the source and destination fields are 
equal, the entire 32-bit positions of Register Xl Right shall 
be cleared. 

When the contents of the so~rce field are greater than the 
contents of the destination field, Register Xl Right shall be 
cleared in the leftmost 31 bit positions, 32 through 62, and 
shall be set in the rightmost bit position, 63. 

When the contents of the source field are less than the con
tents of the destination field, Register Xl Right shall be 
set in all 32 bit positions. 

Types: All Packed decimal types and all Unpacked decimal data types 
except for the Leading Sign formats, shall be freely allowed in 
~om~ar1sons; i.e., types, 0, 1, 2, 3, ~, 5,.6 shall be compat-
ible for this instruction. 

Lengths: Lengths shall be confined to the same maximum values 
as for'a Decimal Difference instruction. Un-
e9ual.field lengths shal~ ~e accommodated by providing zero 
f1ll 1n the leftmost pos1t1ons, as required, for the field 
hav~ng the shorter length. The maximum number of bytes oc
cup1~d.by ~ach operand is a function of its data type and is 
spec1f1ed 1n subparagraph 2.3.2.3, item c, of this specification. 
Note: As previously stated, in 2.3.3, minus zero shall be inter-

~[IDln[lll]lll [P!lJmmf"'" " b.,og 'Q'" to pl", mo.· I 
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Byte 

The instructions in this subgroup shall provide the means for 
comparing, scanning, translating, moving, and editing 

byte fields in central memory to the extent defined by 
the following instruction descriptions. 

'These. instructions shall utilize spaces for extending Alpha-
I numer1C {Type 9} fields, with the space being represented by 

hex {20}. 

A source byte operand of length zero shall be functionally 
interpreted as a string of space characters {ASCII character: 
hex {20}} for all the instructions in this subgroup. 

A destination byte operand of 'length zero shall transform the 
associated instruction into a no-op. However, exception sensing 
for non-zero lengt_hJ.Lelds_,shall.occur rio-rmally, despite the 
destination field length of zero. 

~. Decimal Significance Loss shall not be detected for the in= 
~ structions in this subgroup. 

Comparison 

a. Byte Compare, 'D{Aj} to D{Ak}, result to Xl Right, index to 
XO Right 

084 jkQ/2 ~ 
Byte Compare Collate~ D{Aj} to D{Ak}, both translated 
ner--{A7}' result to Xl Right, index to XO Right 
~jkQ/2 

These instructions shall compare the bytes contained in the 
source field to the bytes contained in the destination field 
and shall transfer the results of that comparison to Register 
Xl,Riqht. 

The comparison shall proceed from left to right. When the 
field lengths are unequal, trailing seace characters shall 
be used fOr the field having the shorter length. The maxi
mum length for each operand shall be 256 bytes. 

Th~str~tions sJ::!.gJ.l ignore~e ~ field.. Each byte 
from the-source and-destination field shall be treated as an 

~rnoo a i~'~~Milli::~ '" .b,,'ut. "'00 "th ",p.d to tho 
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The comparison shall continue until the longer field has been 
exhausted or until an "inequality" is detected between corres
ponding bytes from the source and destination fields accord
i~g to.thefo!lowing definitions. for the Compare instruc
tIon, InequalIty between the bytes obtained directly from the 
source and destination fields shall result in the completion 
of the comparison. for the Collated Compare instruction in
equality of the bytes obtained directly from the source and 
destination fields shall result in the translation of both 
bytes, by means of a translation table, and inequality of the 
translated bytes shall result in the completion of the compar
ison. When the translated bytes are equal, and the longer 
field has not been exhausted, comparison between the corres
ponding bytes obtained directly from the source and destin
ation fields shall be resumed. 

When every byte associated with the source field is equal to 
every corresponding byte associated with the destination field, 
{including the trailing space characters if any}, the entire 
32-bit positions of Register Xl Right shall be cleared. When 
the first inequality between bytes occurs as a result of a byte 
associated with the source field having a greater value than the 
correspo~ding byte associated" with the destination field, Regis
ter Xl RIght shall be clear~d in the leftmost 31-bit positions, 
32 through 62, and shall be set in the rightmost bit position, 
63. When the first inequality between bytes occurs as a result 
of a byte associated with the source field having a value less 
than the corresponding byte associated with the destination 
field, Register Xl Right shall be set in all 32-bit positions. 
In addition, the sequence number of the byte which caused the 
1st inequality will be placed in Register XO Right. 

Translation Table: The translation table used for each occur
rence of direct inequality during Collated Compare instructions, 
shall be addressed by means o! Address Register A7. 

Each byte shall be translated by using its value as a positive 
offset to be added to the beginning {leftmost} address of the 
Translation Table, as contained in Register A7, for the purpose 
of addressing the translated byte to be read from central memory. 
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Byte Scan C'GV""'-\ ""-"-~"-'- ~ ..::-\-\....... 

~yte Scan Whi!e Non-Member, D{Ak} for presence bit in D{Aj}, 
Index to XO RIght, character to Xl Right. 

086 jkQ/2 

Operation: The operation shall proceed from left to right 
on the destination field addressed by D{Ak}. One character 
at a time shall be taken from this ch~racter string and used 
as a bit address into the string addressed by D{Aj}. The scan 
shall terminate if the bit thus addressed is ON or if the des
tination field has been exhausted; otherwise-"th-enext-charac
ter in D{Ak} is considered. 

Source field: The type and length fields in D{Aj} shall be ignored. 
The operand addressed by D{Aj} shall be interpreted as a bit 
string consisting of 256 bits {32 bytes}. 

Destination field: The type field in D{Ak} shall be ignored. 
The operand addressed by D{Ak} shall 

be interpreted as a byte string, and restricted to no more than 
256 characters. 

The bin?ry valUe of the sequence number in the string, of the 
byte whIch caused the scan to terminate shall be placed right 
justified into XO Right. 

The bin?ry value of the character itself which caused the scan 
to termInate shall be placed right justified into Xl Right. 

If the scan stops by exhaustion of the characters in the byte 
string, XO Right shall contain the length of the original byte 
string and Xl Right shall be set equal to -1. 

Note: The function Byte Scan While Member can be performed 
by means of the Byte Scan While Non-Member if the bit string 
specifying the characters not allowed in the byte string has 
been previously logically negated. 

~ll 

- D'-\ o-~ 
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Translate 

Byte Translate, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj}, translated per A7 
088 jkQ/2 

This instruction shall translate each byte contained in the 
source field, according to the translation table in central 
memory and shall transfer the results of the byte by byte 
translation to the destination field. 

The translation table shall be addressed in a manner identi
,cal, to that previously described for the Collated Compare in

~~truction in subparagraph 2.3.4.1 of this specification. 

Jhe Type fields in the Data Descriptors associated with the 
sou~e field and the destination field shall be ignored. 
Both operands shall be restricted to no more than ~t-Oytes. 

The translation operation shall occur from left to right with 
each source byte used as a positive offset to be added to the 
beginning {leftmost byte} address of the translation table for 
the purpose of permitting each byte's translation. Translated 
bytes, thus obtained from the translation table, shall be trans
ferred to the destination field. The translation operation shall 
terminate after the destination field length has been exhausted. 
When the source field length is greater than the destination 
field length, rightmost bytes from the source field shall be 
truncated, to the extent required, with respect to the trans
lation operation. When the source field length is less than 
the destination field length, translated space characters shall 
be used to fill the rightmost byte positions of the destination 
field to the extent required. 

Move 

This instruction shall provide the means for moving the bytes 
contained in the source field to the destination field. The 
type fields of the source and destination data descriptors shall 
be ignored and any combinations of the values 0 through 11 shall 
be al1owed. 
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Mov~ Bytes, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj}. 
089 jkQ/2 

81 81 

This instruction shall move the bytes contained in the source 
field to the destination field. The operation shall be per
formed from left to right with unequal field lengths accommo
dated by the truncation of trailing characters from the source 
field or the insertion of trailing spaces into the destination 
field. 

J 
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Edit 

Edit, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj} edited per M{A?}. 
091 jkQ/2 

This instruction shall edit the digits or characters contained 
in the source field according to an edit mask in central memory 
and shall transfer the result to the destination field. The 
edit mask shall be addressed by the PVA contained in A7. The 
edit mask shall consist of a one byte length indication followed 
by a string of micro-operations. 

The edit instruction shall terminate under control of the mask. 
If the destination field is filled before the end of the mask 
is encountered, then the writing of further characters beyond 
the destination field shall be disabled but ~haEdit shall 
proceed until the end of the mask is encount-eredi, an Invalid BDP 
Data condition shall be rec.orded. If the Edit terminates 
before the destination field is filled, then· any further charac
ters in the destination field shall remain-undisturbed and no 
exception conditions shall be detected for these circumstances. 

Type: The Data Descriptor type fields shall be confined to the 
following: 

Source Destination 

Special Conventions: The edit operation shall utilize the 
tables and toggles listed below. 

a· Special Characters Table {SCT}: The SCT is an eight byte 
table that shall be initialized by the machine at the start 
of each edi t operati on to contain the following. 

Table index r-O 
Character b 

blank fill character 
J suppression character 
t I . posi tive sign I . h .-~ ,- ~-- .!1egati ve sign 

:('/;[2,") ~: ~ I 5 b 
+ .. - " $ 

------ / 

1 7 
b I 
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b· 

S 

c· 

Entries in the m- shall be readab.1e/wri table under control 
of certain micro-operations comprlsi~q_the mask. 

'":iM \ , 

The Symbol~: The symbol is a string of ] to ~ characters 
that shall be c~der control of the edit mask ~nd 
ilJ~ted_ into th_ILQ!;!..rti..(l~n field. unger control of !:be 
edl~mas~the SM has been inserted into the destination 
~·t must be recreated before it can be inserted again. 
At the start of an edit operation, the SM shall have a zero 
length. __ ~ 

The SM shall be utilized for the f~oating sign and floating 
currency editing features. It shall also be utilized for 
:;;lgn sensitive and signi ficance sensi ti~cter=strins 
1nsertIon·· J. 
---~~, X SA':!> S "'-h""\",::l.~e,eJ:>"'(U_-e\~.e!ll·f\"'v..\'i~-" . 
End Suppression Toggle {ES}: This toggle controls zero 
suppression. At start of edit, the ES shall be initialized 
FALSE. The ES shall be set TRUE when zero suppression ends. 

'5M·,."tJlO ,0"",,,':1':' S \'1'" 1\)10.61>, ... 
Negative Sign Toggle {SN}: This toggle signifies the sign 
of the source field. At start of edit, ~he SN shall be 
initialized FALSE for an alphanumeric source field or a 
posi ti ve numeric source field.;.. It shall be initialized 
tRUE for a negat1ve numeric source field. 

":l-~ ~ zc--n.o ~ I E,L.C' 

e· Zero Field Toggle {ZF}: This toggle signifies whether the 
source field is zero or non-zero· It shall be initialized 
~cA~SE for an alphanumeric source field and TRUE for a numeric 
source fie1a.-

Edit Micro-Operations: The mask shall be interpreted as a string 
of one byte micro-instructions with the following format. 

~." 1 7 

Ef~_· 
The MOP is a micro-operator. It specifies an editing function. 
The SV is a specification value. It's meaning varies according 
to the specific MOP which it follows. 
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Edit control shall procE!ed from left to right on the mask, 
one character {or micro-operation} at a time. After inter
pretation of the micro-operation, action shall be taken on the 
so~rce and destination field characters {or source digits} 
whIch shall also be operated from left to right. 

Indexing through the source field shall be by bytes unless 
its data-type is packed numeric when indexing shall be by 
half-bytes. Indexing through the destination field shall be 
by bytes. 

Notation for MOP descriptions. 

i 
j 
k 
SC{i} 

SHi} 

DC{j} 

MC{k} 

ES 
ZF 
SN 
SCT 
SCrin} 
SV 
SM 
LSM 

·R 
C 

Index for source field, initialized to o. 
Index for destination field, initialized to o. 
Index for mask, initialized to O. 
The source character addressed by base of source 

field indexed by i. 
The source digit addressed by base of source field 

indexed by i. . 
The destination byte addressed by base of destination 

field indexE!d by 3. 
ThE! mask byte addrE!ssed by baSE! of mask field indexed 

by k. 
End suppression toggle. 
Zero field toggle. 
Sign toggle. 
Special character table 
Nth entry in the SCT {value must be 0-7}. 
Specification value. 
The symbol. 
Length of the Symbol in bytes, initialized to zero. 
A loop counting mechanism {associated with SV}. 
A loop counting mechanism {associated with LSM}. 

Note: The one byte l'ength indication contained in the leftmost 
byte position of the Edit Mask shall include itself in specifying 
the length of the Edit Mask. {Thus, a maximum of 254 micro
operations may be specified by this byte}. 
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Although not includE!d in each dE!scription, prior to thE! E!xecution 
of E!ach micro-opE!ration the E!dit mask indE!x shall be incremented 
by one. 
ThE! following descriptions of the micro-operations are not 
intE!nded to rigidly dictate the implementation technique 
so long as the function of each individual MOP is accomplished. 

The logic is specified concisely using a SWL-like notation. 

a· 
, SOURCE FIELD DATA /, 7 
~ tVPE~ SHALL BE TREATED 
L AS TYPE 4 

c· Skip Source Positions {MOP=2} 
S\" 'may be'a'Vcii"ue 0':'15 . 

i := i+8V; 

d. Skip Destination Positions {MOP=3} I 

SV may be a value 0-15 

ES := FALSE; 
j := j+SV; 

e· Move Mask Characters {MOP=4} 
SV may be a value 0-15 

FOR R := 1 TO SV DO 

DC{j} := MC {k+1}; 
, j := jt1; k := k+1; FOREND;_ 

~;: 
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f. Select a Sign as the Symbol {MOP=5} , SC-c- ~s\V\, 
SV may be a value ~F {but is normally 1 or 2}. 

SV shall be evaluated by ignoring the high order bit. 

LSM := 1; ",Q:»- W [Ui'\4:19J 
IF SNTHEN SM{o}: =SCTBJ.; ~ 

_,'I:: ~_ .. jELSE SM{O}: = SCT{SV} l,EENJ>t\ 1'-' 
• ..&--- \.OJ \.\~" \"" ..... ...J 

"NEGVE.='-'" 
"POSVE.='+' or 

g. Select Mask Characters as the Symbol {MOP=b} Nl\s\<---? >~ 
SV may be a value 0-15 ,,~-c=,- -' ~--

LSM := SV, 
FOR C := 1 to LSM DO 

SM{(-l} := MC{k+1}; R LLc..] 
k :='k+1; FOREND; 

\ 
Move Source D~gits or Suppress with Floating Symbol {MOP=7} 
SV may be a vafue 0-15 

~ FOR R : = 1 TO SV DO " - \,--- -~ l. 

\ 
IF NOT ,ES THEN 

rl>oIF SD {i} = 0 THEN 
D 

"SUPPRESS" 
i :=, i+l; j := j+1; 

'b'" 

I t D({j}:=sq{1}; W Q.l) 

,ELSE "IF SD'ti} 'f _~ ~\ 7 "1ST SIGNIF. DIGIT" 

~FOR C,' _ ,: = 1, JO,' Lsri~ D"O"Zl,'!_ li., i "c.) 
~C-{-jt • - SM{(-1};' .w ' 
j :=, j+1·I.;SM := LSM-~~, .. ' 

, ' 
DC{j} := NUJ1rnC (SHi}}; 

\
' i := i+1;::-j :="~~;' _ ES : = TRUE-;TFE-N-])~ 

l _ _ Eb.SE' "IF ES" 

I DC{j}:= NUME~IC {SD{i}}; 
i := i+l; ! := j+l; If END; 

FOREN»; 

mrnrn II rnrnrn '~m~mffiTI~ 

"INSERT' SYMBOL" 
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IF NOT ES THEN. 

ES : = TRUE;, '", ::D"S'T ,,,,,IT ',0'" ""; e.l c\ 'V:J ~ ~ llcc\ w"1-h 
FOR C : = _1 TO LSM DO \ \ C\ C\ \ 
D,C{j} :,= SM,:CC':"lH :j+ "-"- b '::::,,,,,,,r.-o,1 \().'-JLco 

j := j+1; LSM := LStI-1; lL.c.' 
FOREND; IFEND; , , ~ 

Insert Symbol or SCT Character, Unconditional {MOP-9} 
sy may be a value 0-15~ ( • 'c.-]- "-~ 
IF SV >7 THEN L"" ~ 

r------
n:~'_O-R C : = 1 ';-T O'-lSM DO -
DC{j}: = 'SMfC-l}; 
j := j+l; "LSM := LSM-l; 

OREND; -

ELSE "IF SV < 8 THEN" 

DC{j}: =" SP{SV}; \\ 
j := j+l; IFEND; } 

LS'( ~ \cs] 

~-t.(S\f ') ~ d~~ '~Cr-r> p 

Insert Symbol or SCT Character if Posve., Else blanks {MOPf10} 
SVliray-be--a-vaTue--0--15------ ::-=--___ ~_:__.~ - - -- -- -

FILL" 

"BLANK FILL" 
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Insert Symb~l or SCT Character if Negve., Else blanks {MOP=ll} 
SV may be a value 0-15 

This MOP is similar to MOP 10. 
in that algorithm.~ 

Su~stitute G for ~lL 
m. Insert Symbol or SCT Character, Unless Suppression {MOP-12} 

SV may/be a value 0-15 

n· 

q • 

IF SV > 7 THEN tFOR C : = 1 to LSM DO ';} 
IF ES THEN DC{j} := SM{(-l}; 
ELSE DC{j}:= SCT{l}~ IFEND; 
j := j+l; LSM := LSM-l; 
FOREND; 

CL.. c.] 

ELSE "IF SV < 8 THEN" 'I 
rIF ES DC{j} : = SCT {SV}; [10'1]-\~ 
l~LSE DC{j}:= SCT{l}; IFEND; \l1~ 

j :=j+l 
IFEND; 

Wri te SCT Entry {MOP=13} \. If"¥, "_--.. SC -r 
SV may be a value 0- F \"'-:r.",,~./ \ 

"SUPPRESS" 

"SUPPRESS" 

SV shall be evaluated by i~~~:~ the high order bit. 

SCHSV} ·-M_C{k+ll; t=?" 
'k .- k+l;" 

Spread Suppression Character {MOP=14} 
SV may be a value 0-15 

FOR R := 1 TO SV DO 

DC{j} := SCT{l}; j .- j+1; FOREND; 

~ 
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p. 

q. 

r. 

Reset and Suppress, On Zero Field {MOP=15} 
SV may be a value 0-15 

IF ZF THEN 

j := 0 
FOR R := 1 TO SV DO 

"RESET TO START OF DEST. FIELD" 

DC{j} .- SCT{l}; j := j+1; FOREND; 

ELSE RETURN; 

IFEND; 

Function NUMERIC 

[TD "IE. TERMINATE EDIT 
INSTRUCTION" 

This function shall be used by micro-operations 0 and 7 
to move a source digit into the destination field. 

Each source digi t shall ,be checked" invalid decimal 
@igTtmshall cause an Invalid BDP Data condition to be 
aete-cted and, if enabled, a program interruption shall occur 
upon the completion of the Edit instruction. 
When the source field is packed numeric, appropriate ASCII 
zone bits shall be supplied for the destination character. 

,A- non-zero digit shall cause the ZF ~~le to be~~ 
sp~ase, (MOP :-;, 

. W'len SV is not __ equa_!-=,t~ zero,~ ar:tf i ,I&QlJJQ._np_t 
reference'JL..byte bounaary, 1 t,·shallj:JJLJ_,I:Lc.r~a~_~d by 

onepriiJr to -b-eginnin~rTti~~p..!!.r:'!3.tion., 
~.-::.~;"===;i.~-;;~q2=-~~~-- -:-- -.. :-:-~-- .. " -----
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Descriptor 

The instructions in this subgroup shall provide the means for 
moving or algebraically modifying Data Descriptors, or Data De
scriptor fields, to the extent defined in the following sub- . 
paragraphs. 

The fields within a 64-bit Data Descriptor shall be described 
singly and in limited combinations by means of a 3-bit field 
designator, having values from 0 through 7, as follows: 

Field Designator 

(0, 
1 ---
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

~ '3 
I L 
4 9 

64-bit 

64-bit Data Descriptor fields{s} 

F 
D 
T 
L 
o 
B 

F,D,T,L and 0 
F,D,T,L,O and B 

./.f ~ 
!l B 

~b3 16 32 
Data Descriptor 

3b,.~ ,?>~ ... 't: 

For these instructions, the j1 and/or the k1 fields shall be 
interpreted as field designator "with respect to the associa
ted Data Descriptor Operations. 

Note: For the instructions in this subgroup, "F{j1}" or 
"F{k1}" represent the descriptor field specified by the value 
of the field designator in j1 or k1, and "D{jO,QO}" or 
"D{k[)' Q1}" represent the descri ptor in the ~DT sped fied by 
jO or kO and whose offset wi thin the DDT is given by ~D or Q1. 
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Move Table Entry 

Descriptor Table Entry Move. ~{kl} of D{kO.Q1} re~laced by F{j1} 
of HjO.QO} 

094 jkQ/2 

Thi s instruction shall move the Data Descr'i ptor: T able Entry 
associated with the source field to the Data Descriptor Table 
entry associated with the destination field according to the 3-bit 
designators j1 and k1 from the instruction. 

The interpretation of the jl and k1 designators shall be per
formed in the manner described in paragraph 2.3.5 of this spe
cification with respect to designating the source and destin
ation fields within the corresponding Data Descriptors. 

These field designator values shall be confined to the follow
ing combinations: 

j1 {Source} k1 {Destination} 

0 or 5 0 
1 or 5 1 
2 or 5 2 
3 or 5 3 
4 or 5 4 
5 or b 5 
5 or b b 

7 7 

Unequal field lengths shall be accommodated by performing 
truncation in the leftmost bit positions. to the extent re
quired. 
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Increment ~escriptor fields from Table Entry 

Descriptor Table Entry Increment. F{kl} of D{kO.Ql} 
replaced by F{kl} of D{kO.Ql} plus F{jl}of D{jO.QO} 

0!'l5 jkQ/2 

88.' 

This instruction shall add selected fields of the Data_ 
Descriptor associated with the source field to selected 
fields of the Data Descriptor associated with the destin
ation field and shall transfer the result to the Data 
Descriptor Ta~le entry associated with the destination 
field. 

The interpretation of the 3-bit designators jl and kl 
.from the .instruction. shall be performed in the manner 
described in paragraph 2.3.5 of this specification. with 
respect to designating the participating fields within 
the associated Data Descriptors. 

The field designator values shall be confined to the 
following combinations: 

jl {Source} kl {Destination} 

0 or 5 0 
1 or 5 1 
2 or 5 2 
3 or 5 3 
4 or 5 4 
5 or b 5 
5 or b b 

7 7 

Unequal field lengths shall be accomodated by performing 
truncation in the leftmost bit positions. to the extent 
required. 
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Move fields between X-Register and ]escriptor 

Descriptor Field Insert from X-Register, F{k1} of D{kO,Q1} re
placed by {Xj} 
146 jkQ/2 

],97 

Operation: This instruction shall move the contents of regis
ter Xj into the field spec-rfied by k1, wi thin the Data ,Descrip
tor specified by D{kO,Q1}. 

Source: For the purposes of this instruction, the entire j 
field {i.e., jO concatenated with j1} shall be interpreted as 
the X-Register designator. The source data shall be assumed 
right justified in ~he X-Register. 

Destination: The Data Descriptor normally associated with the 
destination field shall serve as the destination field itself 
for the instruction. The 3-bit kl designator from this instruc
tion shall be interpreted in the manner described in paragraph 
2.3.5 of this specification with respect to designating the 
field within the destination Data Descriptor to which the source 
field data shall ~ transferred~ Unequal field lengths shall be 
accommodated by performing truncation in the leftmost bit posi
tions of the source data field to the extent required. 

Descriptor Field Extract to X-Register, Xk replaced by F{j1} of 
DijO,QO} 
147 jkQ/2 

Operation: This instruction shall move the contents of the 
field specified by F{j1} within the Data Descriptor specified 
by D{jO,QO} into register Xk. 

Source: The Data Descriptor normally associated with the source 
field shall serve as the source field itself for this instruc
tion. The 3-bit j1 designator determines which fields are to be . 
extracted from the Data Descriptor {see paragraph 2.3.5.}. The 
contents of the specified fields shall be treated as binary data' 
to be moved right justified to the destination X-Register. 
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Destination: For the purposes of this instruction, the entire 
k field {i.e., kO concatenated with k1} shall be interpreted as 
the X-Register designator. The X-Register, XO- XF, so specified 
shall receive the binary data right justified. When extracting 
individual fields to Xk, signed fields {i.e., 0 and B 
fields} shall be sign extended to the left. When extracting un-
signed fields or combinations of fields to Xk, the un-
used portion of the X-Register shall be zero filled to the left. 

Increment and Decrement Descriptor fields by X-Register 

Descriptor Field Increment by X-Register, F{k1} of D{kO,Q1} in
cremented by {Xj} Right 
148 jkQ/2 

Descriptor Field Decrement by X-Register, F{k1} of D{kO,Q1} de
cremented by {Xj} Right 
149 jkQ/2 

Operation: According to the Op code, these instructions shall 
add/subtract in signed binary arithmetic, the contents of the 
source register Xj Right to the field specified by F{k1} with
in the Data Descriptor specified by D{kO,Q1}. 

Source: For the purposes of this instruction, the entire j 
field {i.e., jO concatenated with j1} shall be interpreted as 
the X-Register designator. The source data shall be assumed 
signed binary right justified in Xj Right. 

Destination: The Data Descriptor normally associated with the 
destination field shall serve as the destination field, itself 
for this instruction. The 3-bit k1 field shall determine which 
field is to be incremented/decremented {see paragraph 2.3.5}. 
The only legal values for k1 are 3, 4 or 5. Thus, when k1 is 
not equal to 3, 4 or 5, an Instruction Specification error shall 
be detected, the execution of the instruction shall be inhibited 
and a program interruption shall occur· - -

The result shall be truncated on the left to match the length 
of the destination field. 
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Calculate Subscript 

Calculate Subscript and Move per D{Aj} times {XO} Right. result 
moved to D{kO.Ql} and to Xl Right. 

09b jkQ/2 

This instruction shall obtain a 32-bit, two's complement binary 
integer from the source field in central memory, either directly 
for binary source field data, or by converting decimal source 
field data to its binary equivalent. The signed, 32-bit half
word thus obtained, shall be multiplied by the positive 32-bit 
halfword contained in Register XO Right. The algebraically 
signed result shall consist of a 32-bit binary integer which 
shall be transferred to both the Data Descriptor Table entry 
associated with the destination field and Register Xl Right. 

Source Field: The Data Descriptor associated with the source field 
shall be confined to Type field values of 0 through b. 10 and 11 
with the maximum Length field value determined by the Source field 
data Type as defined in subparagraph 2.3.2.3, item c. of this 
specification. ~ 

c;. 
Exceptions: When the 32-bit ~alfword contained in Register XO 
Right is negative an Instruction Specification error shall be 
detected. Likewise, when either the conversion or mUltiplication 
phases of instruction execution result in ~ signe~i 32-bit 
binary integer outside of the range from -2 1 to 2 -1 an In
struction Specification error shall be detected. In this context, 
the detection of an Instruction Specification error shall result 
in inhibiting the execution of this instruction and the corres
ponding program interruption shall occur. 

Destination Field: The Data Descriptor Table entry normally 
associated with the destination field shall serve as the des
tination field itself for this instruction. The positive 32-
bit binary integer resulting from the multiplication phase of 
instruction execution, shall be transferred to central memory at 
F{b} of D{kO,Ql} and Register Xl Right. 
. The 3-bll:kl designator from this instruction and the 

initial value of the Data Descriptor Table entry associated with 
the destination field shall not be translated by this instruction. 

Unless the PVA of the Data Descriptor associated wit~ ~he ~estin
ation field is equal to 0, modulo 4, an Addr~ss.Speclf17atlon 
Error shall be detected, the execution of thls lnstructlon shall 
be inhibited, and a program interruption shall occur. 
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2.3.b Logical: Memory to Memory 

See paragraph 2.2.10 of this specification. 
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Move Immediate Data to D{Ak}. 
154 jkQ/2 
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Operation: This command shall move the explicit value con
tained in the QO field to the destination field after an even
tual format conversion to match the destination type. 

Source: The QO field shall contain the literal to be moved. 
The least significant. 2 bits o' the j field shall be used~as 
an encoding of the operation to be performed: 
a. if = DO, the unsigned {considered positive} numeric value {Type10} 

contained in·QO shall be moved right justified to the re-
ceiving field which mu~t be of type 10 or 11. If necessary, 
the destination field is filled with zeros on the left. 

b. if = 01, the decimal numeric {Type 4} contained in QO shall be 
moved right justified, to the receiving field after possible 
reformatting to match the data type of the destination. If 
the format requires a sign, a positive sign shall be supplied. 
The destination shall be restricted to one of the decimal data 
types 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. This move shall be executed 
according to the rules of the numeric move for truncation, 
padding and validation. 

c· if = 10, the ASCII character contained in QO is repeated 
left to right .in the receiving field./ The destination data ~. 
type shall be ignored. / . 

d. if = 11, the ASCII character contained in QO is moved left 
justi fied into the receiving field, 'and the rest of that 
field is ~filled. The destination data type shall be ignored. 
~ 

Compare Immediate Data to D{Ak} 
155 jkQ/2 

This command shall, depending on the value of the j field, com
pare the explicit value contained in the ~o field to D{Ak} after 
a possible reformatting to match the data type and shall transfer 
a 32-bit halfword to Register Xl right according to the result 
of the comparison. 

When the contents of the source and destination fields are equal, 
the entire 32-bit positions of Register Xl Right shall be cleared. 
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When the contents of the source field are greater than the con
tents of the destination field, Register Xl Right shall be clear
ed in the leftmost 31-bit positions, 32 through 62, and shall be 
set in the rightmost bit position, 63. 

When the contents of the source field are less than the contents 
of the destination field, Register Xl Right shall be set in all 
32-bit positions, 32 through 63. 

The interpretations of the source and destination fields are anal
ogous to those described under the 'Move Immed~ate Data instruction. 

Add Immediate'Data to D{Ak} 
156 jkQ/2 

Operation: This command shall add the explicit integer value 
contained in the QO field to D{Ak} after a possible conversion 
to match the destination data type. 

Source: The QO field is used to store the integer value of the 
addend. 
The j field is used as an encoding of the type of the data 
contained in QO. The least significant bit of the j field is 
decoded as follows: 
a. if = 0, QO contains an unsigned {considered positive} binary 

integer value; QO = Data Type 10 
b. if = 1, QO contains one ASCII character representing a decimal 

digit; if invalid decimal data is encountered in QO, an Invalid 
BDP Data condition shall be detected and upon comple-
tion of the instruction's execution, the corresponding pro
gram interruption shall occur, if enabled; QO = Data Type 4. 

If the source corresponds to case a· above, the destination shall 
be confined to types 10 and 11 • 
If the source corresponds to case b. above, the destination shall 
be confined to types 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. 

If unauthorized data types are specified, an Instruction Specification 
error shall be detected, the instruction's execution shall be 
inhibited, and the corresponding program interruption shall 
occur. See 2.8.1.4. 
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Register Loads 

Load A Register 

Load Ak with comput~d address per descriptor D{Aj} 
157 jkQ/2 

REPLACES 

91.4 

Operation: This instruction shall compute the PVA correspon
ding to D{Aj} and place it into Ak. For the purposes of this 
instruction, the entire k field {i.e., kD concatenated with 
k1} is interpreted as the A Register designator. 

Load, Store X Register 

a. Load Xk from {D{Aj}} 
. 158jkQ/2 

Operation: .This instruction shall load Register Xk right
justified with the value of the data item addressed by D{Aj}. 
If the data ite~ is shorter than 8 bytes, Register Xk. is zero 
filled according to the data type of D{Aj} or filled with sign 
bit extension if the data type of D{Aj} is 11. 

" . 
Destination: For·the purposes of this instruction, the entire 
k field {i.e., kD concatenated with k1} shall be interpreted a 
the X Register designator. 

Source: D{Aj} is the source field descriptor. 
"field is limited to a maximum value of 8 bytes. 

b. Store {Xj} into D{Ak} 
159 jkQ/2 

Its length 

Operation: This instruction shall store the contents of Reg
ister Xj into the data item addressed by D{Ak}. If the destin
ation field is shorter than 8 bytes, the most significant bytes 
or digits shall be truncated. If the destination field is longer 
than 8 bytes, it shall be zero filled on the left according to 
the data type, except if the type is 11 in which case the sign 
bit is extended. 
Destination: D{Ak} is the destination fi~ld descriptor. Its 
length shall be limited to a maximum value of 8 bytes. 

Source: For the purposes of this instruction, the entire j 
"field {i.e., jD concatenated with j1} shall be interpreted as 

rnrnrn ~ rnmrn~lli~willTIt(gnator. 
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Point Instructions 

shall consist of a signed exponent and 
action. The signed exponent shall also be referred 
aracteristic and the signed fraction shall also be 

s the coefficient. 

1974 

The quantity e res sed by a floatin"g point number shall be of the 
form {f}2x Where~re.presents the signed fraction and x represents 
the signed expone t of the base 2. 

The exponent base 0 2 shall be an im~l~ed constant for all floating 
point numbers and thU\hall not expllcltly appear in any floating 
point format • 

Formats 

Floating point data shall ~~cupy one of two fixed length formats; 
64-bit word {Single precisio:\or 128-bit doubleword {Double 
Precision}. 

In both the single and double p,ecision !ormats, the lef~most bit 
position, DO, shall be occupied b~ the Slg~ of the ~ractlon. The' 
fifteen bit positions immediately~o the rlght of blt DO, 01 
through 15, shall be occupied by tft"Signed exponent. 

The field immediately to the right of\the signed exponent shall be 
occupied by the fractio~ which in sin~l~ precision format sh~ll 
consist of 48 bits and In double precls on format shall conslst 

lof 96 bits, according to the following fi ures. 

\ 
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A floating point number shall consist of a signed exponent and 
a signed fraction. The signed exponent shall also be referred 
to as the characteristic and the signed fraction shall also be 
referred to as the coefficient • 

. The quantity expressed by a floating point number shall be of the 
form {f}2x where f represents the signed fraction and x represents 
the signed exponent of the base 2. 

The exponent base of 2 shall be an implied constant for all floating 
point numbers and thus shall not explicitly appear in any floating 
point format. 

2.4.1.1 Formats 

Floating point data shall occupy one of two fixed length formats; 
64-bit word {Single Precision} or 128-bit doubleword {Double 
Precision}. 

In both the single and double precision formats, the leftmost bit 
position, 00, shall be occupied by the sign of the fraction. The 
fifteen bit positions immediately to the right of bit 00, 01 
through 15, shall be occupied by the signed exponent. 

The field immediately to the right of the signed exponent shall be 
occupied by the fraction which in single precision format shall 
consist of 48 bits and in double precision format shall consist 

lof 96 bits, according to the following figures. 
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01 63 

Signed Exponent 48-bit fraction 

Single Precision Floating Point Number 

1 15 16 63 

Signed Exponent Leftmost 48 bits of the 96-bit fraction 

64 127 
48 bits of the 96-bit fraction 

Double Precision Floating Point Number 

A double precision floating point number shall consist of two 
single precision floating point numbers located in consecutively 
numbered X Registers. The two single precision floating point 
numbers comprising a double precision floating point number shall 
be referred to as the leftmost and rightmost parts as contained 
in the Xn and Xn+l Registers, respectively. The leftmost part 
may be any single precision floating point number and ~hen it is 
normalized, {the leftmost bit of the fraction, in bit position 
16, is equal to a one} the double precision floating point number 
shall be considered to be normalized. The sign of the fraction 
and the characteristic of the leftmost part shall constitute the 
sign of the fraction and the characteristic of the double precision 
number. 

The fraction field of the leftmost part shall constitute the 
leftmost 48 bits of the 96-bit double precision fraction. The 
fraction field of the rightmost part shall constitute the right
most 48 bits of the 96-bit double precision fraction. The 
sign of the fraction and the characteristic of the rightmost 
part shall not be utilized from any number constituting an input 
operand {argument} to a double precision floating point operation. 
Such operations shall assume that the sign of the fraction of the 
rightmost part is the same as the sign of the fraction Qf the left
most part and that the characteristic of the rightmost part is 
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48 less than the characteristic of the leftmost part. However, 
the formation of a double precision floating point result shall 
include making the sign of the fraction of the rightmost part 
the same as that of the leftmost part and, except for certain 
cases involving non-standard forms of floating point results, 
shall also include making the characteristic of the rightmost 
part 48 less than the characteristic of the leftmost part. See 
2.4.3.3. 

2.4.1.2 Standard Numbers 

The fraction field of a floating point number shall have its 
binary point immediately to the left of its leftmost bit position, 
16. Both positive and negative quantities shall have a true 
fraction with the sign indicated solely by means of the sign bit. 
A number shall be positive or negative depending on whether the 
sign is a zero or a one, respectively. 

Sign of the fraction 

~Exponent , ~ True fraction .. 
/00 blI02/03104/ 15 16 63 

I I r t L Binary Point 
~__________________ Exponent Out of Range {02~03} 

_ Exponent Bias 

The fraction shall be considered to be multiplied by the power 
of 2 expressed by the exponent which, in encoded form, occupies 
bit positions 01 through 15. The exponent field shall be used 
to represent both standard and non-standard floating point 
numbers. Standard floating point numbers shall have an actual 
exponent range from -4096 to 4095 inclusive, and shall be encoded 
into the exponent field by adding a bias equal to 214. The 
effect of biasing the exponent is demonstrated in Table 2.4-1 
for standard floating point numbers in which the ascending order 
from smallest to largest encoded representations corresponds to 
the smallest to largest progression of multiplier values re
presented by the actual exponents in the range of -4096 to 4095 
inclusive. 
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The ranges in magnitude, M, covered by standard, normalized 
floating point numbers in each of the two formats is as follows: 

Single precision; 2- 4[)97!. Mf!; H_2-48}2 4[)95 
{Approximately 14.4 decimal digits of precision} 

Double precision; 2-4[)97 ~ M ~ H_2-96}2 4[)95 
{Approximately 28.9 decimal digits of precision} 

For both formats these ranges approximate to: 

{4.8} 1[)-1234:::; M :::;{5.2} 1[)1232 

Non-standard Numbers 

The exponent field shall also be used to represent non-standard 
floating point numbers referred to as Zero, Infinity and In
definite. Further, the exponent field shall be used to represent 
Out of Range values resulting from Exponent Overflow for actual 
exponents of 4[)96 to 12,287 inclusive, and Exponent Underflow 
for actual exponents of -4[)97 to -12,288 inclusive, provided 
such overflow or underflow conditions are enabled for a corres
ponding program interruption at the time such exceptions occur. 

Table 2.4-1 illustrates hexadecimal exponent codes for corres
ponding non-standard as well as standard floating point numbers. 

a.} _ Zero. Non-standard floating point numbers constituting 
input arguments to floating point operations shall be 
treated as if they consisted entirely of zeroes when 
[bit [)ll and (bit [)2 ~nd/or [)31 are equal to zeroes. 

When non-standard floating point input arguments generate 
a zero result by definition and when the occurrence of exponent 
underflow in a floating point result is detected but not 
enabled with respect to the generation of the corresponding 
program interruption, such results shall consist-entirely of 
zeroes. {Also, see 2.4.1.6, item c for add/subtract, special 
case}. 

b.} Infinity. Non-standard floating point numbers constituting 
input arguments to floating point operations shall be treated 
as infinite values when bit [)1 is equal to one and bits [)2 
and []3 are not equal to each other. 
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r---- Hexadecimal Exponent Representation including cot I" efficient sign 
.~ Actual "exponent to the base 2 

7XXX Indefinite Input Arguments;Results=7[)[)[).[)--[) 

61;:FF ~12287 Infinite Input Arguments 
6[)[)[) 28192 Exponent Overflow Results; 
5~FF ~191 Overflow Mask=[), Infinite Results=5[)[)[).[)~[) 
5[)[)[) . 24[)96 Overflow Mask=l, Out of Range Results as shown 

4FFF 24[)95 
t 10 Standard Floating Point Arguments and Results 4[)[)[) 2 

3FFF 2-1 

"'Ii[)[] i-4[)96 
2FFF 2- 4[)97 Zero Input Arguments 
~ J. 

2[)[)[) 2-8192 Exponent Underflow Results; 
lFFF 2-8193 Underflow Mask=[), Zero Results=[)[)[)[).[)~[) 
~ -1. Underflow Mask=l, Out of Range Results as 

shown 
1[)[)[) 2-12 ,288 ". -

[)XXX 
[) Zero Input Arguments; Results=[)[)[)[).[)~[) 

8XXX 
9[)[)[) 2-12 ,288 Zero Input Arguments 
l' t " 

9FFF 2-8193 Exponent Underflow Results; 
A[)[)[) 2-8192 Underflow Mask=[), Zero Results=[)[)[)[).[)~[) 
t t-4[)97 

Underflow Mask=l, Out of Range Results as 
AFFF shown 
B[)[)[) 2-'IU'b 

l' t 
BFFF 2-1 Standard Floating Point Arguments and Results 
C[)[)[) 2 n 

C*FF . t4[)95 

D~[)[) ,fU'1b Infinite Input Arguments 

DFFF 
. 28191 Exponent Overflow Results; 

E[)[)[) 28192 Overflow Mask=[), Infinite Results=D[)[)[).[)~[) 
EFFF 212 ,287 Overflow Mask=l, Out of Range Results as shown 
FXXX - Indefinite Input Arguments;Results=([)[)[).U .. U 

Table 2.4-1: Floating Point Representation 
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When non-standard floating point input arguments generate 
an infinite result by definition and when the occurrence of 
exponent overflow in a floating point result is detected but 
not enabled with respect to the generation of the corresponding 
program interruption, such results shall consist entirely of 
zeroes except in bit positions [)1 and [)3 which shall be ones 
and bit position [)[) which shall be a one or a zero as deter
mined by the rules of algebra. 

c.} Indefinite. Non-standard floating point numbers constituting 
input arguments to floating point operations shall be treated 
as indefinite values when bits [)1 through [)3 a~e all equal 
to ones. 

When non-standard floating point input arguments generate 
an indefinite result by definition, such a result shall 
consist entirely of zeroes except for bits [)1 through [)3 
which shall. consist of all ones. . 

d.} Notes~ When non-standard results are generated, as previously 
described by items a through c, the rightmost part shall be 
made identical to the leftmost part for all cases of double 
precision floating point results. 

2.4.1.4 Exponent Arithmetic 

When the exponent fields from input arguments are added, as for 
floating point multiplication, or subtracted, as for floating 
point division, the exponent arithmetic shall be performed 
alg~braically in 2's complement mode. Moreover, such operations 
shall take place, conceptually, as if the bias were removed from 
each exponent field prior to performing the addition or sub
traction and then restored following exponent arithmetic s~ as 
to correctly bias the exponent result. 

Exponent Underflow and Overflow conditions shall be detected for 
all single precision, but only for the leftmost par~ of double 
precision floating point results. When the generat~on of the 
exponent of the rightmost part, by reducing the exponent ~f the 
leftmost part by 48, results in underflow for the rightmost 
part, this underflow shall not be detected and utilization of 
an Out of Range exponent shall permit the rightmost part of the 
double precision floating point number to correctly express its 
value. 
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2.4.1.5 Normalization 

A normalized floating point number shall have a one in the left
most bit position, 16, of the fraction field. If the ~eftmost 
bit of the fraction is a zero the number shall be cons~dered 
unnormalized. The normalization process shall consist of left 
shifting the fraction until the.leftmost bit pos~ti~n contains 
a one and correspondingly reduc~ng the character~~t~c by the. 
number of bit positions shifted. For double prec1s1on float1ng 
point numbers, the entire fraction shall participate in the 
normalization such that the rightmost part mayor may not appear 
as a normalized single precision number as determined by the 
value of the fraction. 

Normalization shall usually take place when intermediate results 
are changed to final results and shall be referred to as post
normalization. Normalization shall also take place prior to 
multiplication and division operations, if required, and shall be 
referred to as prenormalization. 

For normalized operations, the input arguments sh~il not be re
quired to be in normalized form. For both normal1zed and un
normalized operations, intermediate re~ults in which o~erflow 
has occurred with respect to the fract1on, shall be sh1fted 
right one bit position with the characteristic correspondingly 
increased by one, {to account for the right shift of the fraction}. 

Numbers with zero fractions cannot be normalized and such fract~ons 
shall remain equal to zero irrespective of normalization operat1ons. 
Moreover, prenormalization of such fractions shall also leave 
their corresponding exponents unchanged. 

When exponent arithmetic and/or prenor~alizati~n operations on 
standard floating numbers generate an 1ntermed1ate exponent 
which is Out of Range, but postnormalization requirements 
generate an adjusted exponent which is no longer Out of Range, 
then neither Exponent Overflow nor Exponent Underflow shall be 
detected for the final results. 

2.4.1.6 Exceptions 

With respect to floating point exceptions, {specifically Ex
ponent Overflow, Exponent Underflow, Inde~inite~ ~nd Los~ of 
Significance}, Register assignments an~ b1t pos1t1on ~sslgn
ments within those Registers shall be 1n accordance w1th 
Section 2.8 of this specification. 
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a. When the use of standard floating point numbers generates 
an Out of Range result, the Exponent Overflow or Exponent 
Underflow exception shall correspondingly be indicated in 
the Condition Register 

b. Wh~never an Indefinite result is ~enerated by a floating 
pOlnt operation, the corresponding Indefinite exception 
shall be indicated in the Condition Register. 

c. Wh~n the use of standard floating point input arguments, by 
any floating point addition or subtraction instruction, would 
generate a final fraction result which would consist entirely 
~f zeroes at the. time th~ appropriate program interruption 
lS enabled, the lntermedlate exponent and fraction results 
shall be used, unchanged, as the final results and the Loss 
of Significance exception shall be indicated in the Condition 
Register. For this set of circu~stances, occurring at the 
time ~he appropriate program interruption is not enabled, 
the flnal result shall consist entirely of zeroes 

Double Precision Register Designators 

The terms "Xk+1" and "Xj+1" shall be used to designate an X 
Register associated with the rightmost part of a double precision 
f~o~ting poi~t num~er. When the leftmost part of a double pre
C1Slon floatlng pOlnt number, as designated by the terms "Xk" 
and "Xj" is associated with Register XF {in hexadecimal notation} 
the~terms "Xk+1" and "Xj+1" shall be interpreted as designating 
Reglster XO. 

Conversion 

The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means for 
converting b4-bit words, contained in the X Registers, .between 
floating point and integer formats. 

Convert from Integer 

Floating Point Convert from Integer, Floating Point {Xk} formed 
from Integer {Xj} 

097 jk 
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This instruction shall convert the signed, two's complement, 
binary integer initially contained in. the b4-bit positions of 
Register Xj to its equivalent, normalized floating point re
presentation and shall transfer this b4-bit result to Register 
Xk. Integers outside of the range of _2 48 through 2~8_1 shall 
be truncated in the rightmost bit positions during conversion. 

The integer initially contained in Register Xj shall be interpreted 
as having a magnitude {M} within the following range: 

_2b3.=S M~ 2b3_1 

When the integer initially contained in Register Xj consists 
entirely of zeros, it shall be transferred without change to 
Register Xk. 

Convert to Integer 

Floating Point Convert to Integer, Integer {Xk} formed from 
Floating Point {Xj} 

098 jk 
This instruction shall convert the b4-bit floating point number 
initially contained in the Xj Register to a signed, two's com
plement, binary integer and shall transfer this b4-bit result to 
Register Xk. {The fractional part of the binary equivalent shall 
be lost as a result of truncation} •. 

b4-bit floating point numbers, initially contained in the Xj Register, 
shall be converted to b4-bit words consisting entirely of zeros 
whenever: 

a. such numbers are Indefinite 

b. such numbers have ~ctual {unbiased} exponents which are less 
than or equal to zero 

c. such numbers have co-efficients which consist entirely of zeros 

Floating point numbers with magnitude {M} shall be correctly 
converted provided such numbers are within the following range: 

_{2b3_215}~ M ~ 2b3_215 

mriUmOriUriilriU For numbers outside of this range, the integer transferred to UUUOUU UOUUUO Register Xk shall represent only the least significant, {right-most} 
b4-bits of the actual result, ~n Overflow condition shall be 

nnmnmillm~ detected, and if enabled the corresponding program interruption 
~UUU I ~n~ll.occur. {Thus, such numbers shall be truncated in their left

IIlQst . b.i.t QQs.itions}. 
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Arithmetic 

The instructions within this subgroup shall provide the means for 
performing arithmetic operations on floating point numbers to the 
extent described in the following subparagraphs. 

2.4.3.1 Add/Subtract, Normalized/Unnormalized, Xk 

a. Floating Point Sum, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} plus {Xj} 
099jk 

b. Floating Point Difference, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} m~nus {Xj} 
100 jk 

c. Floating Point Sum Unnormalized, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} plus {Xj} 
101 jk 

d. Floating Point Difference Unnormalized, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} 
minus {Xj} 

102 jk 

Operation: The subtract instructions in this subgroup shall 
differ from the add instructions in this subgroup only to the 
extent that they shall interpret the co-efficient sign initially 
contained' in the Xj Register .in its opposite state. Thus, con
ceptually, subtraction shall be accomplished by changing the sign 
of the subtrahend obtained from Register Xj and performing floating 
pOint addition. 

These instructions shall add the 64-bit floating point number 
initially contained in the Xj Register {with the sign of the 
coefficient interpreted according to the operation code} to 
the 64-bit floating point number initially contained in the Xk 
Register, and shall transfer the 64-bit floating point res~lt 
to the Xk Register as follows: 

Exponent Equalization: Prior to aligning the coefficient by 
performing exponent equalization, the 48-bit coefficients from 
the floating point numbers initially contained in the Xk and Xj 
Registers shall be expanded to 96-bits each by appending 48 zeros 
to their rightmost bit positions. The expon~nts of the two 
floating point numbers, initially contained in the Xk and Xj 
Registers, shall be algebraically compared and when they are equal, 
that 'common exponent shall serve as the intermediate exponent 
result~with instruction execution proceeding directly to the 
coefficient arithmetic phase. However, when their exponents are 
not equal, the 96-bit expanded coefficient of the number associated 

rn~rn ~ ~rnrn ~rn~millTI~ 
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with the smaller exponent shall be 
number of bit positions designated 
exponents, up to a maximum of 96. 
be aligned and the larger exponent 
mediate exponent result. 

shifted right, end-off, the 
by the difference between the 
Thus, the coefficients shall 
shall be used as the inter-

Coefficient Arithmetic: The two aligned coefficients, each con
sisting of a signed fraction having 96-bits of precision, shall 
be algebraically added with the signed result consisting of an 
intermediate coefficient having 96-bits of precision and an 
overflow bit. {The overflow bit can be a one only when the 
coefficien~ have like signs} 

Normalization: When the overflow bit resulting from the addition 
of the expanded and aligned coefficients is a one, the intermediate 
coefficient result shall be right shifted one bit position, end-off, 
with a one inserted on the left. This signed coefficient result, 
consisting of a normalized fraction having 96-bits of precision, 
shall be used in its leftmost 48-bit positions as the final 
coefficient. The intermediate exponent result shall increased by 
one, {to account for the right shift performed on the intermediate 
coefficient}, and the sum shall be used as the final exponent. The 
final signed coefficient result and the final biased exponent result 
shall be transferred to the 64-bit positions of the Xk Register, , 
subject to the conditional treatment of exceptional results involving 
non-standard floating point numbers· 

When the overflow bit resulting from the addition of the expanded 
and aligned coefficients is a zero, it shall be dropped from further 
consideration in accomplishing the floating point addition. The 
leftmost 48-bits of the intermediate coefficient result shall be 
used as the final result irrespective of the state of its left-
most bit or, shall be shifted left {up to a maximum of 47 bit" 
positions with zeros inserted on the right} until its leftmost 
bit position is a one, as determined by the operation code. Thus, 
unnormalized arithmetic operations shall not involve any left 
shifts whatsoever and normalized arithmetic operations shall involve 
left shifts to the extent required to achieve normalization, with 
respect to the formation of the final coefficient result. For each 
bit position that the intermediate coefficient shall be shifted left, 
the intermediate exponent shall be decreased by one, unless the 
intermediate coefficient consists of 48 leading zeros, in which case-
both the intermediate exponent and intermediate coefficient shall be 
left unchanged. After left shifts to achieve normalization~along 
with the corresponding exponent adjustments~ have been accomplishea 
to the extent required and allowed, the coefficient sign, the 
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48 bits of the coefficient and the biased exponent shall be 
used as the final results and shall be transferred to the 64-bit 
positions of the Xk Register, subject to the conditional treatment 
of exceptional results involving non-standard floating point 
numbers. 

Exceptions: These operations may result in Exponent Overflow, 
Exponent Underflow, Indefinite, or Significance Loss, conditions 
which shall be treated in the manner described in subparagraphs 
2.4.1.3 and 2.4.1.6 with respect to the effects of these con
ditions on the floating point result and the generation of pro
gram interruptions, respectively, {Exponent Underflow conditions 
cannot occur for operation codes designating unnormalized addition 
or subtraction}. 

Tables 2.4-2 and 2.4-3 indicate the generation of non-standard 
floating point results for combinations of both standard and 
non-standard floating point input arguments. 

Product/Quotient, Xk 

The following floating point multiply and divide instructions 
shall involve the prenormalization of the multiplier and multi
plicand and the divisor and dividend, respectively. For each 
bit position that an input argument is shifted left, end off with 
a zero inserted on the right, the associated exponent shall be 
reduced by one, except when the coefficient consists entirely of 
zeroes in which case both the exponent and coefficient fields 
shall be left unchanged. 

With respect to floating point exceptions, these operations may 
result in Exponent Overflow, Exponent Underflow or Indefinite 
conditions which shall be treated in the manner described in 
subparagraphs 2.4.1.3 and 2.4.1.6 with respect to the effects.of 
these conditions on the floating point result and the generat10n 
of program interruptions. respectively. 

When one or both input arguments for these instructions consist 
of non-standard floating point numbers, the non-standard floating 
point results shall be generated according to Tables 2.4-4 and 
2.4~5 irrespective of prenormalization, exponent arithmetic, 
coefficient arithmetic or postnormalization operations. 

a. FIt. Pt. Product, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} times {Xj} 
103 jk 

This instruction shall multiply the 64-bit floating point number 

~rnrn il rnrnrn ~rn~WillIT~ 
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initially contained in Register Xj by the 64-bit floating point 
number initially contained in Register Xk and shall transfer the 
64-bit floating point product to Register Xk. 

Exponent Arithmetic: Following prenormalization, if required, 
the signed exponents of the multiplier and multiplicand shall be 
algebraically added and the sum shall be used as the intermediate 
exponent result. 

Coefficient Arithmetic: The 48-bit normalized coefficient of the 
multiplicand shall be multipled by the 48-bit normalized coefficient 
of the multiplier and the result shall consist of an algebraically 
signed product having 96-bits of precision. 

Postnormalization: When the leftmosf--bit.ofthe 9b ... bi-t.,intermed
iate product is equal to a one, it shall be used 1n the leftmost 
48-bit positions as the final coefficient result and the inter
mediate exponent, including bias, shall be used as the final ex
ponent result. 

When the leftmost bit of the 96-bit intermediate product is equal 
to a zero, the.eJl~re intermediate product shall be shifted left 
one bit position; ~nd~off with a zero inserted on the right, and the 
intermediate exponent shall be reduced by one. The leftmost 
48-bit positions of the shifted intermediate product shall be 
used as the final coefficient result and the reduced intermediate 
exponent, including bias, shall be used as the final exponent < 

result • 

The final 64-bit floating point result, consisting of the coe
fficient sign, the biased exponent, and the 48-bit fraction, shall 
be transferred to the Xk Register. 

b. FIt. Pt. Quotient, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} divided by {Xj} 
1J4 jk 

This instruction shall divide the 64-bit floating point number 
initially contained in Register Xk by the 64-bit floating point 
number initially contained in Register Xj and shall transfer the 
64-bit floating point quotient to Register Xk. 

Exponent Arithmetic: Following prenormalization, if required, 
the signed exponent associated with the divisor shall be subtract
ed from the signed exponent associated with the dividend and the 
difference shall be used as the intermediate exponent result. 

The 48-bit normalized coefficient of the 
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dividend shall be expanded to 9b-bits by appending 48 zeroes to 
its rightmost bit position and these 9b-bits shall be divided by 
the 48-bit normalized coefficient of the divisor. The quotient 
shall consist of an algebraically signed result having 48 bits of 
precision plus an overflow bit. 

Postnormalization: When the overflow bit is a one the 48-bit 
quotient shall be shifted right one bit position, end-off with a 
one inserted on the left, and the intermediate exponent shall be 
increased by one. The shifted 48-bit quotient shall be used as 
the final coefficient result and the increased intermediate expon
ent, including bias, shall be used as the final exoonent result. 

When the overflow bit is equal to a zero, the 48-bit quotient shall 
be used as the final coefficient result and the intermediate expon
ent including bias, shall be used as the final exponent result. 

Note: With respect to the formation of the quotient, the division 
of the coefficients shall generate an unrounded result according 
to the algorithm constraint as previously defined for integer divide 
in subparagraph 2.2.2.4 of this specification. 

Add/Subtract, Xk and Xk+l 

a. FIt. Pt. DP Sum, {Xk, Xk+l} replaced by {Xk, Xk+l} plus {Xj, 
Xj+l} 

11]5 jk 

b. FIt. Pt. DP Difference, {Xk, Xk+l} replaced by {Xk, Xk+l} minus 
- {Xj, Xj+l} 

lOb jk 

Operation: These instructions shall add the double precision 
floating point number contained in Registers Xj and Xj+l {with . 
the sign of this coefficient interpreted according to .the operat1on 
code; in its true state for Sum and in its inverted. state for 
Difference} to the double precision floating point number initially 
contained in Registers Xk and Xk+l and shall transfer the double 
precision floating point result to Registers Xk and Xk+l. 

These instructions shall operate identically to the Normalized Sum 
and Normalized Difference instructions described in subparagraph 
2.4.3.1 of this specification with the obvious exception that 
double precision rather than single precision floating point numbers 
shall be accomodated according to the format described in sub
paragrph 2.4.1.1 of this specification. 
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Only those phases of instruction execution differing from single 
precision operations shall be described and then, only to the 
extent of defining those differences. 

Exponent Equalization: The 9b-bit coefficients which shall be 
aligned. during ~his phase of.instr~c~ion execution sh~l~ be c~m
prised 1n the r1ghtmost 48-b1t pos1t1ons of the coeff1c1ent f1eld 
from Register Xk+l and Register Xj+l with respect to the augend 
and addend, respectively. 

Normalization: The 9b-bit normalized coefficient, resulting from 
this phase of instruction execution, shall be used in its righ~
most 48-bit positions as the fraction to be transferred to Reg1ster 
Xk+l. The coefficient sign transferred to Register Xk+l shall be 
equal to the coefficient sign transferred to Register Xk. 

When the execution of these instructions results in the generation 
of a standard floating point number, the biased exponent trans
ferred to Register Xk+l shall be 48 less than the biased exponent 
transferred to Register Xk. 

When the execution of these instructions results in the generation 
of a non-standard floating point number, the b4-bit word transferred 
to Register Xk+l shall be identical to the b4-bit word transferred 
to Register Xk. 

Product/Quotient, Xk and Xk+l 

Each of these double precision floating poini instructions shall 
operate identically to the corresponding single ~recision floating 
point instruction described in subparagraph 2.4.3.2 with the 
obvious exception that double precision floating point numbers 
shall be accomodated according to the format described in sub
paragraph 2.4.1.1 of this specification. 

Only those phases of instruction execution differing from single 
precision operations shall be described and then, only to the 
extent of defining those differences. 

a. FIt. Pt. DP Product, {Xk, Xk+l} replaced by {Xk, Xk+l} times 
{Xj, Xj+U 

107 jk 

This instruction shall multiply the double precision floating 
point'number initially contained in Registers Xj and Xj+l by the 
double precision floating point number initially contain~d.in 

mrnoo D rnrn*~ill~wffiTI~ Xk+l and shall transfer the double prec1s1on 
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floating point product to Registers Xk and Xk+l. 

Coefficient Arithmetic: The multiplier and multiplicand shall each 
consist of a signed coefficient having 96 bits of precision. The 
result of the multiplication shall consist of an algebraically 
signed product having 192 bits of precision. The rightmost 95 bits 
of this product shall be truncated {discarded} and the leftmost 97-
bits shall serve as the intermediate coefficient result to be 
normalized. 

Postnormalization: The 96-bit normalized coefficient, resulting 
from this phase of instruction execution, shall be used in its 
rightmost 48-bit positions as the fraction to be transferred to 
Register Xk+l. The coefficient sign transferred to Register Xk+l 
shall be equal to the coefficient sign transferred to Register Xk. 

When the .execution of this instruction results in the generation 
of a standard floating point number, the biased exponent tranferred 
to Register Xk+l shall be 48 less than the biased ex~onent trans
ferred to Register Xk. For non-standard results, see 2.4.1.3, item d. 

b. FIt. Pt. DP Quotient, {Xk, Xk+l} replaced by {Xk, Xk+l} divided 
by {Xj, Xj+1} 

108 jk 

This instruction shall divide the double precision floating point 
number initially contained in Registers Xk and Xk+l by the double 
precision floating point number initially contained in Registers 
Xj and Xj+l and shall transfer the double precision floating point 
result to Register Xk and Xk+l. 

Coefficient Arithmetic: The 96-bit normalized coefficient of the 
dividend shall be expanded to 192 bits by appending 96 zeroes to 

I its rightmost bit position and these192-bits shall be divided by 
the 96-bit normalized coefficient of the divisor. The quotient 
shall consist of an algebraically signed result having 96 bits 
of precision plus an overflow bit. 

Postnormalization: The 96-bit normalized coefficient, resulting 
from this phase of instruction execution, shall be used in its 
rightmost 48-bit positions as the fraction to be transferred to 
Register Xk+l. The coefficient sign transferred to Register Xk+l 
shall be equal to the coefficient sign tranferred to Register Xk. 

When the execution of this instruction results in the generation OT 
a standard floating point number, the biased exponent transferred 
to Register Xk+l shall be 48 less than the biased exponent trans-
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ferred to Register Xk. For non-standard results, see 2.4.1.3, 
item d. 

Xj 

W +'" - '" ,!IND 

W S +'" - '" IND 
+'" +'" +'" IND IND 
-'" -'" IND -'" IND 
,!IND IND IND IND IND 

Table 2.4-2: {Xk} + {Xj} 

Xj 

W +'" -'" ,!IND 

W D -'" +'" IND 
+'" +'" IND +'" IND 
-'" -'" -'" IND IND 
,!IND IND IND IND IND 

Table 2.4-3: {Xk} - {Xj} 

Xj 

+N -N +0 -0 +'" -'" ,!IND 

+N +P -P 0 0 +'" -'" IND 
-N -P +P 0 0 -'" +'" IND 
+0 0 0 0 0 IND IND IND 
-[] 0 0 0 0 IND IND IND 
+'" +'" -'" IND IND +'" -'" IND 
-qJ -'" +'" IND IND -'" +'" IND 
,!IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND 

Table 2.4~: {Xk} * {Xj} 

Note: For the Key to symbols, see the following page. 

~rnrn il rnrnrn ~rn~Willu~ 
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Xj 

+N -N +0 -0 +'" - '" .:!:.IND 

+N +Q - Q +'" -'" 0 0 IND 
-N -Q + Q -'" + '" 0 0 IND 

Xk +0 0 0 IND IND 0 0 IND 
-0 0 0 IND IND 0 0 IND 
+'" +'" -<0 +'" -'" IND IND IND 

-'" -'" +.., -'" +", IND IND IND 
.:!:.IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND 

Table 2.4-5: {Xk} / {Xj} 

Xj 

+N -N +0 -0 + '" -'" +IN]) 

+N D < < < > < IN]) 
-N > D > > > < IN]) 
+0 > < = = > < IN]) 

Xk -0 > < = = > < IN]) 
+ '" < < < < =. < IN]) - '" > > > > > = IN]) 
.:!:.IND IN]) IND IND IND IN]) IND IND 

Table 2.4-6: Xj - Xk 

KEY: 

For.:!:. '" ' .:!:. IND and.:!:. 0, see Table 2.4"1 

III Any word except .:!:. '" ' 
+IN]) 

N Any word except .:!:. '" ' 
~IN]), or .:!:.O 

S Algebraic Sum 
D Algebraic Difference 
P Product 
Q Quotient 
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Branch 

The instructions in this subgroup shall consist of conditional 
branch instructions. 

Each of these conditional branch instructions shall perform a 
comparison between two floating point numbers. Then, based on the 
relationship between the results of that comparison and the branch 
condition as specified by means of the instruction's operation 
code, each conditional branch instruction shall perform either a 
normal exit or a branch exit • 

Normal Exit: IIlhen the results of a comparison do not satisfy the 
branch condition as specified by the operation code, a normal exit 
shall be performed. A normal exit for all conditional branch 
instructions shall consist of adding four to the rightmost 32 bits 
of the PVA obtained from the P Register with that 32-bit sum 
returned to the P Register in its rightmost 32-bit positions. 

Branch Exit: When the results of a comparison satisfy the branch 
condition as specified by the operation code, a branch exit shall 
be performed. A branch exit shall consist of expanding the 1~
bit 12 field from the instruction to 31 bits by means of sign ex
tension, shifting these 31 bits left one bit position with a zero 
inserted on the right, and adding this 32-bit shifted result to 
the rightmost 32-bits of the PVA obtained from the P Register with 
the 32-bit sum returned to the P Register in its rightmost 32-
bit positions. 

2.4.4.1 1 Compare and Branch 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*12 if FIt. Pt. {Xj} equal to {Xk} 
109 jkQ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*12 if FIt. Pt. {Xj} not equal to {Xk} 
11') jkQ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*12 if FIt. Pt. {Xj} greater than {Xk} 
111 jkQ 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*12 if FIt. Pt. {Xj} not less than {Xk} 
112 jkQ 

Operation: Each of these instructjons shall perform an algebraic 
comparison of the 64-bit word obtained from Register Xj to the 64-
bit word obtained from Register Xk. Each of these 64-bit words 
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shall be treated as a signed single precision floating point 
number as described in subparagraph 2.4.1.1 of this specification. 
The contents of Register XO shall be interpreted as consisting 
entirely of zeroes. 

When the coefficient signs are alike, a floating point subtract 
shall be performed in the manner described in subparagraph 2.4.3.1 
of this specification. with the exception that the result shall 
not be transferred to Register Xk but shall be interpreted in its 
post-normalized form to determine the results of the comparision. 

However, indefinite shall not be interpreted 
greater than, or less than any other number. 
non-standard floating numbers the results of 
occur according to Table 2.4-6. 

as being equal to, 
With respect to 

comparisons shall 

These instructions shall perform a normal exit or a branch exit 
in the manner previously described in Paragraph 2.4.4 of this 
speci fication. 

Exception Branch 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if FLT.Pt. 
Exception per j contained in Xk 

113 jkQ -

This instruction shall perform a branch exit in the manner pre
viously described in Paragraph 2.4.4 of this specification when the 
exception condition, as designated by the rightmost 2-bits of the 
j field from the instruction, is applicable to the 64-bit floating 
point number containe~ in the Xk Register. 

This instruction shall perform a normal exit in the manner pre
viously described in Paragraph 2.4.4 of this specification when the 
exception condition, as designated by the rightmost 2-bits of the 
j field from the instruction, is not applicable to the 64-bit 
floating point number contained in the Xk Register. 

The values of the rightmost 2-bits of the j field from the instruc
tion shall be associated with exception conditions as follows: 

if 00, Exponent Overflow 
if 01, Exponent Underflow 
if 10 or 11, Indefinite 
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Compare 

Compare FIt. Pt. {Xj} to {Xk}, result to XL Right 
114 jk 
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When either or both of the 64-bit floating point numbers contained 
in Register Xj and Register Xk are indefinite, the results of 
comparing these two numbers shall not be transferred to Register XL 
Right and this instruction shall result in no operation. 

The comparison of the 64-bit floating point numbers initially 
contained in Registers Xj and Xk shall be performed in a manner 
identical to that previously described in subparagraph 2.4.4.1 of 
this specification. For this instruction also, the contents of 
the XO Register shall be interpreted as consisting entirely of 
zeroes. 

When the initial contents of the Xj Register are equal to the 
initial contents of the Xk Register, Register XL Right shall be 
cleared in all 32-bit positions. 

When the initial contents of the Xj Register are greater than the 
initial contents of the Xk Register, Register XL Right shall be 
cleared in the leftmost 31-bit positions, 32 through 62 and shall 
be set in the rightmost bit position 63. 

When the initial contents of the Xj Register are less than the 
initial contents of the Xk Register, Register XL Right shall be 
set in all 32 bit positions. 
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Logical Environment 

A logical environment shall be defined by two sets of registers. 
The first set shall be referred to as the Processor State Reg
ister and shall include all items which are not unique to a 
process. Each processor shall have one set of Processor State 
Registers. 

The second set of registers shall be referred to as the Process 
State Registers and shall include all items which ~ unique 
to a process. The act of going from one process state to an
other shall be referred to as an exchange. The contents of the 
Process State Registers associated with the exchange shall be re
ferred to as an Exchange Package. Therefore, each process shall 
have one Exchange Package to define its unique environment. 

Processor State Registers 

See Table 2.5-1 and the following paragraphs for the definition 
of each of the Processor State Registers. 

Processor State Register 

Job Process State 
Monitor Process State 
Page Table Address 
Page Table Length 
Page Size Mask 
Processor Identification 
System Interval Timer 
One Megahertz Counter 
Processor Test Mode 
Processor Fault Status 
Environment Control 

Bit Positions {inclusive} 

32 - 63 
32 - 63 
32 - 63 
56 - 63 
57 - 63 
40 - 63 
32 - 63 
o - 63 

Processor model dependent 
Processor model dependent 
Processor model-dependent 

Table 2.5-1. Bit positions of processor State Registers when 
copied to or from a 64-bit X Register. 
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Job Process State {JPS} 

The JPS shall consist of a 32-bit real memory byte address. It 
shall point to the first entry in the exchange package for the 
job process. The JPS address shall be aligned with bits 00 
through 31 of real memory addresses. The JPS address shall be 
0, modulo 8. Bits 0, 29, 30, and 31 shall be ignored and treated 
as zeros. 

Note: See 3.1.3 for the definition of a real memory address. 

Monitor Process State {MPS} 

The MPS shall consist of a 32-bit real memory byte address. It 
shall point to the first entry in the exchange package for the 
monitor process. The MPS address shall be aligned with bits 00 
through 31 of real memory addresses. The MPS address shall be 0, 
modulo 8. Bits 0, 29, 30, and 31 shall be ignored and treated as 
zeros. 

Page Table Address {PTA} 

The PTA shall consist of a 32-bit real memory byte address. It 
shall point to the first entry in the Page Table. The PTA address 
shall be aligned with bits 00 through 31 of real memory addresses. 
The PTA address shall be 0, modulo the Page Table Length. Bit 
o and the rightmost bits defined as 0, modulo the Page Table 
Length, shall be ignored and treated as zeros. 
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Page Table Length {PTL} 

The PTL shall consist of an 8-bit mask which shall specify the 
length of the Page Table. The PTL mask shall express the page 
table length in multiples of 4096 bytes. The mask shall consist 
of a contiguous string of one bits, beginning in the rightmost 
bit position of the PTL Register and extending towards the left
most bit position of the PTL Register. Thus, the number of 64-
bit entries in the Page Table shall range from 512 {PTL Mask with 
all 8 bits clear} to 131,072 {PTL Mask with all 8 bits set}. See 
paragraph 3.5. 

Page Size Mask {PSM} 

The PSM shall consist of a 7-~it mask which shall specify the 
page size used in allocating real central memory. The PSM shall 
express this page size in multiples of 512 bytes. The PSM shall 
consist of a contiguous string of one bits beginning in the left
most bit position of the PSM and extending towards the rightmost 
bit position of the PSM. Thus, the page size provided to a pro
cessor for its interpretation shall range from 64K bytes {PSM 
with all 7 bits clear} to 512 bytes {PSM with all 7 bits set}. 
See subparag~aph 3.4.2.2. 

Processor Identification {PID} 

The PID shall consist of 24-bits 
each IPL processor, world-wide. 
PID shall encode the processor's 
bits of the PID shall encode the 

System Interval Timer {SIT} 

which shall uniquely identify 
The eight leftmost bits of the 
model number. The 16 rightmost 
processor's serial number. 

The SIT shall be a 32-bit counter which the system shall use to 
establish a maximum time interval for job mode execution. See 
paragraph 2.5.3.3 for details. 

One Megahertz Counter 

The One Megahertz Counter shall consist of a free-running 64-bit 
counter. It shall increment once each microsecond. See para
graph 2.5.3.1 for details. 
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Processor Test Mode {PTM} 

The PTM register shall provide the means for forcing faults within 
a processor in order to test its hardware fault-sensing logic. 
Moreover, the PTM shall provide the means for individually testing 
each fault-sensing mechanism within a Processor. Thus, the exact 
bit definitions of the PTM shall be model-dependent. 

Processor Fault Status {PFS} 

The PFS register shall provide the means for indicating a pro
cessor's hardware fault status. The exact bit definitions in the 
PFS shall be model-dependent. 

Environment Control {EC} 
The EC register shall provide the means for the Service Processor 
to control a processor's environment to the extent of determining 
its mode of operation. Except for the following, the bit de
finitions for the EC shall be model-dependent. 

a. Monitor Mode: This bit, when set, shall place a processor 
in Monitor Mode. This bit shall be toggled during the 
execution of an Exchange operation. 

b. Real Addressing Mode: This bit, when set, shall bypass 
the Virtual Addressing Mechanism such that all central 
memory references shall be performed with neither virtual 
address translation nor protection {validation}, on the part 
of the associated processor. 

c. Test Mode: This bit, when set, shall permit the copy in
struction {reference number 131} to write into the Processor 
Test Mode and Fault Status Registers. Attempts to write 
into PTM or PFS when not in Test Mode shall result in an 
Instruction Specification Error. 
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Process State Registers 

Each Process State shall be defined by an individual Exchange 
Package. An Exchange Package shall consist of a minimum of 
52 64-bit words in CentraL Memory at contiguous word locations. 
The contents of an Exchange Package shall be formatted according 
to this specification such that corresponding interpretation by 
a processor shall provide the means for establishing a unique 
Process State. 

Each Exchange Package in Central Memory shall contain Process 
State information in sufficient quantity and detail such that a 
processor may be dynamically switched between Exchange Packages. 
Moreover, when a processor is switched from a first Exchange 
Package to a second Exchange Package and at some later time is 
switched back to the first Exchange Package, the integrity of 
the processing which occurs for the Process State represented by 
the first Exchange Package shall not be affected. 

Those items in the Exchange Package which shall exist in registers 
when an Exchange Package is active shall be processor model de
pendent. The processor model dependent specifications shall 
define those items. 

figure 2.5-2 defines the contents of the first 52 words in an 
Exchange Package. The sections which follow shall define the 
items contained in those words. 

a. When the information contained in an Exchange Package is 
implicitly utilized in the course of instruction execution 
on the part of the associated "process" or is explicitly 
read, where applicable, by a "Copy to Xk per {Xj}" in
struction {reference No. 130}, the states of the following 
bits shall be ignored and treated as zeros. 

Word 0: 

Word 2: 
Word 7: 
Word 16: 

Bits 00, 01, 08, 09 and 63 

Bits 02 through 13 
Bits 00 through 03 
Bits 00 through 03 

{Unused} 
{Unused} 
{Unused} 

Wor.d 35: Bits 13, 14, and 15 {Unused} 
Word 36: ·Bits 08, 09, 10 and 61 through 63 {Unused and 

DLP} 
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When the information contained in an Exchange Package is im
plicitly updated in the course of instruction execution on the 
part of the associated "process" or is explicitly written, 
where applicable, by a "Copy from Xk per {Xj}" instruction 
{reference number 131}, the states of these same bits shall be 
undefined. 

b. The statements made in item a. shall also apply to the Exchange 
Package, Word 3, Bits 00 through 06 {leftmost 7-bit positions 
of the User Mask} with the exception that these bits shall be 
treated as ones. 

c. When the information contained in words 37 through 51 of an Ex
change Package is utilized during "call," "return," "pop" or 
"exchange" operations on the part of the associated "process," 
bits 0 through 15 of these words shall not be altered in central 
memory. 

d. The modification of Process State Register values in a central 
memory exchange package by one processor at t he time that 
process is being executed by another processor. shall result 
in undefined operation. Overlapped exchange packages in 
central memory may also result in undefined operations. 

e. To provide the alternative, on a model-dependent basis, for 
cache addressing by means of PVA or SVA, exchange packages 
should be kept in Cache By-Pass Segments in order to prevent 
any anomalous operations which might result from "stale" 
cache data conditions. 
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Program Address Register {P} 
See paragraph 2.1.1.1 for the definition of the P Register's 
contents. 
P shall be located in bits DO through 63 of word 0 in the Ex
change Package. 
A Registers 
The 16 A Registers, AD through AF, shall be located in bits 16 
through 63 of words 1 through 16, respectively, in the Exchange 
Package. See paragraph 2.1.1.2. for the definition of the A 
Register's contents. 
X Registers 
The 16 X Registers, XO through XF shall be located in bits DO 
through 63 of words 17 through 32, respectively, in the Exchange 
Package. See paragraph 2.1.1.3 for the definition of the X 
Register's contents. 

Kypt Class {Keypoint Class Number, KCN} 
KCN shall consist of a 4-bit code which identifies the keypoint 
class number which resulted in a keypoint interrupt. The KCN 
recorded shall correspond to the keypoint mask bit number that 
enabled the keypoint interrupt. See 2.5.2.11 and 2.6.1.7. 
The KCN shall be located in bits 04 through 07 of word 7 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Flags 
The Flags field shall consist of two separate single bit flags 
which have the following definitions. The Copy instructions 
{reference numbers 130 and 131} shall provide the means for 
setting and clearing these flags on the part of the associated 
process. 
a. Critical Frame flag {CFF}. 

The CFF, if set, shall indicate that the currently active 
stack frame for the process defined by this Exchange Package 
is a "critlcal frame." In this context, software shall have 
exclusive control over the state of CFF. 

b. 

CFF shall be located in bit 0 of word 2 in the Exchange 
Package. 
On Condition Flag {OCF} 
The OCF is intended to facilitate the handling of "on 
condition" traps on the part of the "process monitor." In 
this context, software shall have exclusive control over 

the state of OCf. 
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OCF shall be located in bit 1 of word 2 in the Exchange 
Package. 

User Mask {UM} 
UM shall be used by user processes to enable trap interrupts. 
There shall be 16 bits in the UM. See paragraph 2.8.4 for de
tails. 
The UM shall be located in bits DD through 15 of word 3 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Monitor Mask {MM} 
MM shall be used by the monitor to enable exchange interrupts. 
There shall be 16 bits in the MM. See paragraph 2.8.2 for 
details. 
The MM shall be located in bits DD through 15 of word 4 in the 
Exchange Package. 
User Condition Register {UCR} 
UCR shall be a 16-bit register which records the occurrence of 
specified conditions within the processor. See paragraph 2.8.3 
for details. 
UCR shall be located in bits DO through 15 of word 5 in the Ex
change Package. 
Monitor Condition Register {MCR} 
MCR shall be a 16-bit register which records the occurrence of 
specified conditions within the processor and central memory. 
See paragraph 2.8.1 for details. 
MCR shall be located in bits DO through 15 of word 6 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Debug Mask OM} 
DM shall be used to help debug programs by enabling trap inter
rupts to occur for any of several reasons. Section 2.7.2 des
cribes the debug operation. 
The DM bits shall be located in bits 11 through 15 of word 36 
in the Exchange Package. The assignments are: 

bit 11 - Data Read, first address of string 
bit 12 - Data Write, first address of string 

bit 13 - Instruction fetch 
bit 14 - Branching instruction 

bit 15 - Call instruction 
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Keypoint Mask {KM} 
KM shall consist of a 16-bit mask which selectively enables key
point interrupt to occur whenever a keypoint instruction is ex
ecuted with a keypoint code which corresponds to the KM. See 
paragraph 2.7.1.1. 
The KM shall be located in bits DO through 15 of word 1 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Keypoint Code {KC} 
KC shall consist of a 32-bit code which defines the keypoint 
event which caused the keypoint interrupt. See paragraph 2.7.1.1 
and the Keypoint instruction {reference number 136.} 
The KC shall be located in bits DD through 15 of words 9 and 10 
in the Exchange Package. Word 9 shall contain the leftmost 16 
bits of the KC. 
Process Interval Timer {PIT} 
PIT shall be a 32-bit counter which a process shall use to 
determine time intervals. See paragraph 2.5.3.2 for details. 
The PIT shall be located in bits 0 through 15 of words 11 and 12 
in the Exchange Package. Word 11 shall contain the leftmost 16 
bits of PIT. 
Base Constant {BC} 
The BC is intended to provide the means for communication from 
"System Monitor" to "Process Monitor" by designating the BN 
field of the Segment D PVA which points to the corresponding 
process' "Run Message In Buffer." See OS GDS, Section IX; 
Run Descriptors. 
The BC shall be located in bits DO through 15 of words 13 and 14 
in the Exchange Package. Word 13 shall contain- the leftmost 16 
bits of BC. 
Model Dependent Flags {MDF} 

MDF shall consist of 16 bits. MDF shall be processor model 
dependent and shall be defined in the processor model 
dependent specification. 

MDF shall be located in bits DO through 15 of word 15 in 
the Exchange Package. 

Segment Table length {STl} 

the number of entries-in the Segment Table. 
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It shall be used to verify that references to the Segment Table 
are actually within the ~efined Segment Table. STL shall be a 
positive 12-bit value. See paragraph 3.3. 

The STl shall be located in bits 4 through 15 of word 16 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Untranslatable Pointer {UP} 

UP shall be the PVA which caused an Interrupt because it 
could not be translated into a real address. 
The UP shall be located in bits 16 through 63 of word 34 in the 
Exchange PaCkage. 

Segment Table Address {STA} 
STA shall be a real memory byte address that points to the first 
entry in the Segment Table. See paragraph 3.3. STA shall be 
interpreted as equal to (], modulo 8. STA shall be located in 
bits (](] through 15 of words 34 and 35 of the Exchange Package. 
Word 34 shall contain the leftmost 16 bits of STA. 
last Processor Identification {lPI} 

lPI shall be a 24-bit identifier that identifies the last proces
sor to execute the process defined by the current Exchange Pack
age. Bits (]8 through 15 shall contain the model number and bits 
(](] through 15 shall contain the serial number of the last proces
sor in words 7 and 8, respectively, of the Exchange Package. 

Trap Enables {TE} 
TE shall consist of a 2-bit field that determin~s how traps shall 
be enabled. The bits in TE shall be set by the "Copy from Xk per 
{Xj}" instruction {reference number 131}. Although the bits in 
TE can be cleared by the "Copy from Xk per {Xj}" instruction they 
shall normally be cleared by the hardware action described belOW. 
See section 2.8.6 for a description of trap interrupt operation. 

a. Trap Enable Flip-flop {TEF} 

TEF shall be the flip-flop which enables a. trap interrupt 
operation to occur when it is set. It shall be set as 
described above and shall be cleared by hardware whenever 
a trap interrupt occurs. 
TEF shall be located in bit 14 of word 2 in the Exchange 
Package. 

b. Trap Enabled Delay {TED} 
TED shall be a flip-flop which delays the enabling of trap 
interrupts until after the next Return instruction {ref-
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The trap enable shall be 
The Return instruction 

the Copy instruction as 

TED shall be located in bit 15 of word 2 
Package. 

in the Exchange 

Trap Pointer {TP} 
TP shall consist of a PVA which points to a code base pointer in 
a binding section. The TP shall be used whenever a trap interrupt 
occurs. See 2.8.6. 
The TP shall be located in bits 16 through 63 of word 35 in the 
EXChange Package. 

Debug Index {DI} 

DI shall consist of 2 flaos and a 6-bit word-index into the 
debug list. It shall record where the debug list search must 
resume after a debug list find has been processed. See. 2.7.2.3. 
The DI shall be located in bits (](] through (]7 of word 36 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Debug list Pointer {DlP} 
DlP shall consist of a PVA that points to the first entry in the 
debug list. See 2.7.2.1. 
The DlP shall be located in bits 16 through 63 of word 36 in the 
Exchange Package. 
Top of Stack {TOS} 
Each TOS shall consist of a PVA that points to the top of its 
associated stack. There shall be an individual TOS pointer for 
each of the 15 rings. 
The lOS's shall be located in bits 16 through 63 of words 37 
through 51 in the Exchange Package. The TOS for ring 1 shall be 
located in word 37, the TOS for ring 2 shall be located in word 
38, etc. 

Model Dependent Word {MDW} 
MDW shall consist of 64-bits, shall be processor model dependent 
and shall be defined in the processor model dependent specifica~ 
tion. 
MDR shall be located in bits (](] through 63 of word 33 in the 
Exchange Package. 
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Clocks 
One Megahertz Counter 

The One Megahertz Counter shall be a free-running 64-bit, counter 
that shall increment once each micro second. It shall be cleared 
by a powe~-on master clear and shall run as long as power is on. 
T~e Copy 1nstructions {reference numbers 130 and 131} shall pro
v1de the means for reading and writing the One Megahertz Counter. 

Process Interval Timer 

The Process Interval Timer {PIT} shall be a 32-bit counter that 
shall .decrement once each microsecond. When it decrements to 
zer~ 1t shall.set.the Process Interval Timer bit in the Condition 
Reg1ster. T~lS' 1n turn,.shall cause a trap interrupt to occur 
per the mask1ng and enabl1ng requirements described in section 
2.8. 

The PI~ contains a different count for each User process. When 
a part1~ul~r process is not in active execution its PIT value is 
stored 1n 1tS Exchange Package. By this means each User process 
m~y keep track of time intervals within its own program execu
t1on. 

PI~ sha~l be s~t by the "Copy from Xk per {Xj}" instruction des
cr1bed 1n sect10n 2.6.5.2., as well as during an "Exchange" 
operation, described in 2.6.1.6 and 2.8.5. 

System Interval Timer 
The System Interval Timer {SIT} shall be a 32-bit counter that 
shall decrement once each microsecond. When it decrements to 
zero it shall set the .System Interval Timer bit in the Condition 
Register. This, in turn, shall cause an interrupt to 
occur per the masking and enabling requirements 
described in section 2.8. 

By this means the Monitor process may keep track of time 
intervals within the processor. SIT shall be set by the "Copy 
from Xk per {Xj}" instruction described in section 2.6.5.2. 
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Stacks 

Each process shall have the means for addressing 15 stacks, one 
for each possible ring of execution as determined by the value 
of the ring number con~ained in the P Register. 

The beginning of each stack shall be defined by the PVA referred 
to as the Top of Stack pointer, previously described in subpara
graph 2.5.2.24 and illustrated in Figure 2.5-2 of this specifica
tion. 

Note: TOS pointers shall be addressed, using real addressing 
mode, as follows: 

Address of TOS pointer = {Job Process State Register or Monitor 
Process State Register} plus {288} plus {8 times the value of the 
ring number contained in the P Register.} 

Stack Frames 

Each stack shall be comprised of one or more stack frames. The 
beginning of each stack frame shall be defined by the PVA referred 
to as the Current Stack Frame Pointer. At the time a procedure 
is activated {or called} the CSF pointer shall be obtained by 
using the TOS pointer which corresponds to the procedure's ring 
of execution. During the time a procedure utilizes a stack frame, 
its length, from the beginning address, shall be defined as including 
each contiguous PVA up to, {but not including}1the PVA referred to 
as the Dynamic Space Pointer. 
When within a process, a procedure "calls" another procedure, with 
the intention that the "called" procedure'will"return" to its 
"caller," the stack frame associated with the "calling" procedure 
is intended to provide the means for preserving its environment 
so that its execution may be suspended, {at the time the other 
procedure is "called"}, and then resumed, {at the time the "called" 
procedure "returns}. 

At the end of each stack frame, a "save area" shall be defined fort~ 
part of a procedure's "environment" which is implicit to the Call 
and Return instructions as defined in subparagraphs 2.601.2 through 
2.6.1.4 of this specification. The stack frame save area shall 
consist of from four to thirty-three contiguous 64-bit words, 
beginning at the address defined by the Dynamic Space Pointer 
wi th respect to Call instructions and .beginning at the address 
defined by the Previous Save Area Pointer with respect to the 
Return instruction. . -, 
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The Stack Frame Save Area shall be formatted as follows: 

WORD 

D P Reclister 
1 AD Ke lster i:DvnamlC ace pOlnter:t 
2 Frame Descrlot. A1 Reaister {Current Stack Frame Pointer} 
3 User Mask A2 Reaister {Previous _'l:· .. ua A,"~~ ~ointer} 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 

,if" 17 
• • • 32 

• ,I; 

A3 Reaister 'tI - . 
A4 Reaister 
AS Reoister 
Ab Register {Araument Pointer} 
A7 Register 
• -::~ • AF Reaister 

XD Register 
• • r 

• XF Re ister 

.* Static Link or Binding Section Pointer 
~63 

Thus the "environment" which is implicit to the Call and Return 
instructions shall include: 

Minimally; P Register 
Register AD through A2 {DSP, CSF and PSA} 
Frame Descript. {Stack Frame Save Area Descriptor} 
User Mask 

Selectively; Register A3 through AF {contiguously numbered} 
Register XD through XF {contiguously numbered} 

Notes: The PYA initially coniained in the P Register shall be 
increased by four prior to writing the entire P Register 

£ncluding its Global and Local Key fields}, into the 
Current Stack Frame Save Area, Word D, whenever such an 
operation occurs on the part of a Call instruction's 
execution. 

Unused fields in the Stack Frame Save Area shall be cleared 
during the execution of Call instructions and shall be 
ignored during the execution of a Return instruction-
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The Stack Frame Save Area Descriptor shall consist of 16-bits 
formatted as follows: 

DD D1 ' D2 D3 D4 __ D7 D8_11 12------.-15 

C 0 
F C D D Xs AT XT 
F F 

CFF: Critical Frame-Flag 
OCF: On Condition Flag 
Xs X Register, starting number {First X Reg. No.} 

AT A Register, terminating number {Last A Reg. No.} 
XT X Register, terminating number {Last X Reg. No.} 

T.r.a.R Interrupt shall generate a max-imum Stack Frame Save Area {33 
words}, by definition. 

For Call instructions, the A and X Registers to be stored into the 
Stack Frame Save Area shall be interpreted according to the contents 
of Register XD Right, in the manner described in subparagraph 
2.2.1.7 of this specification, with the exception that bit positions 
48 through 51 of Register XD Right shall be ignored and the storing 
of the A Register group shall unconditionally begin with Register 
AD. When Xs is greater than XT, none of the X Reglsters shall be 

stored by Call instructions, and none shall be loaded by a Return 
instruction. 

The execution of a Call instruction or a Trap Interrupt ~hall store 
the states of the Critical Frame and On Condition Flags lnto the 
Frame Descriptor associated with the Stack Frame Save Area. The 
execution of a Return instruction shall load these Flags from the 
Frame Descriptor contained within the Stack Frame Save Area. 
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Binding Section Segment 

A Binding Section Segment shall be identified by the RP field 
within its associated Segment Descriptor as described in 3.3.1.1 
of this specification. 

Binding Section Segments are intended to facilitate software 
linking of both code and data segments from one procedure to 
another· 

Also, the detection of a PVA having a ring number of zero, along 
with the corresponding program interruption, as described for the 
Load instructions in subparagraph 2.2.1.6 of this specification, 
are performed for the purpose of identifying "unlinked" pointers. 

With respect to the Call instruction, as described in 
subparagraph 2.6.1.2 of this specification, having both inter-ring 
and inter-segment branching capabilities, a Binding Section Segment 
shall be used to contain the Code Base Pointer to the "called" 
procedure. The Code Base Pointer shall be located on a word bound
ary, shall consist of 64-bits and shall have the following format: 

63 
BN 
31 

With respect to the "called" procedure these fields shall have the 
following interpretation: 

CB-K/L : Code Base Pointer, Global Lock and Local Key/Lock 
CB-R2: Code Base Pointer, Highest Ring Number for Execute 
CB-R3: Code Base Pointer, Highest Ring Number for Call 
CB~R1: Code Base Pointer, Lowest Ring Number for Execute 
SEG - Segment Number 
BN - Byte Number 

Note: When the External Procedure flag is a one, the next contiguous 
word location from the Code Base Pointer shall contain a 
PVA in its rightmost 48-bit positions, 16 through 63, referred 
to as a Binding Section Pointer. Thus, a new Binding Section 
Pointer shall be provided {at the address of the Code Base 
Pointer plus 8} when an "external procedure" is "called". 

THIS 

9, 1974 1974 

129 

System Instructions 

Non-privileged Mode 

This class of instructions shall be permitted to execute in any 
processor mode. 

Execute Algorithm and Program Error 

a. Execute Algorithm 
139SjkQ 

This instruction shall be a processor model dependent instruc
tion. As such, it shall be defined in the appropriate processor 
model dependent specification. . 

S Use Defining 
field Document 

0 Centurv ComJJatibilit P1 Soec; ASLOO210 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 

Note: for those processors in which one or more of the above 
algorithms have not been implemented, the corresponding 
Execute Algorithm instructions shall result in the re
cording of an Unimplemented Instruction condition. 

b. Program Error 
121 jk 

The execution of this instruction shall result in the detection 
of an Instruction Specification error and the corresponding 
program interruption shall occur. 

The operation code for this instruction shall consist entirely 
of zeroes. 

The j and k fields from this instruction shall not be translated 
and their values shall have no effect on the execution of this 
instruction. 
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Operation. This instruction shall save the "environment", as 
designated by the contents of Register XO Right, in the stack 
frame save area pointed to by the Dynamic Space Pointer 
initially contained in RegisterAO. The stack associated with 
the current ring of execution, as determined by the RN field 
initially contained in the P Register, shall be "pushed" by trans
ferring the Dynamic Space Pointer, modified in its rightmost 32-bit 
positions by the addition of 8 times the number of words stored into 
the stack frame save area, to the appropriate Top of Stack ~ntry 
in the executing process' Exchange Package. 
The PVA obtained from Register Al shall be modified in its riqht
most 32-bit positions by the addition of the zero-extended D field 
from the instruction, {shifted left 3-bit positions with zeroes 
inserted on the right}, and the resulting PVA shall be used to 
address a Code Base Pointer from a Binding Section Segment. This 
Code Base Pointer shall be translated into a PVA used to aodress 
the first instruction to be executed in the ~called" procedure. 
The ring of execution of th~ called procedure, P{RN} final. shall 
be used to obtain a Top-of Stack pointer from the process' Exchange 
Package to be used as the new Current Stack Frame Pointer. 

The AO, Al, and A2 Registers shall be altered to reflect changes 
with respect to the Current and Previous Stack Frames and the 
A3, and A 6 Registers shall be altered to reflect pertinent 
parameter changes as req~ired, in accomplishing this ~ransfer of 
control from a "calling" procedure to a "called" procedure. 

Register assignments shall be as follows: 

{AO} - Dynamic Space Pointer 
{Al} - Current Stack Frame Pointer 
{A2} - Previous Save Area Pointer 
{A3} - Static. Link or Binding Section Pointer 
{A6} - Argument Pointer 

Note: Execute Access Validation shall be performed by using the 
Code Base Pointer {as previously described in paragraph 2.5.5 of 
this specification} instead of the Segment Descriptor associated 
with the SEG field contained in the Code Base Pointer. 
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The associated program interruption shall occur and the execution 
of this instruction shall be inhibited when any of the exceptions 
are recorded from the following sequence of exception sensing: 

Instruction Specification error when the value of the 4-bits in 
bit positions 56 through 59 of Register XO Right is less than 2. 

Address Specification Error 
{Ai} not equal to 2, modulo 8. 
An invalid PVA {bit position 32 equal to a one} for any access to 
the Binding Section. 

Segment Descriptor Invalid for the Binding Section Segment. 
Access Violation {See 3.3.1.1 and 3.6.2.2} 
Code Base Pointer not contained in a "Binding Section" Segment 
Code Base Pointer not contained in a "ring-readable" Segment 

Page Table Search Without Find for the Binding Section pagels} 

Ring Number Zero when the Code Base Pointer R1 is equal to zero. 

Access Violation 
Ai Ring Number greater than Code Base pointer R3 
Initial P Ring Number greater than Code Base Pointer R3 
Initial P Global Key not equal to Code Base Pointer Global Lock 
in the absence of "master key" and "no-lock" values, respectively. 

Outward Call when the initial P Ring Number is less than the Code 
Base Pointer R1. 

Address Specification Error 
Final {P} would not be equal to O. modulo 2. 
An invalid PVA {bit position 32 equal to a one} for any access to 
the Current Stack Frame Save Area. 
Initial {AO} not equal to 0, modulo 8. 

Segment Descriptor Invalid for the Current Stack Frame Save Area. 

Access Violation 
Current Stack Frame Save Area not in a "writable" Segment {See 
3.3.1.1, 3.6.2.2 and 3.6.3.2} 

Page Table Search Without Find for the Current Stack Frame Save 
Area pagels}. 
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In the absence of a program interruption, the following sequence 
of events shall accomplish the execution of the instruction: 

Operation 

a· "Environment" to Stack Frame Save 
Area, then Copy P Left to XD Left 

b. Store initial {AD}, incremented by 
8 times the number of save area words, 
to Exchange Package per initial P 
Ring Number 

c. If P Global Key is not a "Master 
Key" go to step e. 

d. Load P Global Key with Code Base 
Pointer Global Lock 

e· Load P Local Key with Code Base 
Pointer Local Lock 

f. If P Ring Number is not greater than 
Code Base Pointer R2, go to step h. 

g. Set P Ring Number equal to Code. 
Base Pointer R2 

h. Load P SEG and BN fields with Code 
Base Pointer SEG and BN fields 

i. If Code Base Pointer "XP" is D, 
Copy {Ak} to A3 and go to step k 

j. Load A3 with new Binding Section 
Pointer 

k. Copy Uj} to A6 

1. Copy initial {AD} to A2 

m. Clear On Condition Flag 

n· Load Al from Exchange Package per 
final P Ring Number and clear 
Critical Frame Flag 

o. If {Al} equal to D, modulo 8, go to 
step q. 

p. {Al} + 7 to Al, D modulo 8 result. 

q. Copy Al to AD 

Remarks 

See paragraph 2.5.4.1 
Copy Caller's ID 

Update TOS pointer 
See paragraph 2.5.2.24 

See subparagraph 3.6.3.2 
and paragraph 2.5.5 

Intra-ring Call 

Inward Call 

Clear bit position 
32 of P Register 

Internal Procedure 

See paragraph 2.5.5 

Pass parameters 

DSP to PSA pointer 

Clear OCF 

TOS to CSF pointer 
Clear CCF 

Round upwards; word address 

CSF pointer to DSP 

* Unconditionally included in a Trap Interrupt; 
** Unconditionally omitted from a Trap Interrupt; 

See 2.8.6 
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Operation. This instruction shall save the "environment", as 
designated by the contents of Register XD Right. in the stack 
frame save area pointed to by the Dynamic Space Pointer 
initially contained in Register AD. The stack associated with 
the current ring of execution, as determined by the RN field 
initially contained in the P Register, shall be "pushed" by 
transferring the Dynamic Space Pointer, modified in its rightmost 
32-bit positions by the addition of 8 times the number of words 
stored into the stack frame save area, to the appropriate Top of 
Stack entry in the executing process' Exchange Package. 

The P Register shall be modified in its rightmost 32-bit positions 
by the sign extended Q field from the instruction. {left shifted 
l-bit position with a zero inserted on the right} and the final 
contents of the P Register shall be used to address the first 
instruction to be executed in the "called" procedure. 

Registers AD, Al and A2 shall be altered to reflect changes witb 
respect to the Current and Previous Stack Frames and the A3 and 
A6 Registers shall be altered to reflect pertinent parameter changes 
as required, in accomplishing this intra-ring, intra-segment 
transfer of control from a "calling" procedure to a "called" 
procedure. 

Register assignments shall be as follows: . 

{AD} - Dynamic Space Pointer 
{Al} - Current Stack Frame Pointer 
{A2} - Previous Save Area Pointer 
{A3} - Static Link 
{A6} - Argument Pointer 
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The associated program interruption shall occur and the execution 
of this instruction shall be inhibited when any of the excep~ions 
are recorded from the following sequence of exception sensing: 

Instruction Specification error when the value of the 4-bits in 
positions 56 through 59 of Register XO Right is less than 2. 

Address Specification Error 
Initial {AO}not equal to 0, modulo 8. 

An invalid PVA {bit position 32 equal to a one} for any access 
to the Stack Frame Save Area. 

. Segment Descriptor Invalid for the Stack Frame Save Area Segment. 

Access Violation {See 3.3.1.1, 3.6.2.2 and 3.6.3.2} 
Current Stack Frame Save Area not in a "writable" Segment 

Page Table Search without Find for the Stack Frame Save Area page{s}. 

In the absence of a program interruption, the following sequence 
of events shall accomplish the execution of this instruction: 

Operation 

a.} "Environment" to Stack Frame Save 
Area, then Copy P Left to XO Left 

b.} Store initial {AD}, incremented 
by 8 times the number of save 
area words, to Exchange Package 
per initial P Ring Number 

c.} {P} plus 2*Q to P 
d.} Copy {Ak} to A3 and {Aj} to Ab 

e.} Copy initial {AD} to A2 and 
clear Critical Fence Flag 

f.} Copy initial {AD}, incremented 
by 8 times the number of sav~ 
area words, to AD and A1. 

g.} Clear On Condition Flag 

See paragraph 2.5.4.1 
Copy, Caller! s ID 
Update TOS pointer 
See paragraph 2.5.2.24 

Intra-ring, intra-segment Call 
Pass parameters 

DSP to PSA pointer 
Clear CFF 
TOS to CSF pointer 

Clear OCF 
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Return 
117jk 

Operation. This instruction shall re-establish ~he Stack Frame 
and "environment" of a previous procedure as deflned by the 
Previous Save Area Pointer. 

The j and k fields from this instruction shall not be translated. 
Thus, their values shall have no effect on the execution of this 
instruction for which all execution parameters shall be implicit. 

The Stack Frame Save Area from which a previous procedure's "en
ironment" shall be obtained, shall be addressed by means of. the PVA 
initially contained in Register A2. The format of the prevl~us. 
procedure's Stack Frame Save Area sh~ll con!o~m t~ the descrlptlon 
contained in paragraph 2.5.4.1 of thlS speclflcatlon. 

The associated program interruption shall occur and the execu~ion 
of this instruction shall be inhibited when any of the exceptlons 
ar'e recoroeo from the folluwing sequence cf exception sEnsing: 

Address Specification Error when the initial {A2} not equal to 0, 
modulo 8, or an invalid PVA, {bit 32 equal to one}. 
Segment Descriptor Invalid with respect to the PVA initially 
contained in Register A2. 
Access Violation when initial {A2} would not address a "readable" 
segment {See 3·3.1.1,3.6.2.2 and 3.6.3.2} 
Page Table Search Without Find with respect to any central memory 
accesses to the previous procedure's Stack Frame Save Area. 

Environment Soecification Error 

The value of the field designating the last A Register to be 
loaded, as contained in the Previous Stack Frame's Descriptor, is 
less than 2. 

Segment Descriptor Invalid with respect to the PVA contained in 
Word 0 of the previous procedure's Stack Frame Save Area. 
Address Specification Error 
Final {P} would not be equal to 0, modulo 2. 
Final {P} would be an invalid PVA, {bit 32 equal to one}. 
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Access Violation 
final {P} would not address an "executable" segment. 
final {P} Local Key would not "strictly - equal" the associated 
segment's Local Lock. 
Final {P} Glob~l Key would not "strictly - equal" the associated 
segment's Global Lock, provided the associated segment's Global 
Lock is not a "No Lock." 

Note: The term "strictly - equal" infers bit-for-bit equivalence. 

Environment Specification Error 
final P ring number would be less than initial A2 ring nUMber. 
final {AD} would not equal initial {A2}· 

Outward Call {Inward Return} if initial P ring number is greater 
than initial A2 ring number. 

Critical frame Flag if the initial state of the Critical 
frame flag is equ-al to a one. 

In the absence of a program interruption, the following sequence 
of events shall accomplish the execution of this instruction: 

Operation 

a. Load the "environment"from the 
previous procedure's Stack Frame 
Save Area. 

b. For each A Register ring number 
which is less than the P Register's 
ring number, set the associated A 
Register's ring number equal to the 
P Register's ring number. 

c. !tore the final {A1} to the Exchange 
Package per the final P ring number. 

d. Clear the Trap Enable Delay if set. 

Pop 
118 jk . 

Remarks 

See 2.5.4.1 {Loaded per 
Frame Descriptor X , AT 
and XT; As=D} s 

Ripple 

CSf-+ TOS pointer 
See paragraph 2.5.2.24 

See 2.5.2.2D 

rJlr,JillU(pfflfji) operatfon= This instruction s~all UUUD UOUUUOof a prevlous procedure as deflned 
, Save Area. 

re-establish the Stack frame 
by the Previous Stack frame's 

'The j and k fields· from this ·instruction shall not be translated. 
Thus, their values shall have no effect on the execution of this 
instruction for which all execution parameters shall be implicit. 
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The Stack Frame Save Area from which a previous procedure's Stack 
frame pointers shall be obtained, shall be addressed by means of 
the PVA initially contained in Register A2. The format of the 
previous procedure's Stack Frame Save Area shall conform to the 
description contained in paragraph 2.5.~1 of this specification. 

·The associated program interruption shall occur and the execution 
of thi~ instruction shall be inhibited when any of the exceptions 
are recorded from the following sequence of exception sensing: 

Address Specification Error 
Initial {A2} not equal to D, modulo 8. 
Initial {A2} an invalid PVA {bit 32 equal to one}. 

Segment Descriptor Invalid with respect to the Segment Descriptor 
associated with the PVA initially contained in Register A2. 

Access Violation {See 3.3.1.1, 3.b.2.2 and 3.b.3.2} 
Initial {A2} does not address a "readable" segment. 

PagE! Table Search Without find with respect to the central memory 
accesses to the previous procedure's Stack frame Save Area. 

Environment Specification Error 
Initial {A2} not equal to Word 1 contained in the previous pro
cedure's Stack frame Save Area. 

Inter-Ring Pop if the RN field contained in the P Register is 
not equal to the RN field initially contained in Register A2. 

Critical frame flag if the initial state of the Critical Frame 
Flag is equal to a one. 

In the absence of a program interruption, the following sequence 
of events shall accomplish the execution of this instruction. 

Operation Remarks 

a.} Load A1 with. the PVA from Update CSF pointer 
Word 2 of the previous procedure's 
Stack Frame Save Area 
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b.} Load A2 with the PVA from Word 
3 of the previous procedure's 
Stack Frame Save Area. 

c.} Load the Critical Fence Flag 
and the On Condition Flag 
from the previous procedure's 
Stack Frame Save Area. 

d.} Store the final {Al} to .the 
process' £xchange Package per 
the P Register's Ring Number 
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Update PSA pointer 

Update CFF and OCF 

Update TOS pointer. 

lOS = Top of Stack pointer 

EXECU1I~N SEQUENCE 

• 
n c Ring of execution, inaer r!"9 

n+ = Ring of execution, outer rlng 
AD = PSP = Pyna.ic Space pointer 
Al = CSF = Current Stack Frame pointer 
A2 • PSA = Previous Save Are. pointer 
* = Save Area 

IRinl_Jj JJ 
TOSn TOSn 

JJ-ns~nA:.d .~--
AD -- A2 J-

Al and 3 3 
TOSn . .. JJ ,~"JJ .:j~J 

TOSn 

I Rin, n. 
TOSrI+ TOS~2 . -

2 2 2 

.1_ -"-_ AD 
1 1 P and OSn+ 

-*-- --*- • Ok_ ...... --" A2 ..A\._ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

STAftT -CALL CALL CALL POP ftETUftN ftETUftN 
{Intra-ring_~_ {Inter-ring} {Intra-ring} -£Intra-ring} {Inter-ring]- {Intra-ring) 

Figure 2.brl: Call/Return/Pop, post-execution stack frame states {including 
the Software updating of the Dynamic Space Pointer} 
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When executed in Monitor mode this instruction shall change the 
processor from monitor process state to job process state. See 
2.8.5.2. 

When executed in Job mode this instruction shall change the pro
cessor from job process state to monitor process state. See 
2.8.5.1. In addition, the System Call bit in position lD of the 
Monitor Condition Register, job process state, shall be set. 

The PVA contained in Word D {P Register} of the Exchange Package 
associated with the state from which the exchange is taking place, 
shall be updated such that it points to the instruction which 
would have been executed had the exchange not taken place, i.e., 
the PVA of the "Exchange" instruction with 2 added to its BN 
field. 

The j and k fields from this instruction shall not be translated 
and their values shall have no effect on the execution of this 
instruction • 

Keypoint, class j, code equal to {Xk} Right plus Q 
136 jkQ 

Operation - The Keypoint instruction shall cause an interrupt to 
occur if the keypoint mask bit is set which corresponds to the 
keypoint class number in the j field of the keypoint instruction. 
Before the interrupt occurs the 4 bits of the j field shall be 
copied into the keypoint class number {KCN} register and the 32-
bit keypoint code shall be copied into the keypoint code reg- . 
ister. See 2.5.2.4, 2.5.2.11, and 2.5.2.12. 

The keypoint code shall be formed by the addition of Q, expanded 
to 32 bits by means of sign extension, to the contents of Reg
ister Xk Right. For the purpose of this instruction, the contents 
of Register XD Right shall be interpreted as consisting of zeros· 
Arithmetic Overflow shall not be detected during the formation 
of the keypoint code. 

The Keypoint Interrupt shall be recorded in bit D6 of the User 
Condition Register as described in 2.8.3.7. 
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Compare {Xk} at {Aj}; if not equal, load Xk from {Aj}; if equal, 
store {XO} at {Aj} 2.6.1.9 
125 jk 

This instruction shall compare the 64-bit word in Register Xk with 
the 64-bit word in central memory whose PVA is contained in Reg
ister Aj. If equality is found, the contents of Register XO shall 
be stored in central memory at the PVA contained in Register Aj. 
If equality is not found, Register Xk shall be loaded with the 
central memory word whose PVA is contained in Register Aj. 

A serialization function shall be perfor~ed before this instruction 
begins and again at its ending. Execution of this instruction 
shall be delayed until all previous accesses to central memory 
on the part of this processor are completed. Execu-
tion of subsequent instructions shall be delayed until all central 
memory accesses due to this instruction are completed. 

Conceptually, the execution of this "Compare" instruction on the 
part of a processor shall result in preventing other processors 
from accessing the central memory word at the PVA contained in 
Register Aj between the read ~nd write accesses associated with the 
execution of this instruction, provided such processors are also 
executing a "Compare" instruction. With respect to this instruction 
only, in order to satisfy its "non-preemptive" requirement, the 
use of 64-bit words consisting entirely of ones in their leftmost 
32-bit positions, DO through 31, shall be reserved for each pro
cessor's implementation of this instruction. When the 32-bit 
halfword initially contained in Register XO Left consists entirely 
of ones, an Instruction Specification Error shall be detected~ 
the execution of this instruction shall be inhibited, and the 
co~responding program interruption shall occur. 

N9!es: For the purpose of establishing operand access valida
tion, the central memory operand access types shall consist of 
both a read and a write access. Moreover, those processors 
having a Cache shall bypass it with respect to the read access 
and shall purge the associated entry from it with respect to 
the write access, {See 2.9}. Unless the central memory operand 
address consists of a byte address which is 0, modulo 8, an 
Address Specification error shall be detected, the execution of 
this instruction shall be inhibited, and the corresponding 
interruption shall occur. 
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Load Bit to Xk Right from {Aj} bit indexed by {XO} Right and set 
bit in central memory 

124 jk 

Operation - This instruction shall transfer a single bit into 
Register Xk Right, bit position 63, from a bit positi~n in ~en~ral 
memory. This instruction shall also clear the X~ Reg1~t~r 1~ 1ts 
leftmost 63 bit positions, DO through 62. The b1t pos1t1on 1n 
central memory shall be unconditionally set without changing any 
other bit positions within the byte or word. 

No other processor shall be permitted access to the byte in central 
memory from the beginning of the read access until the end of the 
write access which sets the bit within that byte. 

A serialization function shall be performed before this instruction 
begins and again at its ending. Execution of this instruction shall 
be delayed until all previous accesses to central. memory by this 
processor are completed. Fetching or execution of subsequent 
instructions by this processor shall be delayed until all central 
memory accesses from this instruction are completed. 

Addressing - The byte in central memory, containing the bit position 
to be loaded shall be addressed by means of the PVA contained in the 
Aj Register modified by a bit item count, consisting of a 32-bit 
index, as follows: The 32-bit halfword obtained from Regis~~r XO 
Right shall be shifted right three bit p~siti~ns, end-off w1th 
sign extension on the left, and the 32-b1t sh1tted result sha~l be 
added to the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA obta1ned from the AJ 
Register. 

Bit Select - The bit position within the addressed byte in central 
memory shall be selected by means of the rightmost three bits 
obtained from Register XO Right, bit positions 61 through 63. 
Values from 0 through 7 for these three bits shall select the cor
responding bit position, 0 through 7 from the central memory byte. 

Notes: for the purpose of establishing access validity, the central 
memory operand access types shall consist of a read and a write 
access. Moreover, those processors having a Cache {See 2.9} shall 
bypass it with respect to the read access and s~all purge the 
associated entry from it with respect to the wr1te access. 
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This instruction shall test for the presence of the page in 
.central memory corresponding to the PYA contained in Register Aj. 

When this instruction finds the corresponding page in central 
memory, the "Used rr bit in the UM field of the associated Page 
Descriptor shall be set, {See 3.5.1.1}, and the Real Memory 
Address {RMft} translated from the PYA contained in Register Aj 
shall be transferred to Register Xk Right. 

When this instruction cannot find the corresponding page in 
central memory, Register Xk Right shall be set in all 32 bit 
positions, 32 through 63. 

Note: Central memory Access Validation {per Section 3.b} shall 
not be performed durIng the execution of this instruction 

Interrupt Product to Xk Right 
123 jk 

This instruction shall transfer the bit-by-bit product of the 
Monitor Mask and Monitor Condition Register to bit positions 32 
through 47 of Register Xk Right and shall transfer the bit-by
bit product of the User Mask and User Condition Register to bit 
positions 48 through 63 of Register Xk Right. {See tables 2.8-1 
and 2.8-2 for the bit definitions of the Mask and Condition Reg
isters}. 

Copy to Xk from Central Memory Maintenance Register at {Xj} Right 
132jk 

This instruction shall copy the central memory Maintenance Reg
ister specified by the contents of Register Xj into the Xk Reg
ister. All 64 bits·of the Xk Register shall·be cleared before 
the selected register is copied into it. 

The Processor Memory Port to be utilized during the execution of 
this instruction shall be determined in the manner defined in sub
paragraph 2.10.1.1 of this specification with the exception that, 
for this instruction, bit 33 ·of the Xj Register Shall be used in 
place of bit 01 of the Real Memory Address as described in that 
subparagraph, item a. 
Bits 56 through 63 of the Xj Register·shall contain the number of 
the central memory Maintenance Register, the contents of which 
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Local Privileged Mode 

This class of instructions shall be permitted to execute only 
when the processor is in either local privileged mode or in 
global privileged mode. If an instruction in the local privil
eged mode class, attempts execution when the processor is not 
in e~t~er local privi~eged mode or in global privileged mode, 
a PrIVIleged InstructIon fault shall be detected, execution of 
that instruction shall be inhibited, and the corresponding pro
gram interruption shall occur. 

Instructions in the local privileged mode class shall be executable 
whenever a processor is executing instructions from a segment whose 
Segment Descriptor defines that segment as either a local privileged 
executable segment or a global privileged executable segmeQt. 
See 3.3.1.1} 

2.6.2.1 Copy to Central Memory Maintenance Register at Xj Right from Xk 
133 jk 

This local pri~leged instruction shall copy the contents of Register 
Xk into the Central Memory Maintenance Register selected by the con
tents of Register Xj. 

The Processor Memory Port to be utilized during the execution of 
this instruction shall be determined in the manner defined in sub
paragraph 2.10.1.1 of this specification with the exception that, 
for this instruction, bit 33 of the Xj Register shall be used in 
place of bit D1 of the Real Memory Address as described in that 
subparagraph, item a. 
Bits 56 through 63 of the Xj Register shall contain the number of 
the central memory Maintenance Register into which the contents of 
Register Xk shall be copied. See Section 4.5 of this Specification 
for central memory Maintenance Register definitions. 
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Table Index per {Xj} to Xk and Set Xl Right 

This local privileged instruction shall search the Page Table in 
central memory, shall return the final index value to Register 
Xk, and shall set Register Xl Right according to the results of 
the search. 

The entry searched for within the Page Table shall be defined by 
the System Virtual Address {SVA} contained in Register Xj. For 
a description of the format for an SVA in an X Register, see 
subparagraph 2.6.5.3 of this specification. 

The Page Table shall be searched in the manner normally employed 
by the Virtual Addressing Mechanism. Thus, the SVA shall be 
psuedo-randomized {hashed}, in conjunction with the Page Table 
Length {PTL}, in order to obtain a nominal index value in the 
manner described in subparagraph 3.5.2.1 of this specification. 
The Page Table Address {PTA} interpreted as equal to 0, modulo 
the PTL, shall be concatenated to this nominal index value for 
the purpose of determining the first location to be searched in 
the Page Table. 

Beginning with this location, the Page Table shall be linearly 
searched, {with the nominal index value increased by 8 for each 
entry which does not correspond to the SVA but does contain a 
Continue bit equal to 1, up to a maximum of 32 entries searched} 
in the manner described in subparagraph 3.5.2.2 of this speci
fication. 

When a Page Descriptor corresponding to the SVA initially contained 
in Register Xj is found, the index into the Page Table which is 
associated with that entry shall be transferred to Register Xk 
and Register Xl Right shall be set in all 32-bit positions, 32 
through 63. 

When the Page Table search terminates as a result of not finding 
a Page Descriptor which corresponds to the SVA initially con
tained in Register Xj, {whether the termination results from a 
Continue bit ~qual to 0 or performing a maximum of 32 comparisons}, 
the index into the Page Table associated with the last entry com
pared shall be transferred into Register Xj and the count of 
entries searched shall be transferred to Register Xl Right. 
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Global Privileged Mode 

This class of instructions shall be permitted to execute only 
when the processor is in global privileged~ode. If an in
struction in the global privileged mode class attempts ex
ecution when the processor is not in global privileged mode 
a Privileged Instruction Fault shall be detected, executio~ 
of that instruction shall be inhibited, and the correspondlng 
program interruption shall occur. 

Global privileged mode shall exist whenever the processor is 
executing instructions from a segment whose Segment Descriptor 
defines that segment as a global privileged executable segment. 
See 3.3.1.1 

2.6.3.11 Interrupt Processor per {Xk}. 

122 jk 

The execution of this global privileged class instruction shall 
send an external interrupt to one or more other processors via 
their central memory ports. The processors shall be identified 
by the central memory port number to which they are connected. 

The interrupting processor shall send the contents of Register 
Xk Right to central memory. Central memory shall then send 
an external interrupt to the processor{s} on those ports whose 
port numbers, plus 32, correspond to the bit positions, which 
are set within Register Xk Right. When thn interrupting processor 
has two ports connected to the same memory {See Figure 1.3-1}, 
a "switch" shall select the port used to transmit the contents 
of Register Xk Right to central memory along with the "interrupt" 
function, {See 2.10.1.1 for "switch" definition} 
When the interrupting processor has two ports connected to indepen
dent memories {See Figure 1.3-3} the state of Bit 00 of Register 
Xk shall select the port used to transmit the contents of Register 
Xk Right to central memory along with the "interrupt" function. 
When Bit 00 is clear, Port 0 shall be used; when Bit 00 is set, 
Port 1 shall be used. 

}'- ? 
" - 'I' 

A serialization function shall be performed before this in
struction begins execution. That is, execution of " this in
struction shall be delayed until all previous central memory 
accesses on the part of the interrupting processor are complete. 

mrnrn ~ rnrnrn ~rn~~ffiTI~ 
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Monitor Mode 

This class of instructions shall be- permitted to execute only 
when'the processor is in monitor mode. If an instruction in 
the monitor ,mode class attempts execution when the processor 

f is not in monitor mode, an Instruction Specification error shall 
be detected. Execution of that instruction shall be inhibited, 
and the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 

Monitor mode shall exist whenever the processor 
state defined by the Monitor Exchange Package. 
contained in the Monitor Process State Register 
to the Monitor Exchange Package. ' 

is in the 
The address 
shall point 

Note: No single operation code shall 'be confined to Monitor mode 
execution. However, sub-operation'codes for the instructions 
defin~d ~n 2.6.5 a~e confin~d to Monitor mode according to the 
descrIptIons contaIned WIthIn that paragraph of this specification. 
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!'Iixed !'lode 

This class of instructions shall include those instructions whose 
mode is dependent on a parameter selection within the instruction. 
D~pending on the value of the parameter~ the mode of the ins~ruc
tlon s~all be non-priv~le~ed, local p~ivileged, global privileged, 
or monItor. The descrIptIon of each Instruction shall define 
which parameter selects the mode and how the selection is made. 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q and alter Condition Register per 
jk. 

134 jkQ 

This instruction shall test the value of a selected bit in the 
Condition Register. The j field selects the bit number within 
the Monitor Condition Register or within the User Condition 
Register depending on the k field. The k field shall also deter
mine the branch decision and Condition Register bit ,alteration 
as follows: 

k D' or 8, if bit j of the Monitor Condition Register is set, 
clear it and take a branch exit. 

k 1 or 9, if bit j of the Monitor Condition Register is not 
set .. set it and take a _branch exit. 

k 2 or A, if bit j of the Monitor Condition Register is set, 
take a branch exit. 

k 3·or B, if bit j of the Monitor Condition Register is not 
set, take a branch exit. 

k = 4 or C, if bit j of the User Conditi~n Register is set, 
clear it and take a branch exit. 

k 5 or D, if _bit j of the User Condition Register is not 
set, set it and take a branch exit. 

k = b or E, if bit j of the User Conditign Register is set, 
take a branch exit. 

k = 7 or f, if bit j of the User ConditiQn Register is not 
set, take a branch exit. 
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Normal exit - When. t.he test of bit j does not satisfy the branch 
condi tion as sped fi ed by the k field of this instruction, a 
normal exit from this instructio-n shall be performed. A normal 
exit from this 32-bit instruction shall consist. of adding 4 to 
the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA contained in the P Register, with 
the sum returned to the P Register's rightmost 32 bits. 

Branch Exit -.When the test uf bit j satisifes the branch condition 
as specified by the k field of this instruction, a branch exit 
from this instruction shall be performed. A branch exit shall 
consist of expanding the Q field from the instruction to 31 bits 
by means of sign extension, shifting these 31 bits left one bit 
P?sition with a zero inserted on the right, and adding the 32 
blt result to the rightmost 32 bits of the PVA contained in the 
P Register with the sum returned to the P Register's rightmost 
32 bits. 

Monitor and Privileged Mode - Some values of the k field of this 
instruction shall cause this instruction to be a Monitor or Non
privileged instruction as follows: 

k Mode 

0 or 8 Monitor 
1 or 'l Monitor 
2 or A Non-privileged 
3 or B Non-privileged 

4 or C Non-privileged 
S or D Non-privileged 
6 or E Non-privileged 
7 or F Non-pri vi 1 eged 

Unless the processor is in monitor mode when execution is restric
ted to monitor mode, an Instruction Specification Error shall be 
detected~ execution of this instruction shall be inhibited~ 
and the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 
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2.bS.2 Copy 

This ~roup of instructions shall provide the means to copy an 
X Reglster to/from a state register. The state register shall be 
addressed by the contents of the rightmost 8 bits {bits S6 through 
63} of Register Xj Right. The list which follows shall define the 
address assigned to each state register and the bit number lo
cation of the register within a word. State registers with add
resses in the range AD through BF shall be read-only with respect 
to the processor, although the Service Processor may read and 
write them. State Registers with addresses in the range CD through 
FF shall be read or written from the Service Processor only. 

Some implementations of this GDS may not use separate flipflop 
registers. Some state registers may be held in central memory 
even when they are in active use. For such cases these copy in
structions shall make state registers held in central memory 
appear to operate as copy instructions and not as load or store 
instructions. 

Unless th~ proc,ssor is in Monitor mode when execution is res
tricted to Monitor mode, an Instruction Specification error shall 
be detected, execution of this instruction shall be inhibited, and 
the corresponding program interruption shall occur. 

~nless the processor is in the appropriately privileged-mode when 
execution is restricted to local or global privileged mode, a 
~·rivileged Instruction error shall be detected, the execution of 
this instruction shall be inhibited, and the corresponding program 
interruption shall occur· 

See Table 2.6-1 for register" definitions. 

Note: Multiple Address assignments have been specified for certain 
Registers so that, by properly choosing the appropriate address, 
the contents of a single X Register may be used as both the address 
and data value for the purpose of copying into such Registers. 
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04 
05 
06 

20-23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

40 

60 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

AD 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 

CO 
C1 
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Register Name 

Critical Frame Flag 
On Condition Flag 
Debug Index 
Debug Mask Register 

APPROVED 

User Mask Register Register 

Trap Enables 
Trap Pointer 
Debug Pointer 
Keypoint Mask 
Keypoint Code 
Keypoint Class Number 
Process Interval Timer 

Processor Test Mode 

Processor Fault Status 

Monitor Mask Register 
Job Process State Pointer 
Page Table Address 
Page Table Length 
Page Size Mask 
System Interval Timer 
One Megahertz Counter 

Processor Identification 
Monitor Process State Pointer 
Monitor Condition Register 
User Condition Register 
Untranslatable Pointer 
Model Dependent Flags 
Model Dependent Word 
Segment Table Length 
Segment Table Address 
Base Constant 

P Register 
Environment Control 

CDC 

FILE 
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63 
63 

56-63 
59-63 
48-63 

62-63 
16-63 
16-63 
48-63 
32-63 
60-63 
32-63 

** 

** 

48-63 
32-63 
32-63 
56-63 
57-63 
32-63 
00-63 

40-63 
32-63 
48-63 
48-63 
16-63 
48-63 
00-63 
52-63 
32-63 
32-63 

00-63 
** 

* Bits 0 through 06 are permanently set. 
** Processor model dependent. 
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Position in Write 
an Exchange Mode 
Pkg {word/Bits 

2/00 Unprivileged 
2/01 

1 36/00-07 
36/11-15 
3100-15* 

2/14-15 Local 
35/16-63 Privileged 
36/16-63 

1 1100-15 
9,10/00-15 
7/04-07 
11,12/00-15 

Processor Global 
Privileged 

Processor .J, 
4/00-15 Monitor 
Processor 

1 1 
Processor Non-Writable 

oJ. by 
processor 
"Copy" 

6/00-15 
5/00-15 
34/16-63 
15/00-15 
33/00-63 
16/04-15 
34,35/00-15 
13,14/00-15 1 
0/00-63 Service 
Processor Processor 

+ only 

rnrnOODrnrnrn ~rn~Mffitt~ Register Definitions 
for "Copy" instructions. 
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This instruction shall copy the contents of the state register 
addressed by the contents of Register Xj into Register Xk. The 
address assignments and bit locations shall be those defined 
in Table 2.6 -1 The Xk Register shall be cleared before the 
state register is copied into it. 

This instruction shall be a non-privileged instruction. 

Copy from Xk per {Xj} 
131jk 

This instruction shall copy the contents of Register Xk into 
the state register addressed by the contents of Register Xj. 
The address assignments and bit locations shall be defined in 
Table 2.6"1 Several of the registers ca, not be written 
into by this instruction, as previously described in this 5ub
paragr·rh . 

Monitor and Privileged Mode - This instruction shall have its 
mode determined by the state register address contained in Register 
Xj as follows: 

Mode 

Unprivileged 

Local privileged, Test Mode 
Global privileged, Test Mode 

Monitor 
Non-writable by 
processor "Copy" 

Service Processor 
only 

State Re ister Number 

00 through 1F 

20 through 3F 
40 through 7F 

80 through 9F 
AD through BF 

.. --. ----- .-.. 
CO through FF 
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2.6.5.3.1 Purge Buffer k of Entry per {Xj} 
138 jk 

Operation - The Purge Buffer instruction shall invalidate 
entries in the Map and Cache buffers. The purge may in
validate all entries in a buffer, invalidate all entries 
in a buffer which derive from a given segmen~ invalidate 
all entries in a buffer for a given page, or invalidate 
all entries in a buffer for a given 512 byte block. Re-
gister Xj shall contain the required address information, 

either System Virtual Address {S~A} or Process Virtual 
Address {PYA}, 

An SVA shall contain the Active Segment' (ASID} in bits 
16 through 31 of Register Xj. A PYA shall contain the 
Segment number {SEG} in bits 20 through 31 of Register Xj. 
Bits 32 through 63 shall contain the Byte Number {BN} for 
either an SVA or a PYA. The rightmost 9 bits of the BN 
shall be ignored and assumed to be zeros since the smallest 
purge able portion of a buffer shall be a 512 byte page or 
a 512 byte block of a larger page. Proportionately more 
rightmost bits of the BN shall be ignored and assumed to 

be zero as page size becomes larger than the 512 byte 
minimum. 

16 20 

BN 
BN 

The value of k shall determine the buffer to be purged , 
the range of entries to be purged, and the type of addres
sing used to determine the range of entries to be purged. 
The definition of k follows. 

k=O, Purge all entries in Cache which are included in the 
512 byte block defined by the SVA in Xj. 

k=l, Purge all entries in Cache which are included in the 
ASID defined by the SVA in Xj. 
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k=2, PU,rge all entries il'] Cache. 

k= 4+7 , 

k=8, 

Purge all entries in Cache which are included in 
the 512 byte block defined by the PYA in Xj. 
Purge all entries in Cache which are included in 
the SEG defined by the PYA in Xj. 

Purge all entries in Map which are included in the 
page defined by the SVA in Xj. The size of the page 
involved shall be determined by the contents of the 
Page Size Mask Register. 
Purge all entries in Map which are included in the 
ASID defined by the SVA in Xj. 

k=A+f, Purge all entries in'Map. 

For k = 0, 1,~, 8 ~ F this instruction shall 'be a 
local privileged instruction. It shall be non-privileged 
for all other values of k. 

A serialization function shall be performed before this 
instruction begins execution and again when i~ completes 
execution. Execution of this instruction shall be delayed 
until all previous accesses to central memor~ on the part 
of thr~ processor, are completed. Fetching dr execution of 
subsequent instructions shall be delayed until all central 
memory accesses due to this instruction are completed. 

The implementation of this instruction shall be processor 
model dependent in that some processor models may not have 
a Map and/or Cache buffer and they may invalidate more 
than the required buffer entries. A processor which does 
not have a Cache shall execute this instruction as a nO 
operation instruction when cache purges are called for 
by this instruction. Likewise, a processor which does 
not have a Map shall execute this instruction as a no 
operation instruction when map purges are called for by 
this instruction. The processor model dependent speci
fications shall fully define these model dependent 
charactistics. 
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2.7 Program Monitoring 

2.7~1 Performance Monitoring 

Performance of the overall software/hardware system shall be 
monitored via the insertion of Keypoint instructions at "key" 
po~nts in the software •. Each Keypoint instr~ction shall be . 
identified by its class and by its code within each class. Keypolnt 
classes and keypoint codes shall be assigned such that system 
performance data shall be determined from the order and frequency 
of the occurrence of keypaint instructions of variol's classes 
and codes. 

Two methods of gathering the keypoint data shall be provided. The 
first method shall be via software internal to the processor. The 
second method shall be via an external hardware device. See 
paragraph 2.10.3 of this specification. . 

2.7.1.1 Keypoint Software Recording 

Software Recording of keypoint data shall be based on the occur
rence of a trap whenever the keypoint class number in the keypoint 
instruction matches a mask bit in the keypoint trap mask register. 
The trap routine shall record the keypoint class number, keypoint 
code and the time. Another routine shall subsequently analyze the 
data gathered b~ the keypoint trap routine to produce the system 
performance data. 

2.7.1.2 Keypoint Hardware Recording 

Hardware recording of keypoint data may be accomplished via an 
external hardware device which shall record the keypoint ev~nts as 
they occur. Each time a keypoint instruction is executed the hard
ware keypoint recorder may record the keypoint class number, key
point code and time. 

Hardware keypoint recording gives mlnlmum interference to program 
execution since the keypoint event data can be recorded without 
a trap taking place. The CPU shall provide a signal to the key
point monitor device indicating that a keypoint instruction is 
being performed. The CPU shall also supply the keypoint monitor 
device with the keypoint class and keypoint code for the keypoint 
instruction being performed. 
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The format of a Debug List entry is: 

00 108 120 132 63 1 

BN {LOW} 

BN {HIGH} 

1 8 I 12 I 12 I 32 

where DC is the Debug Code, BN {LOW} is the byte number of the 
beginning of the contiguous field in memory to which the Deb~g 
Code applies, BN {HIGH} is the byte number of the last byte.ln 
the contiguous field in memory to which the Debug Code applles, 
and SEG is the process segment number to which the Debug Code 
applies. 

Debug List ent~ies shall be aligned on word boundaries. 

The Debug List shall not be longer than 32 entries {64 words} 
in length. Entries beyond 32 shall be ignored. 

The matching of BN {LOW} and BN {HIGH} shall be against the 

I 

address of the leftmost byte of a piece of information only; 
whether it is a word, halfword, byte string, or 16-bit instruction. 
The matching shall include the end points. That is: 

BN {LOW} ~ Address f BN {HIGH}. 

The first entry in the Debug List shall be at the PVA contained 
in the Debug List Pointer Register {see 2.5.2.23}. Position 
within the Debug List during a scan shall be kept track of by 
the Debug List Index Register {see 2.5.2.22}· 

Debug Code {DC} 

The DC bit assignments are: 

Bit 0: Data Read, first address of string - applies to all 
central memory accesses that are defined as read accesses 
for purposes of access protection. 
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Bi~ 1: Data Write, first address of string-applies to all central 
memory accesses that are defined as write accesses in the 
memory protection system. 

Bit 2: Instruction fetch 
Applies to all central memory accesses ~hat are defined 
as an execution access in the memory protection system. 
Note that the instruction fetch from memory will have 
already occurred. 

Bit 3: Branching in~truction 

Applies to branch and return instructions which, when 
executed will result in a branch exit to the next instruc
tion. The address bracket shall apply to the address 
of the instruction branched to. 

Bit 4: Call instruction 

Applies to the occurrence of either Call instruction 
{instruction reference number 115 or 116}. The address 
bracket shall apply to the address of the called procedure. 

Bit S: End of list 

Denotes that this is the last entry in the Debug List 

More than one bit may be set in a DC entry. The End of 
List DC {bit 5} shall be interpreted after all other bits 
in the same DC have been interpreted and acted upon. 

Debug Operation 
The Debug List shall be scanned after instruction fetch but 
prior to inst.ruction execution, provided traps are enabled, the 
Debug Mask bit in the User Mask Register is set, one or more bit. 
in the Debug Mask Register are applicable to the instruction to 
be executed. and the End of List Seen Flag in the Debug Index 
Register is clear. 
When the Debug Scan in Progress flag is clear, the Debug List 
shall be scanned by reading the first word from the Debug List 
in central memory at the PVA specified by the contents of the 
Debug List Pointer Register. After the first word of the Debug 
List has been read, the Debug Scan in Progress flag in the Debug 
Index Register shall be set and each successive word from the 
Debug List shall be read by incrementing the 6-bit word-index 
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field ~ontained in the Debug Index Register by one, and referencing 
the Debug List at the PVA specified by the initial contents of 
the Debug List Pointer Register, modified in its rightmost 3~-bit 
positions by the addition of the zero-extended, righmost 6-bits 
of the Debug Index Register~ 
The Debug Index Register, contained in bit positions 00 through 
07 of word 36 in the Exchange Package, shall be formatted as 
follows: 

10'1"'1" 01 I 
1 t . L 6-bi t word-index 

. Debug Scan in Progress flag 
-End of List Seen flag 

When one or more bits contained in the Debug MaskRegister are set 
and are equal to one or more of the corresponding leftmost 5 bits 
of the Debug Code contained in the first word of a doubleword 
entry in the Debug List, and one or more of the approp'riate PVAs 
associated with the instruction's execution are contained within 
the address bracket defined by the corresponding double word 
entry from the Debug List, the Debug bit in the User Condition 
Register shall be set, the execution of the instruction shall be 
inhibited and a trap interrupt shall occur. Moreover, when the 
End of List bit in Debug Code is set or the 32nd double word 
entry from Debug List has been scanned, the End of List Seen Flag 
contained in the Debug Index Register shall be set. 
The second word of the double word Debug List entry which causes 
a trap interrupt shall be identifiable by the value of the right
most 6-bits of the Debug Index Register and the PVA contained in 
the Debug List Pointer Register. 

The Debug Index Register shall also provide the means for properly 
initiating, resuming and terminating Debug Scan operations, {part
icularly when an instruction's execution has been inhibited by 
one or more program interrupts occurring on the one or more im
mediately preceding fetches of the associated instruction}. Thus, 
the clearing of the Debug Index Register shall occur, co~ceptually, 
at the completion of each instruction's execution for WhlCh a 
Debug Scan has immediately preceded that execution. 
For the purpose of establishing central memory access validation, rnrn ~rn~~m~~ each central memory access performed for the pur-r1lfiLliD1 n fiLl n ~ 0 I pose of reading a word from. the Debug List as a UJUOUUUUO ~ part of a Debug Scan operatlon, shall be a read 

type access. 
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Interrupts 

There shall be two classes of interrupts. One class shall be 
called an Exchange Interrupt. The other class shall be called 
a Trap Interrupt. 

Exchange interrupts shall normal Iv originate from bits in the 
Monitor Condition Register and shall cause an exchange operation 
from dob Mode to Monitor Mode to occur. The Monitor Mask Register 
shall enable selected conditions in the Monitor Condition Register 
to generate an exchange interrupt. 

Trap interrupts shall normally originate from bits in the User 
Condition Register and shall cause a trap operation to occur. 
The User Mask Register shall enable selected conditions in the 
User Condition Register to generate a trap interrupt. 

Monitor Condition Register 

The Monitor Condition Register shall contain 16 bits. Each bit, 
when set, shall indicate that a particular condition has occurred 
in the processor or that the processor has been informed of an 
event which occurred external to itself. 

When a bit in the Monitor Condition Register is set and the 
processor is in Job Mode, an Exchange interrupt shall occur 
if the associated bit in the Monitor Mask Register is set. 

When a bit in the Monitor Condition Register is set and the 
processor is in Monitor Mode, a Trap Interrupt shall occur if 
the associated bit in the Monitor Mask Register is set, the 
Trap Enable Flip-Flop is set, and Trap Enable Delay is clear. 

Table 2.8-1 shall define the bit number assignments for the Monitor 
Condi tion Register and the action to be taken for each bit under 
various circumstan~es. " 

A Monitor Condition Register bit once set, shall remain set until 
~leared by a master clear, by anBranch and al t~r Co'ndi t~on Reg-. 
Ister n instruction {reference number 134}, provIded the InstructIon 
has specified that the bit shall be cleared, or by alteration when 
the Condition Register is held in an Exchange Package in central 
memory. 

Each bit in the Monitor Condition Register is defined in the 
sections which follow. 

rnrnrn n rnrnrn ~rn~Will~~ 
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Action taken when 
Condition occurs 

Monitor Mode 
Job Mode, 
Mask Bit Trap Trap 

Monitor Condition Name Set Enabled * Disabled 

Processor Malfunction Exchange Trap Halt 
Memory Malfunction Exchange Trap Halt 
Real Address Out of Range Exchange Trap Halt 
Instruction Specification Error Exchange Trap Halt 
Address Specification Error Exchange Trap Halt 
Invalid Segment Exchange Trap Halt 
Access Violation Exchange Trap Halt 
Environment Specification Error Exchange Trap Halt 

External Interrupt Exchange Trap Stack 
Page Table Search Without find Exchange Trap Halt 
System Call Exchange Trap Stack 
System Interval Timer Exchange Trap Stack 
Ring Number Zero Exchange Trap Halt 
Outward Call/Inward Return Exchange Trap Halt 
Software Error Log Exchange Trap Stack 

"Trap Exception Exchange Trap Halt 

Halt - Stop processor. SP can intervene and restart processor. 
Stack - Test for opportunity to Trap or Exchange, each instruction fetch 
Job Mode, Mask Bit Clear - Same as Monitor Mode, Trap Disabled 

* Trap Enabled - See 2.8.1 for the definition of "Trap Enabled" 
Table 2.8-1 

Monitor Condition Register and Mask Register Bit Definitions 
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Processor Malfunction 

The processor malfunction bit in the Monitor Condition Register, 
if set, shall indicate that a condition has been detected in the 
processor which is not indicated by other Condition Register bits. 
These conditions shall include the following: 

a. Power failure imminent 
b. Excessive temperature 
c. Other processor model dependent conditions ~s specified 

in the processor model dependent spe~iflcation. 

The PVA which shall be stored when a Processor Malfunction inter
rupt nccurs shall point to the instruction whose execution was 
not completed because of the Processor Malfunction. 

Memory Malfunction 

The memory malfunction bit in the Monitor Condition Register, if 
set, shall indicate that a condition has been detected in a central 
memory unit which- is used by this processor but is not indicated 
by other Condition Register bits. These conditions shall include 
the following conditions. 

a. Addres~~ data transmission, or function parity errors on 
central memory accesses from this processor. 

b. Non-correctable central memory data parity errors on 
central memory accesses from this processor. 

c. Power failure imminent in central memory 
d. Excessive temperature in central memory 

The PVA which shall be stored when a Memory Malfunction interrupt 
occurs shall point to the instruction whose execution was not com
pleted due to the Memory Malfunction. 

Real Address Out of Range 

The real address out of range bit in the Monitor Condition Reg
ister, if set, shall indicate that the real address used for 
central memory access by this processor is for a central memory 
address which is not physically accessable by the processor. See 
3.1.3. 

The PVA which shall be stored when a Real Address Out of Range 
interrupt occurs shall point to the instruction which made the 
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central memory access to the address which is out of range. 

Instruction Specification Error 

The instruction specification error bit in the Monitor Condition 
Register, if set, shall indicate that one of the following errors 
has occurred. 

a· 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Length Specification errors as described in paragraph 2.2.9 
and subparagraphs 2.2.1.3, 2.3.2.3, and 2.3.4.5 and 
2.2.10. 
Type Specification errors as described in paragraph 2.3.3 
as well as all type combinations, other than those defined 
as valid, for the instructions described in each subpara
graph of paragraphs 2.3.4 through 2.3.7. 
Field Descriptor errors resulting from combinations, other 
than those defined as valid, for each of the instructions 
described in subparagraphs 2.3.5.1 through 2.3.5.4. 
Instruction Specification errors as described for the Cal
culate Subscript instruction in subparagraph a.3.5.5. 
Execution of a Program Error instruction as described in 
subparagraph 2.6.1.1. 
Execution of a Monitor Mode operation when the processor 
is not in Monitor mode. See 2.6. 4 and 2.6.5. 

The PVA which shall be stored ~he~ an Instruction Specification 
Error interrupt occurs shall point to the instruction with the 
faulty specification. 

Address Specification Error 

The address specification error bit in the Monitor Condition Reg
~ster, if set, shall indicate that an attempt was made to use an 
Improper address. Improper addresses shall include: 

a. The address modulus defined for specified instructions or 
specified registers is not met. See 2.6.1.2 through 2.6.1.5. 

b. Other address bit{s} defined as zero{s} for specified in
structions or specified registers are not zero{s}. See 
3.2.1.3. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction which 
made the central memory access that caused the Address Specifica
tion interrupt to occur. 

Invalid Segment 

The invalid segment bit in the Monitor Condition Register, if set, 

~~OO ~ rnrnrn ~OO~mffiTI~ 
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shall indicate that a PVA could not be translated into a real 
memory address for one of the following reasons. 

a. Segment table length exceeded. See 3.3. 
b. Invalid segment descriptor element. See 3.3.1.1. 

The PVA which shall be stored for an Invalid Segment interrupt 
shall point to the instruction which attempted the central memory 
access which resulted in the Invalid Segment Condition. 

Access Violation 

Th~ access violation bit in the Monitor Condition ~egister, if set, 
shall indicate that the requested memory access was blocked be
cause it did not have the required access permission. Access 
violations shall be detected for the following central memory 
access situations. See section 3.6 of this specification for 
details. 

a. Read central memory when read access is not granted or 
read is not within read ring limits. 

b. Write central memory when write access is not granted or 
write is not within write ring limits. 

c. Attempt to execute when execute access is not granted or 
execute is not within execute ring limits. 

d. Call via a code base pointer which is not in a binding 
section .segment. See 2.6.1.2. 

e. Call from a process beyond the call ring limit. See 2.6.1.2. 
f. Key/lock violations. See section 3.6.3.2 for the ~efinition 

of key/lock violations. 

The PVA which shall be stored when an Access Violation interrupt 
occurs shall point to the instruction which made the central 
memory access which attempted to violate the access protection 
mechanism. 

Environment Specification Error 

The environment specification error blt in~e Condition Register, 
if set, shall indicate that an error was detected in the en
vironment during a trap operation, a Return instruction, or a 
Pop instruction. Environmental specification errors shall be 
detected for the following reasons. 

a. The Code Sase Pointer's External Procedure bit is not set 
for a trap operation. See 2.8.6. 

b. The new DSP pointer is not equal to the old PSA pointer for 

rn~rnD~rn~ ~rn~WffiTI~ ~.:~~u.r5n. or Pop instruction. See 2.6.1.4 and 
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The PVA which shall be stored when an environment error interrupt 
occurs shall point to the instruction which caused environment 
specification error or to the instruction which would have been 
executed had the trap interrupt, associated with the environment 
specification error, not occurred. 

External Interrupt 

The external interrupt bit in the Monitor Condition Registe~ if 
set, shall indicate the presence of an interrupt from another 
processor. {The recipient processor may read a message in central 
memory to determine who the calling processor is and the purpose 
of the external interrupt.} 

The PVA which shall be stored when an External Interrupt occurs 
shall point to the instruction which would have been executed if 
the interrupt had not occurred. 

2.8.1.10 I Page Table Search Without Find 

The page table search without find bit in the Monitor Condition 
Register, if set, shall indicate that the requested page table 
entry was not found during the linear search of the page table 
which begins at the "hashed" entry address and ends a maximum 
of 32 entries later. Thus, the system virtual address could not 
be mapped into a real memory addre·ss. S·ee 3.5.2. 

The PVA which shall be stored for a Page T~ble Search Without Find 
interrupt shall point to the instruction which attempted the cen
tral memory access which resulted in the Page Table Search Without 
Find condition. 

2.8.1.11 I System Call 

The system call bit in the Monitor Condition Register, if set, 
shall indicate that a process has executed an Exchange instruction 
{reference number 120} which caused an exchange interrupt from 
job process state to monitor process state. Thts bit shall not 
be set by an Exchange instruction going from monitor process state 
to job process state. See 2.6.1.6. 

The PVA which shall be stored for a system call interrupt shall 
point to the instruction which would have been executed if the 
interrupt had not occurred. 
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2.8.1.12 I System Interval Timer 

2.8.1.13 

The system interval timer bit in the Monitor Condition Register, 
if set, shall indicate that the System Interval Timer has 
decremented to a count equal to zero. See 2.5.3.3. 

The PVA which shall be stored when a System Interval Timer in
terrupt occurs shall point to the instruction which would have 
been executed if the interrupt had not occurred. 

Ring Number Zero 

The ring number zero bit in the Monitor Condition Register, if 
set, shall indicate that the ring number of a PVA is equal to 
zero. A ring number equal to zero shall mean that the pointer 
has not been linked. 

The PVA stored when a Ring Number Zero interrupt occurs for a 
Call instruction shall point to the call instruction which attempt
ed the central memory access which resulted in the Ring Number 
Zero condition. See 2.6.1.2. 

The PVA stored when a Ring Number Zero interrupt occurs for a 
"Load An instruction shall point to the rext instruction which would 
have been executed if the interrupt had not occurred. See 2.2.1.6 
and 2.2.1.7. 

2.8.1.14 \ Outward Call/Inward Return 

The outward call/inward return bit in the Monitor Condition Reg
ister, if set, shall indicate that an outward call or an inward 
return has been attempted by the processor. An outward call 
shall have been attempted if the call instruction attempts a 
call to a procedure with a ring number larger than the ring 
number of the procedure which contains the call instruction. An 
inward return shall have been attempted if the return instruction 
attempts a return to a procedure with a ring number smaller than 
the ring number of the procedure which contains the return in
struction. See 2.6.1.2 and 2.6.1.4. 

The PVA stored when an Outward Call/Inward Return interrupt occurs 
shall point to the instruction which attempted the- outward call or 
inward return· 
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Software Error Log 

The software error log bit in the Monitor Condition Register, if 
set, shall indicate the need for software to log the occurrence 
of errors which the hardware has detected and corrected. These 
error conditions shall include: 

a· 

b. 

The central memory corrected error register{s} is full. 
This error register{s} logs corrected errors in central 
memory for the port{s} used by this processor. 
Other processor model dependent errors shall be specified 
in the appropriate processor model dependent specification. 

The PVA which s~all be stored when a Software Error Log interrupt 
occurs shall pOlnt to the instruction which would have been ex
ecuted if the interrupt had not occurred. 

Trap Exception 

The tr~p ~xception bit in the Monitor Condition Register, if set, 
shall 7ndlcate that a fault was detected during the trap interrupt 
operatl~n. T~e !ault dete~ted shal~ be indicated by setting the 
approprlate blt ln the Monltor Condltion Register. Thus at least 
one other Monitor Condition Register bit shall be set whenever 
the trap exception bit is set. 

The PVA which shall be stored when a trap exception interrupt 
occurs shall be the PVA of the instruction which would have been 
executed had the trap interrupt, associated with the trap ex
ception, not occurred. 

Monitor Mask Register 

The Monitor ryask Register shall be used by the system to enable 
an exchange lnterrupt to occur when the processor is in job mode 
and a bit in the Monitor Condition Register is set. There shall 
be an individual bit in the Monitor Mask Register for each bit 
in the Monitor Condition Register. 

Table 2.8-~ defines the Monitor Mask Register bit numbers as well 
as the actlon that shall take place for each bit in the Monitor 
Condition Register under various circumstances. 

User Condition Register 

The User Condition Register shall contain 16 bits. Each bit, I when set, shall indicate that a particular condition has occurred 

rnrnrn ~ rnrnrn ~rn~WillTI~ 
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in the processor. When a bit in the User Condition Register sets, 
a trap interrupt shall occur if the trap interrupt is enabled. 
Enablement of a trap interrupt shall include - the Trap Enable 
flip flop is set, the Trap Enable Delay flip flop is not set, 
and the User Mask Register bit which corresponds to the User 
Condition Register bit is set. 

Table 2.8-2 shall define th~ bit number assign~ents for the User 
Condition Register and the action to be taken by each bit in 
various environments. 

A User Condition Register bit once set, shall remain set until 
cleared by a master clear, by a "Branch and alter Condition 
Register" instruction {reference number 134}, when the instruction 
has specified that the bit shall be cleared, or by alteration 
when the Condition Register'is held in an Exchange Package in 
central memory. 

Each bit in the User Condition Register is defined in the sections 
which follow. 

Privileged Instruction Fault 

The privileged instruction fault bit in the User Condition Reg
ister, if set, shall indicate that one of the following faults 
nas occurred. 

a. An attempt was made to execute a local privileged instruction 
in other than local privileged executable mode or in global 
privileged executable mode. See 2.6.2. 

b. An attempt was made to execute a global privileged instruc
tion in other than global privileged executable mode. See 
2.6.3. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction which 
caused the Privileged Instruction Fault interrupt to occur. 

Unimplemented Instruction 

The unimplemented instruction bit in the User Condition Register, 
if set, shall indicate that an instruction operation code which 
is not implemented in a particular processor model has attempted 
execution in that processor model. The implementation of this 
bit is processor model dependent and shall be fully specified 
in the appropriate processor model dependent specifications. 
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Free Flag 

The free flag bit in the User Condition Register, if set, shall 
indicate that this process shall take immediate note of a sit
uation which occurred when this process was not in a~tive exe
cution. 

A process' free flag shall normally be set in the process' ex
change package when the exchange package is in central memory. 
In this way, a system process shall gain the object process' 
imm~diate att~ntion the next time the object process begins 
actIve executIon. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Free Flag interrupt had 
not occurred. 

Action taken when 
CDndition~ 

User 
Condition Trap Disabled 
or Mask 
Bit 
Number 

00* 
01. 
02' 
03' 
Oq. 
OS, 
Db' 
07 

06 
D~ 
10 
U 
12 
],3 
1q 
15 

Trap Job Monitor 
User Condition Name Enabled ** Mode Mode 

Privileged Instruction fault Trap Exchange Halt 
Unimplemented Instruction Trap Exchange Hal t 
free flag Trap Stack Stack 
Process Interval Timer Trap Stack Stack 
Inter-ring Pop Trap Exchange Halt 
Critical frame Flag Trap Exchange Hal t 
KeYPDint Trap Stack Stack 
Divide Fault Trap Stack Stack 

Debug Trap N/A N/A 

'< Arithemtic Overflow Trap Stack Stack 
Exponent OverflOW Trap Stack Stack 
Exponent Underflow Trap Stack Stack 
F. P. Loss of Significance Trap Stack Stack 
f. P. Indefinite Trap Stack Stack 

~ Decimal Loss of Significance Trap Stack Stack 
' Invalid BDP Data Trap Stack Stack 

.Mask bit is permanently set 
Halt - Stop Processor. SP can intervene and restart processor •. 
Stack - Test for opportunity to Trap or Exchange, each instruction fetch. 
N/A - Not Applicable. Debug condition cannot occur when Traps are disabled. 

{However, once Debug Trap occurs, condition" bit should be reset by 
software prior to re-enabling Trap}. 

** See 2.8.3 for the definition of "Trap Enabled" 
Table 2.6-2 

~~rn D ~rn~ ~rn~~~~ ~ndition Register and Mask Register Bit Definitions 
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Process Interval Timer 

The process interval timer bit in the User Condition Register, 
if set, shall indicate that the process interval timer has 
decremented to zero. See 2.5.3.2. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have executed if the Process Interval Timer inter
rupt had not occurred. 

Inter-ring Pop 

The inter-ring pop bit in the User Condition Regi~ter, if set, 
shall indicate that an attempt was made to "pop" a stack frame 
in one ring with a Pop instruction {reference number 118} ex
ecuting in a different ring. See 2.6.1.5. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the Pop instruction 
which attempted the inter-ring pop. 

Critical Frame Flag 

The critical frame flag bit in the User Condition Register, 
if set, shall indicate that an attempt was made to "pop", or 
"return" from, a critical stack frame. See 2.6.1.4 and 2.6.1.5. 

I The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the Return instruc-

I tion or the p6p instruction which attempted to "~op," or "return" 
from, a critical stack frame. 

1 -

Keypoint 

The keypoint bit in the User Condition Register, if set, 'shall 
indicate that a selected keypoint instruction has been executed. 
See section 2.7 and subparagraph 2.6.1.7. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the ~ext instruction 
which would have been executed if the keypoint interrupt had not 
occurred. 
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2.8.3.8 I Divide Fault 

For the definition of this condition, see the instruction des
criptions in subparagraphs 2.2.2.4, 2.2.2.9 and 2.3.3.1. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
in which the divide fault occurred. 

Debug 

For the definition of this condition, see the debug description 
in section 2.7.2. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which caused the Debug interrupt to occur. {For the purposes 
of this definition an instruction fetch shall be considered 
part of the execution of that instruction and a branch taken 
shall be considered part of the execution of the branch in
struction.} 

2.8.3.101 Arithmetic Overflow 

For the definition of this condition, see the instruction des
criptions in subparagraphs 2.2.2.1 
through 2.2.2.9, 2.3.3.3 and 2.4.2.2. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Arithmetic Overflow trap 
interrupt had not occurred. 

2.8.3.11! Exponent Overflow 

For the definition of this' condition, see the descriptions in 
subparagraph 2.4.1.3 and 2.4.1.6, item a. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Exponent Overflow trap 
interrupt had not occurred. 

Exponent Underflow 

For the definition of this condition, see the descriptions in 
subparagraphs 2.4.1.3 and 2.4.1.6, item a. 
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The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
whic~ would have been executed if the Exponent Underflow trap 
interrupt had not occurred. 

Floating Point Loss of Significance 

For the definition of this condition see subparagraph 2.4.1.6, 
2.4.3.1 and 2.q.3.3. 

ThePVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Floating Point Loss of 
Significance trap interrupt had not octurred. 

Floating Point Indefinite 

For the definition of this condition see subparagraphs ~.4.1.3 
and 2.4.1.6, item b. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Floating Point Ind~finite 
trap interrupt had not occurred. 

2.8.3.15 Decimal Loss of Significance 

For the definition of this condition see paragraph 2.3.3. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Decimal Loss of Sign i
ficance trap interrupt had not occurred. 

2.8.3. 16 1 Invalid BDP Data 

For the definition of this condition see paragraph 2.3.3 and 
subparagraph 2.3.3.3. 

The PVA which shall be stored shall point to the instruction 
which would have been executed if the Invalid BDP Data 
trap interrupt had not occurred. 

User Mask Register 

The User Mask Register shall be used by t~e ~ser processes t~ . 
permit a trap interrupt to occur when a bIt In the User Condlt~on 
Register is set, provided the corresponding bit in the User Mask 
Register is set, the Trap Enable Delay Flip-flop is c~ea~,.and 
the Trap Enable Flip-flop is set. There.sh~ll be an Indlvl~u~l 
bit in the User Mask Register for each bIt In the User CondItIon 
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Register. A User Mask bit when not set shall disable a trap 
interrupt from occurring. 

Table 2.8-2 defines the User Mask Register bit numbers and also 
defines the action that shall take place for each bit in the 
User Condition Register under various circumstances. B;ts DO 
through 06 of the User Mask Register shall be unconditionally 
interpreted as equal to ones. 

Exchange Interrupt Operation 

Exchange interrupts shall be that class of interrupts which cause 
a change from a Job Process state to the Monitor Process state. 

The Monitor Process state shall contain a small program which con
tains only the most basic operations necessary to recognize and 
provide for subsequent action on exchange interrupt conditions. 
The hardware shall disable further exchange interrupts while the 
processor is in the monitor process state. Exchange interrupts 
shall be caused by those bits in the condition Registers which are 
identi fled as exchange interrupt condi tions in Tables 2.8-1 and 
2.8-2. 

The exchange package {see Figure 2.5-2} shall be contained in 
central memory at separate locations for each process. The exchange 
package shall be used to establish the environment. for each process 
when the process is activated. An exchange operatIon shall de
activate one process and activate a second process. 

The exchange operation shall consist of moving the environrnant for 
the current process state into its central memory locations and 
establishing the environment for the next process state by moving 
it from its central memory locations. 

The number of items in the exchange package held in registers when 
a state is active shall be processor model dependent and shall be 
fully specified in the processor model dependent specifications. 

The PVA stored in the P Register portion of the Exchange Package, 
for each condition that can ~ause an exchange interrupt. i, defined 
in each Condition Register bit definition {see 2.8.1 and 
2.8.3}. The same definition for the PVA stored shall apply when an 
exchange interrupt is forced to become a trap interrupt, except 
that the PVA shall be stored in the Current Stack Frame Save Area 
instead. 
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Job Process t.o Monitor Process Exchange 

The hardware shall perform the following steps when doing a ~ob 
Process to Monitor Process exchange. 

a. Store the current job process state exchange package in 
central memory beginning at the address contained in the 
job process state pointer register. 

b. Disable Exchange interrupts. 
c. Load the monitor process state exchange package from central 

memory, beginning at the address contained in the monitor 
state pointer register, into the processor el,"'ironment reg-
isters. . 

Exchange interrupt conditions which occur in the monitor process 
state while traps are enabled shall be trapped. 

Exchange interrupt conditions which occur in the monitor process 
state while traps are disabled shall be held until traps are 
enabled, in which case, a trap shall be taken; or held until an 
exchange has been made back to a job process state, in which case 
an exchange interrupt shall be taken. For those cases in which 
continued processor "execution is impossible or likely to destroy 
information, the processor shall halt. The SP may then take 
appropriate action such as terminating the job and/or removing 
the processor from the system. 

See Tables 2.8-1 and 2.8-2 for the definition of how the conditions 
are handled under various circumstances. 

Monitor Process to Job Process Exchange 

The hardware shall perform the following steps when performing 
a monitor process to job process exchange, {See 2.6.1.6}. 

a. Store the monitor process state exchange package in central 
memory beginning at the address contained in the monitor 
process state pointer register. 

b. Enable exchange interrupts 
c. Load the job process state exchange package into the processor 

environment registers from central memory beginning at the 
address contained in the job process state pointer register. 

Notes: The monitor process shall establish the next job process 
for execution by loading the job process state pointer register with 
the central memory location of the next job's exchange package. 
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External Interrupt 

External interrupts are inter-processor interrupts which shall 
cause an interrupt to occur in the processor which receives such 
a signal. The purpose of the external interrupt shall be to 
permit efficient inter-processor communication. 

Messages shall be passed between processors via central memory 
Refer to the "IPLOS GDS- for cretails. " 

External interrupts shall be generated by the "Interrupt Processor 
per j and {Xk} Right" instruction {Reference number 122}. See 
2.6.3.1. 
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T~ap Inte~~upt Ope~ation 

T~ap Inte~~upts shall be accomplished by simulating a Call 
inst~uction to an exte~nal p~ocedu~e. 

A T~ap F~ame shall be established in the manne~ desc~ibed in 
subpa~ag~aph 2.5.4.1 of this specification. This T~ap F~ame 
shall be used to sto~e the "envi~onment" of the "t~apped" p~o
cedu~e. 

Code Base and Binding Section Poihte~s shall be o~tained by using 
the·PVA contained in the T~ap Pointe~ Registe~ in place of the 
"{Ai} plus 8*D" as utilized by the explicit Call inst~uction, 
{desc~ibed in subpa~ag~aph 2.6.1.2 of this specification}, which 
the T~.ap Inte~~upt shall simulate. 

All exception conditions which ~esult f~om the simulation of the 
Call inst~uction, shall ~esult in an Exchange Inte~~upt. Such 
exceptional conditions shall set the "T~ap Exception" bit in 
the Condition Registe~. 

The Call inst~uction shall be simulated by means of the sequence 
desc~ibed in 2.6.1.2 with steps i and k omitted and step b accom
plished as follows: The Dynamic Space Pointe~ initially contained 
in Re9iste~ AD, shall be inc~eased by 264 {decimal} and the ~e~ 
suIt shall be ~to~ed into the p~ocess' Exchange Package as the 
Top of Stack pointe~ co~~esponding to the ring of exec,ution of 
the "t~apped" p~ocedu~e. 

Unless the Code Base Pointe~'s Exte~nal P~ocedu~e bit is equal 
to a one, an Envi~onment Specification E~~o~ shall be detected, 
the T~ap Inte~~upt shall be inhibitied, and an Exchange I~te~~upt 
o~ a p~ocesso~ halt shall occu~. {See Table 2.8-1}. 

The t~ap ope~ation shall be disabled by ha~dwa~e immediately upon 
the occu~ence of a t~ap. The t~ap ope~ation may be ~e-enabled by 
softwa~e afte~ the condition causing the t~ap has been sensed and 
clea~ed. See pa~ag~aph 2.5.2.20. 

All bits in the Condition Registe~s which a~e identified as t~ap 
inte~~upts'shall cause a t~ap inte~~upt when set, unde~ the 
ci~cumstances desc~ibed in Tables 2.8-1 and 2.8-2. 
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Use~ p~ocesses shall have cont~ol ove~ whethe~ a use~ condition 
will cause a t~ap, via the Use~ Mask Registe~. Bits in the 
Use~ Mask Registe~ when set shall pe~mit co~~esponding Use~ 
Condition bits to t~ap. Seve~al of the Use~ Mask Registe~ bits 
shall be pe~manently set and a~e specified in section 2.8.4. 

T~ap Conditions which occu~ when t~aps a~e not 
enabled shall in some cases become exchange inte~~upts. {Also, 
when the p~ocesso~ is in Monito~ mode, the p~ocesso~ shall 
halt.} Table' 2.8-2 defines how each Use~ Condition bit is 
handled fo~ these ci~cumstances. 

The PVA sto~ed in the P Registe~ po~tion of the Cu~~ent Stack 
F~ame save a~ea, fo~ each condition that can cause a t~ap 
inte~~upt, is defined in each Condition Registe~ bit definition 
in pa~ag~aphs 2.8.1 and 2.8.3. 

Multiple Inte~~upts 

When mo~e than one bit is set in the Condition Registe~s {Monito~ 
and Use~} the following p~io~ity shall be obse~ved: 

a· Exchange inte~~upts shall be se~viced befo~e t~ap inte~~upts. 

Within eithe~ type of inte~~upt, the p~io~ity listed in 
Table 2.8-3 shall be obse~ved. 

Prio~ity g~oup 3 in Table 2.8-3 spe.cifies the p~iority which 
shall be used in testing fo~ conditions within this g~oup. The 
fi~st condition found within this g~oup shall cause testing 
fo~ lowe~ p~io~ity conditions to te~minate. 
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CondItIon RegIster BIt 

Processor Malfunction 
Memory Malfunction 

CDC 

Real Address Out of Range 

System Interval Timer 
Software Error Log 
External Interrupt 
Free Flag 
Process Interval Timer 

System Call 
Keypoint 
Arithmetic Overflow 
Exponent Overflow 
Exponent Underflow 
F.P. Loss of Significance 
F.P. Indefinite 
Decimal Loss of Significance 
Invalid BDP Dat,a 

Instruction Specification Error 
Address Specification Error 
Invalid Segment 
Access Violation 
Environment Specification Error 
Page Table Search without Find 
Ring Number Zero 
Outward Call/Inward Return 
Trap Exception 
Privileged Instruction Fault 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Inter-ring Pop 
Critical Frame Flag 
Divide Fault 
Debug 

THIS REPLACES 

9, 1974 Sept. 3D, 

176 176 

Group lharacterlstlcs 

Mid-execution faults 

Between Commands, 
Not Instruction 
Generated 

Between Commands, 
Instruction Generated 

197 

Instruction Generated, 
Pre-tested before 
execution. 

Table 2.8-3 Condition Registers, Bit GroupIngs 
{Highest priority at top of Group 3, lowest' priorit~ at bottOm of 
Group 3, except where otherwise specified by individual instruction 
descriptions} 
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2.9 Buffers 

Two buffers to increase processor performance may be included in 
the processor. These buffers are described in the fol~owi~g 
sections. The existence, size, performance, and organIzatIon of 
these buffers shall be processor model dependent. 

2.9.1 Map Buffer 

The Map Buffer shall be a high speed memory used to eliminate 
repeated references to the segment tables and the page table. 

Map size,'operation and entry replacement algorithm shall be 
processor model dependent. 

2.9.2 Cache Buffer 

The Cache Buffer shall be a high speed memory which shall be used 
to reduce the access time to central memory for words which are 
used more than once. 

Cache size, operation, and entry replacement algorithm shall be 
processor model dependent. ' 

Interfaces 

Central Memory 

The processor central memory interface shall be compatible with the 
central memory interface speci fied in 4.1.3 & 4.2 of this speci
fication. Compatible shall mean that all signals and operations 
shall be provided as specified in 4.1.3 & 4.2 except that; trans
mitted,signals become received signals and vice versa. 

2.10.1.1 Processor Central Memory Port Selection, 

Each processor shall provide the means for accommodating two ports 
to central memory as previously described in paragraph 1.3.3 of this 
specification. 

a. When these two ports are connected to independent memories, 
as illustrated in Figure 1.3-3 of this specification, the 

I processor central memory port used for any given ce~tral 

mrnrn~'rnrnrn ~Ur~~ffiTI~ss shall be determined by the state of bIt 01 of 
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the Real Memory Address, {See 3.1.3}, as used for the cen
tral memory access. If the bit is set, port 1 shall be 
used. If the bit is clear, port 0 shall be used. 

Note: When used in this manner, bit 01 of the Real Memory 
address {RMA} shall not be transmitted to central memory. 

b. When only a single port is present, as well as when two 
ports are connected to the same memory according to the 
illustration in Figure 1.3-1 of this specification, a 
"switch" shall select the port to be active at any given 
point in time. Moreover, the RMA shall be neither trans
lated nor modified in the manner described in item a.of 
this subparagraph. 

~ At a minimum, the state of this "switch" shall be 
controlled by the service processor, {SP}. 
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Service Processor 

The Service Processor {SP} Interface s~all carry the fundamental 
signals which are necessary for control, maintenance, a~d initial
ization of the processor. The SP Interface shall be identical for 

upper IPL Processors P2, P3 and P4. 
For redundancy, eac~ processor shall contain two Service Processor 
Interfaces, a primary and a backup. AWswitchWshall select one and 
only one of the interfaces to be active at any given point in time. 

The following capabilities_ shall be included: 

Master Clear 
Start {Processor} 
Halt {Processor} 
Read Registers 
Write Registers 

Write Control Memory 
Read Control Memory 
Clear Selected Error 

Additional information to be supplied at a later date. 

Performance Monitoring 

The performance monitoring interface shall provide the following 
information with respect to keypoint {See 2.6.1.7 and 2.7.1.2}: 

Keypoint Code Number 4 bits 
Keypoint Code 32 bits 
Keypoint Data Ready 1 bit 

In addition to providing keypoint data, the objectives for the 
performance monitoring facilities are as follows: 

a. A single external device for th~ acquisition of performance 
monitoring data. 
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b. A single software system for the analysis of performance 
monitoring data thus acquired. 

c. A single interface to both IPL Hardware and IPL Software. 

d. H~rdware/Firmware implementation: 
Two 32-bit Counters 
All events independently selectable into each counter 
Exchange Package bits to enable counting 
6-bit op-code and 8-bit op-code mask 

1974; 

e· Model-independent events {with the exception of Phase I IPL}: 
Number of central memory references 
NUmber of exchange jumps 
Number of page faults 
Number of external interrupts 
Number of Map misses 
Nmmber of Segment Table references 
Humber of Page Table references 
Number of executions of a masked op-code 
Number of BDP result fields less than 9 bytes 
Number of BDP result fields greater than 8 bytes 
Time - 1 M hertz Free-running counter 
Number of Instruction issues. 
Number of central memory operand read references 
Number of central memory operand write references 

f. Model-dependent events: 
Number of Branches out of stack 
Number of Branches in stack 
Number of Instruction "block" references 
Number of minors waiting for central memory 
Number of minors waiting for result conflict resolution 
Number of Cache read references; search. 
Number of Cache read references; find. 
first Level/Second Level Cache monitor selection. 
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VIRTUAL MEMORY MECHANISM 

General Description 

IPL central memory shall be addressed by means of virtual memory 
addresses. This section concerns itself with the definition~ 
formation and translation of virtual memory addresses as well 
as the access protection mechanisms provided in IPL systems. 

3.1.1 Levels of Addresses 

Within IPL systems, three levels of central memory addresses 
shall be recognized: Process virtual address {PVA} svstem 
virtual address {SVA}, and real memorv address {RMA}. 

Each process virtual address {PVA} shall consist of three 
major components: A segment number {SEG}, a byte number {BN} 
and a ring number {RN}. The process virtual address shall be 
local to a process and shall be translated into a global, 
system virtual address {SVA} by means of the process segment 
table. The transla~ion process shall consist of converting 
the process segment number {SEG} into the system's ~ 
segment identifier {ASID} and checking the appropriate access 
controls to the segment. 

To address central memory, the system virtual address {SVA} 
shall be further translated into the real memory address iRMA} 'I thrbugh the.system page tabie. Ea~h paged segment shall ~e divided 
into pages and shall be allocated lnto real memory acCordlngly. 

3.1.2 Address Components 

The process virtual address {PVA} shall consist of a segment 
number {SEG}, a byte number {BN} and a ring number {RN}. The 
RN shall be used for access control and the combination of the 
SEG and BN shall specify a byte address. 

The system virtual address {SVA} shall consist of an active segment 
identifier {ASID} and a byte number {BN}. Within the SVA, the 
BN shall be further divided into subfields. The BN shall consist 
of a page number {PN} and a page offset {PO}. 
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I The concepts of segment and page are discussed in the 
following sub-paragraphs. 

Segments 

In IPL systems, data and programs shall be organized into units 
consisting of segments. Each segment shall be defined to be a 
contiguous bit-string of information with a maximum length less 
than or equal to 231 bytes. An instruction {or datum} shall be 
identified {addressed} by the segment name to which it belongs 
and the byte name within the segment where it is located. The 
segment shall be defined to be the basic unit of information 
sharing among different processes. In order to retairi a level 
of flexibility in naming, each process shall identify a segment 
with its own {process} segment number. The 12-bit process seg
ment number shall be translated into a 1b-bit system {global} 
segment identifier, called the active segment identifier {ASID}, 
by means of the process segment table. The process segment 
table shall effectively define the process virtual addressing 
space. The 12-bit process segment name shall limit the maximum 
number of addressable segments by a process to 4D9b. 

The 1b-bit active segment identifier {ASID} shall consist of 
a segment name used by the system to identify each segment 
currently active in the system. To each active segment, one 
and only one ASID shall be assigned "even though it might corres
pond to more than one process segment number. From the per
spective of the system software, the ASID shall provide a "short" 
name for the more permanent segment {file} name used in the IPL 
information storage subsystems. The translation from the per
manent na~e to "the "short" ASID shall be accomplished by the 
software. 

Pages 

To facilitate mapping segments into real memory, and to enable 
management of the very large central memories envisaged for the 
IPL, the segments shall be subdivided into ~ Page 
sizes shall vary between a minimum of 512 bytes ana~
maximum of b4k bytes. {Note: for Phase I IPL the maximum page 
size shall be 8k bytes}. In ~y given processor, the page size 
shall be fixed. Within each page, addressing shall be performed 
to the byte. The total hierarchy then, shall be: 
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SEGMENT 

Figure 3.1-1: Address Component Hierarchy 

It must be noted, however, that in general, users shall refer 
only to a segment and a byte number within a segment. Pages 
shall be transparent to the user in much the same way that central 
memory banks shall be transparent to users in real memory. 

Real Memory Address 

The Real Memory Address {RMA} shall be defined as a 32-bit byte 
address with· the leftmost position referred to as 
the sign bit, according to the following format: 

I s I~--·- .- 31--------~ I 
DD D1 31 

The actual central memory size shall be a system installation 
parameter. Addressing central memory with an RMA which exceeds 
the actual size of central memory, or with a negative RM A, shall 
generate a Real Address Out of Range interrupt. 

Phase I IPL shall be size-limited to a Maximum Real Memory {RMA} 
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of 16 million bytes {24 bits of RMA}. 

Access Protections 

Having established an environment in which many users may share 
code and data it is a requirement that a suitable protection 
mechanism be provided so as to insulate the individual users 
from each other. Four facilities are provided to guarantee 
interprocess and intra process protection. The interprocess 
protection shall be achieved via the process segment table 
which defines the address space of a process. The intraprocess 
protection shall be achieved by means of ring and key/lock 
facilities. Within the process address space, segments shall 
be organized into a privileged hierarchy according to the ring 
numbers associated with each of those segments. Ring one shall 
be the most privileged ring while ring 15 shall be the least 
privileged ring. 

In general, a procedure executing in a particular ring shall 
have access to code and data in that ring and in any ring out
side, {having a greater ring number than}, its own. Access to 
inner rings can only be made through carefully controlled entry 
points. The key/lock facility shall be used to partition the 
process address space into several subspaces. In general, a 
procedure executing in a partition with a given key/lock shall 
nave controlled access to the code and data of other partitions 
having different.key/locks. When both key/lock and 
ring facilities are used, the process address space shall be 
organized with a vertical privileged hierarchy complemented by 
horizontal partitions. 

Process Virtual Address 

The following paragraphs define the format of the process virtual 
address and the logical algorithms used for translating the pro
cess virtual address into the system virtual address. 

Format 

The process virtual address {PVA} shall constitute the effective 
address presented by a program {process} to address the central 
memory. The formation of the PVA shall be determined by the 
instruction repertoire and the manner in which the various fields 
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from each instruction shall be used to form the effective address. 
The format of the PVA shall be as follows: 

SEG 

BN 

Ring Number 

The ring number {RN} shall consist of a four bit field contained 
in bit positions 16 through 19 of each PVA. It shall be used for 
access validation as discussed in section 3.6. 

RN shall also be used as a special flag such that a ring number 
of zero, {RN = O} shall denote an unlinked Pointer. See 2.8.1.13. 

Segment Number 

The segment number {SEG} shall consist of a 12-bit field con
tained in bit positions 20 through 31 of each PVA. It shall be 
used to identify a single segment from all other segments add
ressable by the process. 

Byte Number 

The byte number {BN} shall consist of a 32-bit field contained 
in bit positions 32 through 63 of each PVA. It shall specify 
the byte location {or displacement} within a segment. Bit 
position 32 of each PVA shall constitute the sign bit of the BN 
field and must be in the zero state. In the one,inegative} 
state, this bit shall generate an Address Specification interrupt 
at the time it is used to address central memory. 

3.3 Process Segment Table 

The process virtual address shall be translated into the system 
virtual address by means of the process segment table. The 
process segment table shall be sp=cified by two values: the 
segment table address {STA} and the segment table length {STL}. 
The ~TA shall represent the real address of the first entry of 
the process segment table. Each entry within a segment table 
shall be 64-bits long and shall be accessed by indexing the STA 
with the appropriate segment number. The STL, plus one, 
shall represent the number of usable entries in the associated 
segment table. The segment number, {which is applied as an' > 

rnrnm D rnW~1fwu~illuS~} must be less than or equal to the v,alue of the 
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STL. The process segment table shall effectively define the 
process virtual address space. The maximum number of entries 
which may be contained in a segment table shall be 4096. 

Segment Descriptors 

Each of the 64-bit entries contained in the segment table shall 
be referred to as segment descriptors and shall be formatted as 
follows: 

12 16 31 

I R2 ASID 

32 40 . . . 63 

I GL I Key/Lock ~~\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\ \\\ \\~ 
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Control Fields 

The. 8 control bits contained in each segment descriptor, {bit 
positions DO through D7}, shall be grouped into 4 2-bit fields 
referred to as VL, XP, RP, and WP. Each of these four groups 
shall be decoded and translated as follows: 

Y..b. RP 

DO Invalid Entry DO Non-Readable Segment 

D1 {Reserved} 01 Read Controlled by Key/lock 

10 Regular Segment 10 Read Not Controlled by Key/ 

11 Cache By-Pass Segment 11 lock 
Binding Section Segment-Read 
not Controlled by Key/Lock 

XP WP 

DO Non-Executable Segment DO Non Writable Segment 

01 Non-Privileged Executable D1 Write Co~trolled by Key/lock 
Segment 

10 Local Privileged Executable 10 Write not Controlled by Key/ 
Segment lock 

11 Global Privileged Executable 11 {Reserved} 
Segment 

Notes. Binding Section Segments shall be created by the System 
software {Linker} and shall be used during the execution of Call 
instructions as described in Section 2.6 of this specification. 

Read, Write and Execution privileges are described in Section 
3.6 of this specification. 

Access Validation Fields 

The Rl an~ R2 fields shall ~ll consist of 4 bits each. GL shall 
be a 2-bit field and key/lock a 6-bit field. These fields 
shall constitute inputs to the access control mechanism ·in 
order to perform access validation as described in Section 3.6 
of this specification. 

3.3.1.3 Active Segment Identifier 
The active segment identifier {ASID} shall consist of a 16-bit 
field and shall constitute a global name which identifies a 
single segment from all other segments currently active in the 
system. 

~~W U ~lUJO ~W~~ill~ ~ 
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Conversion to System Virtual Address 

The process segment table entries shall be used pramarily to 
validate central memory accesses. However, they shall also be 
utilized to convert the PVA to a system virtual address {SVA}, 
by substituting a 16-bit active segment identifier for the 12-
bit process segment number. The formation of the SVA is illus
trated in Figure 3.3-1. 
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index relative to STA 

SEGMENT 

ASID {16} 

C 
o 
P 
V 

SYSTEM VIRTUAL ADDRESS 

Figure 3.3-1 

Conversion of PYA to SVA 
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3.4 System Virtual Address 

This section specifies the format of the system virtual address 
and the logical algorithms used for translating the system 
virtual address into the real memory address. The system virtual 
address {SVA} shall represent a global address shared by all 
processes active in the system. An SVA shall consist of an 
active segment identifier {ASID} and a byte number {BN}. The 
format of an SVA shall be defined as follows: 

16 32 63 

WI /lZl$1 ASID 
10 I BN 1 I 

3.4.1 

I I 

I I 
I I 

I 

I 
) 

55 b] 
I PN .... PO .... ... 

I 
I 33 48 

I 
I{ SVA > 

Active Segment Identifier 

The active segment identifier {ASID} shall consist of a 16-bit 
field contained in bit positions 16 through 31 of the SVA. The 
ASID shall represent a global name that identifies the segment 
from all other currently active segments in the system. Two 
processes which are sharing a segment may have different 
{process} segment numbers {SEG} to address that segment, but 
must have th~ same ASID. 

Byte Number 

The byte number {BN} shall consist of a 31-bit field contained 
in bit positions 33 through 63 of the SVA. It shall specify 
the byte location {or displacement} within a segment. 
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Within the BN, the address translation mechanism shall further 
recognize two subfields: a page number {PN} and a page offset 
{PO}. 

Note. It must be stressed that these subfields are recognized 
only by the address translation mechanism and are transparent 
to general programs. 

Page Number 

The page number {PN} field shall be variable in si~e and range 
from 15 to 22 bits, as determined by the page size LF the system. 
The page size shall be fixed on a per installation basis arid 
shall not vary while the system is running. The actual size of 
the page number field shall be contained as a mask in the page 
size mask register. 

Page Size Mask Register 

The page size mask ~egister shall be set such that its use 
against bits 48 through 54 of ' the SVA shall allow the separation 
of the page Mumber from the page offset. Bit positions 33 
through 47 of the SVA shall be automatically included in the page 
number, and bits 55 through 63 shall be automatically included 
in the page offset. The page size mask shall consist of 7 bits 
and shall represent a logical prefix vector with {7-U} ones, 
followed by U zeros, where the page size is 2u x 512 bytes. 
for example, U=2 yields a page size of 2{2+9}=2048 bytes. 
ThQ corresponding page size mask would be set to : "1111100." 

Page Offset 

The page offset {PO} shall represent the displacement of the 
central memory location to be accessed relative to the page 
boundary. This field shall vary with the page size and range 
from 9 to 16 bits. 

The formation of the page number and the page offset from the 
byte number and the page size mask is illustrated by figure 
3.4-1 as follows: 
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BYTE NUMBER 

PAGE MASK 
{7} C 

ANDi"NOT ~ 
AND" Y 

r-lJ~ 
I I L _____ I, ___ ---J 

PAGE OffSET----t1 
{9-16} 

PAGE NUMBER {15-22} 

figure 3.4-1 

formation of Page Number and Page Offset 

REPLACES 
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System Page Table 

System virtual addresses shall be translated into real memory 
addresses by means of the system page table. The system page 
table shall be specified by two values: the page table address 
{PTA} and the page table length {PTl}. The page table address 
shall represent the real address of the first entry of the system 
page table on an integral P?ge table len~th boundary. Each page table 
entry shall consist of 64-b1ts. The des1red entry 1n the page 
table shall be located by means of a combination of indexing and 
linear searching. The indexing value shall be obtained by hashing 
the S/PAGEID, which represents the combination of ASID and PN. 
Page table length shall consist of a mask which shall serve to . 
force thg index used to access the page table to be modulo the S1ze 
of the table. 

Page table length shall consist of 8 bits and shall also specify 
the length of the System Page Table as 2n x 4096 Bytes for n=O,l, 
2, ••• ,8. The minimum page table length shall be 4096 bytes and 
the-maximum page table length shall be 1 million bytes. 

The system page table size shall be determined by real central 
memory size and the page size, and shall usually be 2-4 times 
larger than the number of available page frames. 

Page Descriptors 

System page table entries shall consist of 64-bits each, and 
shall be referred to as page descriptors. Each page descriptor 
shall identify a page frame to be accessed as well as record usage 
of that page frame. Page descriptors shall be formatted as 
follows: 

UM SEGMENT/PAGE IDENTIFIER {38} PHYSICAL ADDRESS {22} I 
41 42 63 
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Control Fields 

The four control bits in positions 00 through 03 shall be grouped 
into two 2-bit fields referred to as VC and UM. These fields 
shall be decoded and translated as follows: 

Y£ 
00 invalid entry, stop search 
01 invalid entry, continue search 
10 valid entry, stop search 

11 valid entry, continue search 

UM 
00 
01 

10 

fresh page 
{reserved} 

used but not modified 
11 used and modified 

The search control codes shall provide the means for controlling 
the search of the page table for the proper SVA. They shall 
specify whether the page table search shall be ~ontinued ~o ~he 
next page descriptor when no match for the SVA.17 found w1th1n 
the current page descriptor. The used and mod1f1ed codes shall 
indicate whether the page table entry has been used for address 
translation, and when used, if the real memory location was 
modified. 

Segment/Page Identifier {S/PAGEID} 

The 38-bit Segment/Page Identifier field shall identify the 
System Virtual Address for the Page Descriptor Entry. It 
shall include the 16-bit ASID and the 22-bit Page Number. For 
a system in which the page size is larger than 512 bytes, i.e., 
Page Number less than 22 bits, zeroes shall be correspondingly 
added in the rightmost bit positions. 

Physical Address 

The 22-bit Physical Address shall ~e used as -a physical 
Page Frame Address. 
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When the page size is larger than 512 bytes, zeros must be present 
in the rightmost bit positions to obtain proper,alignment. A 31-
bit physical address shall be obtained as a result of address 
translation. 

Allocation of Page Descriptors 

Location of a Page Descriptor in the Page Table. 

In order to facilitate their retrieval when necessary, a Page 
Descriptor associated with a given page frame is located within 
the System Page Table according to the following fixed procedure. 
There is a pseudo randomizing function {hashing function}, H, 
which maps a 38-bit field into a 16-bit field. This function 
is used to evaluate the nominal Page Descriptor location associated 
with a System Virtual Address {NOML{SVA}} according to the follolAdng 
algorithm. 

NOML {SVA} = {H{ASIDlpN}A{PTLI11111111 }}IOOOO ~ee Fig. 3.5-~ 

Where NOML is a 2D-bit byte displacement, ASIDlpN is the con
catenation of ASID and PN of the System Virtual Address, 

PTL is the Page Table Length Mask, "A" is a logical-AND, "I" 
denotes bit concatenation. 

The NOML {SVA} is the displacement from the orlgln of the System 
Page Table {PTA}. NOML {SVA} identifies the first 64-bit entry 
which is a candidate to be associated with the specified SVA. 
Successive candidates' displacement shall be obtained by adding 
eight {modulo Page Table Length} to the previous displacement. 

Search for Page Descriptor in the Page Table 

The Search for Page D'escriptor Algorithm accepts as a parameter 
of a System Virtual Address and produces as a result either a 
physical address pointer to the proper Page Descriptor entry or 
a flag indicating No Descriptor Found. The search algorithm 
is described in the following pseudo program: ' 

Search PD : COUNT = 1 
J = NOML {SVA}~ See Figure 3.5-2 for 1st~K" 

1 K = {PTA} I J J 
ENTRY = Page Descriptor {K} 
if {VC = 00} A {NOT PRE-VALIDATED} then go to 3 
if {VC = 01}A {NOT PRE-VALIDATED} then go to 2 
if {S/PAGEID = ASIDlpN} then go to 4 
if {VC = 10} then go to 3 

rnflUm D flUmfIU mmnmf!\lr~ Note: ~~~T n~~E~~!~I~~!~~:u~~~n~o~~~~ i~h~h~a~~ge 
UJUOUU UOUUUO UlUUU~UDUlb table as part of the current lnstructlon's 

, execution. 
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2: if {COUNT = 32} then go to 3 else COUNT = COUNT+1 
J = {J+8}I\{PTLI111111111111}.go to 1 

3: Set flag "No Descriptor Found"; return 
4: return {ENTRY} 

, ' 

I, : 
I 

, ; , 
i 

ASIHlb) 

, I , I 

I i 

i ! 

! j 

\. 
I 

Nominal Page 
~ : Descriptor Location 

lst .... K" 

(31-bit RMA) 

i 
I i I 
I 
I I 
! ,; 

:1' " 

Figure 3.5-2: Formation of paoe'Table Index-with Hashing, 1 i 
. ._ ..... --L 

Formation of the Real Memory Address {RMA} 

The logical algorithm for translating a system virtual address 
to a real memory address is depicted in Figure 3.5-1. The al
gorithm to obtain the proper Page Descriptor in the System Page 
Table has been described in the previous subparagraphs. 

The dotted lines indicate the variations in field lengths which 
are introduced by the variable page size. 
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System Virtual Address {SVA} 

16 

ASID PN 

54 

Page Descriptor 

Page Frame Address 

.. -- ....... 

Real Memory Address {RMA} 

Figure 3.5-1 

Translation of SVA to RMA 
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3.6 Access Protection 

Within IPL, the smallest unit of access protection which can be 
specified shall be a segment. Four mechanisms shall be provided 
to facilitate interprocess and intraprocess protections. The 
interprocess protection shall be achieved by means of the process 
segment table which shall define the address space of a process. 
Three facilities shall be provided to achieve intraprocess pro
tection. Segment Descriptor control fields shall be used to 
specify whether Read, Execute or Write access to a segment is per
~itted. T~e.ring st~ucture shall b~ used to organize th~ segments 
lnto a prlvlleged hIerarchy accordlng to the rlng number associated 
with each of the segments. The key/lock facility shall be used to 
partition the process access space into several subspaces wlth only 
restricted Bccess from one to the other. When both ring and key/ 
lock facilities are used, the process address space shall be or
ganized with a vertical privileged hierarchy complemented by 
horizontal partitions. 

Access Control fields. 

The Execute, Read and Write access to each segment shall be con
trolled by the XP, RP and WP fields of each associated Segment 
Descriptor. The format and descriptions of the fields are speci
fied in paragraph 3.3.1.1 of this specification. 

Ring Hierarchy 

The ability to grant access rights to a particular segment is not 
sufficient control, and that mechanism is augmented by a technique 
governing intra-process control. This technique is an extension 
of the common two state {system state and user state} machines. 
The IPL may ~perate in any of fifteen states. These states are 
rings of protection. ' In general, segments in the same ring have 
access to each other limited only by their prescribed access modes. 
Howev'er, communication between segments in different rings is 
carefully controlled. Passing control inwards {to a smaller ring 
number} is achieved by providing the cal lee with a gate through 
which the caller must pass. The most common example of this 
process occurs when a user calls on the operating system to per
form a task. To ensure protection when returning from an outward' 
call, both outward calls and inward returns shall result in 
interrupts and transfer of control to the operating system. 
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Execute Ring Bracket 

It is frequently convenient to allow a segment to execute in 
several rings. This is accomplished by giving the segment an 
execute bracket. This bracket delimits the rings in which the 
segment may be executed - always provided that the segment has 
execute access granted by the XP field. The R1-R2 fields in the 
segment descriptor are used to denote the rings of which a segment 
may be a member. 

Execute Access R1 ~ P.RN ~ R2 

If a process is executing in a ring contained 
in the execute bracket of a segment, and control is transferred 
to that segment, then the ring of execution is. unchanged, {See 
the Branch instruction description in sub-paragraph 2.2.3.6 of 
this specification}. 

For the raIl instruction, as described in sub-paragraph 2.6.1.2 
of this specification, if the current ring of execution was 
greater than the ring bracket, it would be set equal to the 
greater ring number in the bracket, assuming the transfer of 
execution control is allowed. 

Read and Write limits 

The concept of execumring bracket is extended to read and 
write protection. A process must be executing within the read 
or write limit of a segment, and appropriate access must have 
been granted for their operations to be executed. The conditions 
for reading and writing a segment are given below. 

Write Access Read Access 

PVA.RNZ R1 PVA.RN~R2 

Where the PVA.RN is the ring number contained in the A Register 
with which the access is· being made. 

Call Ring Limit {See 2.5.5 for Code Base Pointer Format} 

When a procedure makes a calIon another procedure executing in 
same or inner ring bracket, the right to make the call must first 
be validated, and the proper use of the gate must be checked. The 
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authority to make the call has been given to the caller if: 

PVA.RN~ CB-R3 {Code Base Pointer - Ring 3} 

and if it is entered via the proper entry points {gate}. To 
further assure that the call is not made to an outer ring bracket, 
a check on PVA.RN~R1 is also made. The control of the call gate 
is implemented via the binding section which contains all the 
allowable entry points {code base pointers} to a procedure. The 
binding section is constructed by System linker and is not modi
fiable by regular procedures. The format of code base pointer 
is described in Section 2.5.5. 

Key/Lock Facility 

The Key/Lock is another protection facility that complements the 
ring hierarc~for controlling the intraprocess access. It can be 
used to partition procedures and/or data within the same ring 
bracket into zones with restricted access between each other. 
Functionally, the Key/lock structure is an extension of conventional 
storage key structure. The unit of protection, however, has been 
changed from physical storage blocks into virtual segments. 

The Key/lock facility provides the following capabilities: 

• Total firewalling between subsystems in the same ring 
bracket. 

• Total isolation of data in less privileged rings from 
more privileged rings. 

• Facile validation of access of call arguments on calls 
between procedures of different keys, where one of the 
keys is the master key. 

• Write control within a ring bracket running under ~he 
master key {e.g., process services} 

• Write control of data in less privileged rings from 
more privileged rings. 

Formats of Key/Lock fields 

The 8-bit field {Bit 32 to 39} of the Segment Descriptor 
specifies the Key/Lock for the associated segment. The format 
of the field is as follows. 
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32 33 34 39 

~1~G~I~L~I ______ ~K~e~y~/~L~O~Ck~ ______ -Jf{AISO' See 3.3.1} 

The interpretation of the field for procedure and data segments 
is as follows: {When Key/Lock is equal to zero, both Gand L shall 
be interpreted as zeroes} 
Procedure 

G L 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

J)ata segment 

G L 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

G-master key/No Lock 
G-master key/No Lock 
G-b bit key/Lock 
G-b bit key/Lock 

G-No lock 
G-No lock 
G-b bit lock 
G-b bit lock 

Where G = global key/lock and L = local key/lock 

L-master key 
L-b bit key 
L-master key 
L-b bit key 

L-No lock 
L-b bit lock 
L-No lock 
L-b bit lock 

Two different keys may be associated with the P-Register for the 
executing segment, the form~t is as follows. 

00 01 02 

0 0 

2 

where master key 
G 
L 

07 

G 

b 

zero 
global key 
local key 

08 09 10 15 

0 0 L 

2 b 
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Conceptually each segment has two keys which can be tested on 
every access; global to global, local to local, with access being 
granted if both key/lock tests succeed. In fact, since there is 
only.one six-bit field in the segment descriptor word, it is only 
posslble for each segment to have one non-zero key so that in the 
case where both the global and local keys are non-zero they must 
be the same. The only exception to this is the P register of the 
machine where it is necessary to carry two non-zero non-identical 
keys in order to support access validation on calls and write 
control. 

Access Validations 

The key/lock is further controlled by the RP and WP controlled 
field in the Segment J)escriptor {Please refer to Section 3.3.1.1 
for the format of RP and WP}. 

Read-Write access 

For read or write accesses the double key comparison only occurs 
if key/lock control is specified for that type of access, i.e., 
RP = 01 and/or WP = 01. 

The G-key and L-key of the P-register are tested with the G-Iock 
and L-Iock of the segment to be accessed; G to G and' L to L with 
access being granted if ~ key lock tests succeed. A test is 
successful if: key equal to lock, or master key, or no lock. 

Call/Branch {See 2.b.1.2 and 2.2.3.b, respectively} 

For a Call or Branch, the P-register G-key is compared with the 
G-Iock of the "called" or "branched to" segment. A Call or 
Branch is permitted if G-key equal to G-Iock, or G-master key, or 
G-no lock. 
Note: For the inter-segment Call instruction, the Key/Lock field 

shall be used from the Code Base Pointer only. Thus, for 
that instruction, the Key/Lock field from the associated 
segment descriptor shall be neither tested nor loaded but 
simply assumed to be equal to the Code Base Pointer's Key/ 
Lock field. 

P-Register 

For Call/Branch, the new Global .and Local keys are set according 
to the following rules, where 
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{Old P-register} 
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Callee's G-key/lock 
{Segment Descriptor 
or Code Base pointer} 

o 
k 
o 
k 

No other key transformations are allowed. 

201 

New G-key 
6f P-register 

o 
k 
k 
k 

The new Local L-key of the P-register is always obtained from 
the callee's L-key in the segment descriptor or Code Base Pointer. 

G-key {New 
P Re ister} 

G-Iock {Associated 
Se ment Descri tor} 

L-key {New 
P Re ister} 

L-Iock {Associated 
Se ment Descri tor] 

o 
k 
k 

o 
k 
o 

o 
k 

o 
k 

All other key/lock combinations shall result in an Access Violation. 

Software Conventions 

It is expected that some software conventions will be followed 
for using the key/lock facility. The following are examples of 
such conventions: 

1. By using non-zero local locks, data can be restricted to 
be written or accessed by onlyWlocalwprocedures. Normally, 
no procedure will have a master local key. 

2. User and System procedures are normally assigned with a 
non-zero local key and a master global key. All non-local 
data are not controlled {O,O}. 

3. To isolate Subsystems from each other, master global key 
is no~assigned to them. Data to be shared by User or 
System {but not other subsystems} are assigned with a 
global lock but no local lock. Local lock is still used 

~rnmDrnrnrn ~rn~WillIT~cal data. 
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5P3{O,3} 

N 

SS2P1{S,S} 

UP1{o,b} 

N++ I CALLI-/-

~ 
~hen called by user 
SP1 can write SD1 
SPl can read SD2, SD3 
SPl can not write SD2, SD3 
SP1 can not read or write UD3, SSlD3, SS2D2 

Uhen called by SSlP1-
SP1 can write SD1 
SP1 can read SD2, SD3 
SP1 can write SSlD1 
SP1 can read SSlD2 
SP1 can not write S51D2, SS2D1 
SP1 can not read or write SSlD3, SS2D2, SS2D3 

Note: By software convention no Key: 
Procedure can have a Master 
Local Key 

SP=System Procedure 
SD=System data Base 
SSl=Subsystem 1 
U=User 

REPLACES 
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{O,l,W}={Global, Local, Access Type} 
Access Type w = Write Check, 

No Read Check 
Access Type Rw = Write Check, 

Read Check 

Figure 3~b Example of Key/Lock Utilization 
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Central Memory 

General 

Central Memory shall provide main storage for all processors 
in an IPL system. It shall also provide the primary commun
ication paths for all processors in the system. All processors 
shall be able to access all central memory. 

Central memory may be thought of as consisting of three parts: 

Storage Units 
Distributers 
Ports 

These ~re illustrated in Figure 4.1-1. The memory models within 
th~ IPL shall be constructed from various configurations of 
these elements. 

Storage Unit 0 

Port 0 

Storage Unit 1 

PrOcessor ~ Port 1 

Processor Port n 

istributors 

Storage Unit 2 

Figure 4.1-1 
Memory System Elements 
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Memory Storage Unit 

The storage unit shall be organized into eight independent 
banks, with each bank having a data word width of 64 bits 
plus 8 bits for error correcting code. The storage media shall 
be the 4K MOS array. The memory shall be volatile. {Informa
tion lost if power drops.} 

Access to the storage unit shall have a data path 64 bits wide. 
Data shall be accompanied by error correcting code. Address and 
control signals shall be accompanied by parity bits. 

Normally contiguous addresses· shall be interleaved into the 
storage unit as illustrated in Figure 4.1-2. This shall give 
the storage unit a stream rate capability of one transfer per 
clock period. The storage unit shall also have a non-inter
leaved mode of operation. This mode shall allow the system 
to be reconfigured around a failing memory bank_ This mode 
will degrade the stream rate for a storage unit to one trans
fer per bank cycle time. A more detailed explanation of this 
feature is contained in section 4.4. 

Each storage unit shall have a maximum capacity of two million 
bytes, however, units shall be available in one and two mega
byte options. The one mega-byte model shall be implemented 
by reducing the number of array paks in the storage unit by 
one half. The degree of interleaving within the one megabyte 
storage unit shall remain at eight, however, the bank size shall 
be reduced from 256K bytes to 128K bytes. {1K = 1024 Bytes} 
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Word {64 
t 

r-.. 

Bank 0 Address 0 

Bank 1 1 Address 1 

Bank 2 Address 2 

Bank 3 Address 3 

Bank 4 Address 4 

Bank 5 Address 5 

Bank 6 Address 6 

Bank 7 Address 7 

Figure 4.1-2 

Memory Bank Interleaving 

Memory Distributors 
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bits + 8 SEc/DED} 

) 

The number of central memory distributors shall differ depend
ing on the number of ports and storage units possible on a 
given model. The maximum stream rate through any path shall 
be one word every clock cycle. Greater bandwidths may be 
achie~ed by implementing parallel distributors. . 

Port selection shall be made within a clock cycle. This shall 
allow transfers from different ports to occur at one clock cycle 
interVals. A port shall not. request a distributor cycle if 
the destination bank is busy. 
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Port selection shall be made on a priority basis. No port 
shall be able to lock out any other port from a bank longer than 
one bank cycle time. The maximum delay that can occur at any 
port shall be {n-1}Tc. where n=the number of ports and Tc= 
bank cycle time. 

Routing transfers to storage units shall be accomplished by 
making address translations at the distributor. Routing trans
fers from storage units back to ports shall be implemented 
with distributor generated port numbers. 

Error correcting logic shall reside with the distributor hard
ware. This will minimize the cost of SEC/DED for the memory 
system. The SEC/DED hardware shall support a stream rate of 
one transfer per clock cycle. 

The circuits required for partial write capability shall also 
reside within the distributor. A description of the partial 
write operation which requires this hardware is included in 
section 4.2. 

Figure 4.1-3 illustrates the architecture of this distributor. 
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SEc/DED 
Hardware 
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SEc/DED 
Hardware 
{Correctio } 
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Storage Unit Input 

Storage~~ __ ~~~~~~~~~ Uni t Ii! 
Fanin Stora 

Storage Unit n 

Memory Distributor 
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Memory Port 

The IPL central memory shall be accessed via two types of ports. 
'the lower IPL processor Pl, as well as the Peripheral "Processor, 
shall attach to a 32-bit port. The upper IPL processors P2, P3 
and P4 shall attach to a 64-bit port. See Figures 1.3-1 through 
1.3-3. 
Both types of ports shall be synchronous to the hardware system 
clock. All processor interfaces to these ports shall also be 
synchronous with the hardware system clock. 

Either type of port shall be capable of accepting a memory 
request every clock cycle. This shall give the 64 bit port a 
maximum bandwidth of 8 bytes per clock period, and the 32 bit 
port a maximum bandwidth of 4 bytes per clock period. When 
either port is unable to accept additional requests, due to a 
memory bank busy or distributor busy, it shall send a PORT BUSY 
signal to the processor interface. There shall be sufficient 
buffering within the central memory port to allow for cable 
delay and processor recognition of the PORT BUSY signal. This 
delay shall not exceed 8 clock periods. 

Transmission from a processor to a central memory port shall 
be via coaxial cable. 

Table 4.1-1 and Table 4.1.2 specify the signals at the 32 bit 
and 64 bit port. 
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Input into Central Memorv Port 

Data In 
Address 
!'lark Lines 
Tag In Lines 
Function Code 
Request 

Output from Central Memory Port 

Data Out 
Tag Out Lines 
Response Code 
Response 
Port Busy 
Interrupt 

Input to Central Memory Port 

Data In 
, Address 
!'lark Lines 
Tag In Lines 
Function Code 
Request 

Output from Central Memory Port 

Data Out 
Tag Out Lines 
Response Code 
Response 
Port Busy 
Interrupt 
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Table 4.1-1 

64 Bit Port 

64 lines + 8 
. 

lines {Parity} 
28 lines + 4 lines {Parity} 

8 lines + 1 line {Parity} 
8 lines + 1 line {Parity} 
4 lines + 1, line {Parity} 
1 line 

64 lines + 8 lines {Parity} 
8 lines +. 1 line' {Parity} 
3 lines + 1 line {Parity} 
1 line 
1 line 
1 line 

Table 4.1~2 

32 Bit Port 

32 lines + 4 lines {Parity} 
29 lines + 4 'lines {Parity} 

4 lines + 1 line {Parity} 
8 lines + 1 line {Parity} 
4 lines + 1 line {Parity} 

,1 line 

32 lines + 4 lines {Par ty} 
8 lines + 1 line {Par ty} 
3 lines + 1 line {Par ty 
1 line 
1 line 
1 line 
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Port Interface Line Descriptions 

a. Data In 

The Data In lines shall contain the information which is 
to be stored into central memory during write operations. 
A parity bit shall accompany each byte of data • 

b. Address 

The address lines shall contain the address in memory which 
is to be accessed. The address shall be accompanied by 
four parity bits. The format of the address field is model 
dependent. 

The 32 bit port shall contain one additional address bit 
in order to specify halfword addresses. This is required 
in order to perform halfword stores from the 32 bit port. 
The bit being clear shall specify halfword 0, the bit 
being set shall specify halfword 1. ' 

c. Mark Lines 

During partial write operations these lines shall indicate 
which bytes are valid within the 8 bYte Data In word. One 
parity bit shall accompany the Mark Lines. 

d. Tag In Lines 

e· 

The Tag In lines shall contain requesting processor defined 
information during read or write operations. This tag 
information shall be returned unmodified to the requesting 
processor with the response from memory. The requesting 
processor may use this information for internal sequencing 
and routing of the response. A parity bit shall accompany 
the Tag In lines. 

Function Code 

The function lines shall contain the desired Function Code 
for a given memory request. Four lines shall sped fy up 
to sixteen functions. The function lines shall be accom
panied by a parity bit. A detailed definition of the var
ious functions is included in Section 4.2 of this specifica
tion. 
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f. Request 

This line shall be the strobe for all signals coming into 
the port. 

g. Data Out 

The Data Out lines shall contain the information being 
returned in response to a read operation. A parity bit 
shall accompany each byte of data. 

h. Tag Out Lines 

i. 

The Tag Out lines shall contain a copy of the information 
placed on the Tag In lines during the read or write request. 
The requesting processor may use this information for in
ternal sequencing and routing of the response. A parity 
bit shall accompany the Tag Out lines. . 

Response 

This line shall be the strobe for the 
Tag Out lines, and the Response Code. 
between a request being honored and a 
shall be the same for all operations. 

Data Out lines, the 
The time interval 

response being returned 

j. Response Code 

These lines shall specify the nature of the response being 
returned to the processor. These codes are described in 
detail in Section 4.2. The Response Code shall be accom
panied by a parity bit. Three lines specify up to eiaht 
response codes. 

k. Interrupt Line 

This line shall transmit an interrupt signal to the proc
essor which is attached to the port. Section 4.2 describes 
how this signal is generated. 

Memory Functions and Responses 

Memory Functions 

Memory shall perform the operation specified by the four bit 
code received on the functio~ lines. The functions are: 

rnrnm D rnrnrn ~m~millTI~ 
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READ 
{NOT ASSIGNED} 
WRITE 
PARTIAL WRITE 
READ AND SET LOCK 
READ AND CLEAR LOCK 
EXCHANGE 
READ SYNDROME BITS 
READ CHECK BITS 
WRITE CHECK BITS 
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0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

READ MAINTENANCE REGISTER 
WRITE MAINTENANCE REGISTER 
INTERRUPT 

Read 

{NOT ASSIGNED} 
{NOT ASSIGNED} 
{NOT ASSIGNED} 

This operation shall read one central memory word from the 
location specified by the address received on the address lines. 
The normal response to a read function shall be a Read Response 
code, data, and the tag. Corrected data shall not be rewritten 
into memory. 

64 Bit Port: 

Condi tion 

a. Normal 
b. Single error 

c. Address parity error 
or multiple bit error 

Response 

Read Response, 64 data bits, tag 
Read Response Single Error, 64 
bits of corrected data, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable Error, 
64 bits of incorrect data, tag 

32 Bit Port: The 32 bit port shall have two responses. The 
second response shall occur one clock period after 
the first. 
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Condition 

a. Normal 

b. Single Error 

c. Address parity error 
or multiple bit error 

Write 
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Response 

1st - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Single Error, 
32 bits of corrected data, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response Single Error, 
32 bits of corrected data, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

This operation shall write one central memory word with the 
data received on the Data In lines, at the location specified by 
the address received on the address lines. The normal response 
to a write function shall be a Write Response code and the tag. 
Incorrect data shall be written into memory when there is a 
data parity error. Writing shall be inhibited when an address 
parity error is detected. 

64 Bit Port: 

Condtion 

a. Normal 
b. Address or data parity 

error 

Response 

Write Response, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, tag 

32 Bit Port: Request, 32 bits on Data In, Function, Tag and 
Address Information shall be followed in one clock 
period with the companion 32 bits on Data In. 

Condi tion 

a. Normal 
b. Address or data parity 

error 

Response 

Wri te Response, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, tag 
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Partial Write 

This operation shall modify one central memory word at the 
location specified by the address received on the address lines. 
Mark lines shall indicate which bytes are to be modified with 
the data received on the Data In lines. The normal response 
to a partial write function shall be a Write Response Code and 
the tag. This operation shall utilize a read/write cycle. 
Incorrect data shall be written into memory when there is a 
data parity error or a multiple bit error. Writing shall be 
inhibited when an address parity error is detected. A single 
bit error on read data shall be corrected before the word is 
modified. . 

64 Bit Port: Any byte within the word may be modified. 

Condition Response 

a· Normal 
b. Single bit error 
c· Address parity error, 

data parity error or 
multiple bit error 

Write Response, tag 
Write Response Single Error, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, tag 

32 Bit Port: Request, 32 bits on Data In, Mark Lines, Function, 
Tag and address information shall be received in 
one clock period. A partial write on the 32 bit 
port shall not exceed four bytes. The halfword 
to be modified shall be specified by the address. 
Any combination of bytes within the halfword may 
be modified. 

Condi tion 

a. Normal 
b. Single bit error 
c. Address parity error, 

data parity error, or 
multiple bit error. 

Read and Set Lock 

Response 

Wri te Response, tag 
Write Response.Single Error, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, tag 

This operation shall read and modify a central memory word at 
the location specified by the address received on the address 
lines. The logical "OR" of data read from memory and the Data 
In lines shall be written into memory. The normal response to 
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a Read and Set Lock shall be a Read Response code, data, and 
the tag. This operation shall utilize aread/~rite cycle. 
Writing shall be inhibited when an address parity error, data 
parity error, or multiple bit error is detected. Single bit 
errors on read data shall be conrected before the logical "or". 

b4 Bit Port: The bytes to be modified shall be specified by the 
Mark Lines. 

Condition Response 

a. Normal 
b. Single bit error 

c. Address parity error 
or multip[e bit error 

d. Data parity error 

Read Response, b4 data bits, tag 
Read Response Single Error, b4 
bits of corrected data, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, b4 bits of incorrect data, 
tag 
Write Response uncorrectable Error, 
b4 bits of correct data, tag 

32 Bit Port: Request, 32 bits on Data In, Mark Lines, Function, 
Tag, and address information shall be received in 
one clock period. This shall be a partial ~rite 
operation ftir the 32 bit port. The halfwordto 
be modified shall be specified by the address. 

Condition 

a. Normal 

b. Single bit error 

c. Address parity error 
or mUltiple bit error 

d. Data parity error 

Response 

1st - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Single Error, 
32 corrected data bits, tag 

2nd - Read Response Single Error, 
32 corrected data bits, tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 

. data, tag 
2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 

Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

1st - Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of correct 
data, tag 

2nd - Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of correct 
data, tag 
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Read and Clear Lock 

This operation shall read and modify a central memory word at 
the location specified by the address received on the address 
lines. The logical "and" of data read from memory and the data 
in lines shall be wr.itten into memory. The normal response to 
a Read and Clear Lock shall be a Read Response, data, and the 
tag. This operation shall utilize a read/write cycle. Writing 
shall be inhibited when an address parity error data parity 
error, or multiple. bit error is detected. Single bit errors on 
read data shall be corrected before the logical "and". 

b4 Bit Port: The bytes to be modified shall be specified by the 
Mark Lines. 

Condition Response 

a. Normal 
b. Single bit error 

c. Address parity error 
or multiple bit error 

d. Data parity error 

Read Response, b4 data bits, tag 
Read Response Single Error, b4 
bits of corrected data, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable Error, 
b4 bits of incorrect data, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable Error, 
b4 bits of correct data, tag 

32 Bit Port: Request, 32 bits on Data In, Mark Lines, Function, 
Tag, and address information shall be received in 
one clock period. This shall be a partial write 
operation for the 32 bit port. The halfword to be 
modified shall be specified by the address. 

Condition Response 

a. Normal 

b. Single bit error 

c. Address parity error 
or multiple bit error 

1st - Read Response 32 data bits, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Single Error, 
32 corrected data bits, tag 

2nd - Read Response Single Error, 
32 corrected data bits, tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 
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1st - Write Response Uhcorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of correct 
data, tag 

2nd - Write Response, Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of correct 
data, tag 

This operation shall read and write a central memory word at the 
location specified by the address received on thr address lines. 
Read data shall be sent to the requestor. Data Oh the Data In 
lines shall be written into memory. The normal response to an 
Exchange function shall be a Read Response Code, data, and the 
tag • .This operation shall utilize a.read/write cycle. Writing 
shall be inhibited when an address parity error or data parity 
error is det~cted. . 

64 Bit Port: The bytes to be exchanged shall be specified by 
the Mark Lines. 

Condition 

a. Normal 
b. Single bit error 

c· Address parity error 
or multiple bit error 

d~ Data partiy error 

Response 

Read Response, 64 data bits, tag' 
Read Response Single Error, 64 
corrected data bits, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable Error, 
64 bits of incorrect data, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable Error, 
64 bits of correct data, tag 

32 Bit Port: ~equest, Data In, Mark Function, tag and address 
ln~ormation shall be received in one clock period. 
ThlS shall be a partial write operation and the 
halfword to be exchanged shall be specified by 
the address. Response, 32 bits of data out, and 
tag shall be followed {one clock period later} by 
Respon~e. 2n~ 32 bits of data, and tag. 

Condtion Response 

a· Normal 

b. Single bit error 

1st - Read Response, 32 data bits 
tag 

2nd - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Single Error, 
32 corrected data bits, tag 
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c. Address parity error 
or multiple bit error 

d. Data parity error 

Read Syndrome Bits 
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2nd - Read Response Single Error, 
32 corrected data bits, tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

1st - Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of correct 
data, tag 

2nd - Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of correct 
data, tag 

This operation shall read the syndrome bits which are generated 
as a result of reading a location specified by the address 
received on the address lines. 

64 Bit Port: The syndrome bits shall be in byte 0 position. 
The remainder of the word shall be zeros. 

Condition 

a. Normal 
b. Address partiy error 

Response 

Read Response, 64 data bits, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable Error, 
64 incorrect data bits, tag 

32 Bit Port: The syndrome bits shall occupy byte 0 of halfword 
O. The remainder of halfword 0 and halfword 1 
shall be zeros. Response, 32 bits of data and 
tag shall be followed in one clock period by 
Response, 2nd 32 bits of data, and tag. 

Conditon Response 

a. NJrmal 

b. Address parity error 

1st - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error., 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 
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Read Check Bits 

This operation shall read the SEC/DED check character contained 
in the location specified by the address received on the address 
lines. 

64 Bit Port: The check bits shall be in byte 0 position. The 
remainder of the word shall be zeros. 

Condition 

a. Normal 
b. Address parity error 

Response 

Read Response, 64 data bits, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable Error, 
64 incorrect data bits, tag 

32 Bit Port: The check bits shall occupy byte 0 of halfword 
O. The remainder of halfword 0 and halfword 1 
shall be zero. Response, 32 bits of data and tag 
shall be followed in one clock period"by Response, 
2nd 32 bits of data and tag. 

Condi tion Response 

a. Normal 

b. Address parity error 

Mrite Check Bits 

1st - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag 

2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 bits of incorrect 
data, tag . 

This operation shall write an eight bit check character into the 
location specified by the address received on the address lines. 
SEC/DED generation shall be disabled for this operation. The 
desired check character to be written shall occupy byte 0 pos-
i tion of the Data I n lines. 
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64 Bit Port: 

Condition 

a· Normal 
b. Address or data 

parity error 
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Response 

Mrite Response, tag 
Write Response Uncorrectable Error, 
and tag 

32 Bit Port: The 32 bit port shall treat this function as a 
halfword write. The check character shall occupy 
byte 0 of halfword O. 

Condition 

a· Normal 
b. Address or data 

parity error 

Read Maintenance Register 

Response 

Mrite Response, tag 
Mrite Response Uncorrectable Error, 
and tag 

This operation shall read the contents of the Maintenance 
Register specified by the address received on the address lines 
and return the contents along with a Read Response code to the 
requesting processor. A description of the Maintenance Register 
is included in section 4.5. This function may access the Static 
Stat~s registers and the Operational Status registers. Only the 
Servlce Processor shall have access to the control registers. 
Any read to registers other than an existing Static Status or 
Operational Status shall generate an abort response code. 

64 Bit Port: 

Condi tion 

a. Normal 
b. Address parity 

c. Illegal-Address or 
Function 

Response 

Read Response, 64 data.:bits, tag 
Read Response Uncorrectable Error 
64 data bits, tag 
Abort 

32 Bit Port: The 32 bit port shall have two responses. The 
second response shall follow the first by one 
clock. 
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Conditon 

a. Normal 

b. Address parity Error 

c. Illegal address or 
Function 

Write ~aintenance Register 
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Response 

1st - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

2nd - Read Response, 32 data bits, 
tag 

1st - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 data bits, tag 

2nd - Read Response Uncorrectable 
Error, 32 data bits, tag 

1st - Abort 
2nd - Abort 

This operation shall write the, contents of the Data In lines 
into the Maintenance Register specified by the address received 
on the addr'es.s lines. Only the Operational status registers 
may be written by the ports. A write to any other register shall 
generate an Abort. The normal response to a Write Maintenance 
Register shall be a Write Response code. 

64 Bit Port: 

Condition 

a. Normal 
b. Address parity error 

c. Data partty err'or 
cl. Illegal address or 

Function 

Response 

Write Response 
hid te Response Uncorrectable 
Error {inhibit Write} 
Write Response Uncorrectable Error 
Abort 

32 9it Portsi Request, 32 bits on Data In, Mark Lines, Function, 
Tag, and Address information shall be received 
in one clock period. This shall be a 32 bit write 
operation on the 32 bit port. The halfword to 
be modified shall be specified by the address.-

Condition Response 

a. ~rmal 

b. Address pariiy error 

Write Response 

Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error 
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c. Data Parity Error Write Response Uncorrectable 
Error 

d. Illegal Address or 
Function 

Interrupt 

Abort 

This function shall send an interrupt to the processor attached 
to the port ~pecifi.d by the contents of the data received on 
the Data In lines. Bits are assigned as follows: 

Bit 0 Interrupt Port 0 
Bit 1 Interrupt Port 1 

I I I I 
I I 

Bit: n Interru~t Port n 

One or more ports may receive interrupts with one interrupt 
operation. Any port may send an interrupt to any other port. 
No response is returned for this operation. The number of ports 
is model dependent. 

The 32 bit port shall use the halfword address bit to indicate 
which halfword the Data In lines represent. 

Memory Response Codes 

Memory response codes- shall specify the nature of the operation 
as the functions are processed in the memory. The response 
code shall be returned via the port to the sender of the func
tion. The response codes are: 

000 WRITE RESPONSE 
001 WRITE RESPONSE UNCORRECTABLE ERROR 
010 WRITE RESPONSE SINGLE ERROR 
011 ABORT 
100 . READ RESPONSE 
101 READ RESPONSE UNCORRECTABLE ERROR 
110 READ RESPONSE SINGLE ERROR 
111 {NOT ASSIGNED} 

Write Response 
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The Write Response code shall indicate the successful completion 
of any write operation. 

Write Response Uncorrectable Error 

This code shall indicate the unsuccessful completion of any 
write operation. 

Write Response Single Error 

This code shall indicate the successful completi~n of a partial 
write operation although there was a single bit error in the 
data read from the location to be modified. 

Abort 

An Abort response shall indicate one of the following conditions: 

An attempt to reference a nonexistent address 
An illegal function 
An abnormal condition 

Read Response 

This response shall indicate the successful completion of one 
of the following operations: 

Read 
Read and Set Lock 
Read and Clear Lock 
Exchange 
Read Syndrome Bits 
Read Check Bits 
Read Maintenance Register 

Read Response Uncorrectable Error 

This response shall indicate the unsuccessful completion of a 
read operation. Read data shall be returned with the response 
code. 

Read Response Single Error 

This response shall indicate that a single error has been detec
ted and corrected on a read operation. The corrected data shall 
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not be rewritten into memory. 

Memory Performance Goals 

Bandwidth 

Ports 

The maximum transfer rate through a memory port shall be one 
transfer per clock period. 

Distributors 

The distributors shall have independent read and write paths. 
The maximum transfer rate through either path shall be one 
transfer per clock period. Transfers on the read and write 
paths may occur simultaneously. In memory models with multiple 
distributors, read transfers may occur simUltaneously with other 
read transfers and write transfers may occur simultaneously with 
other write transfers. 

Access Time 

Access time will depend to a larg& part on memory chi~ charac
teristics. However, it is a goal that access time as measured 
at the port interface, not exceed 14 clock periods. 

Bank Cycle Time 

Bank cycle time is also largely dependent on chip characteristics. 
It is a goal that this time not exceed 10 clock periods. 

RAS Features 

Parity 

All addresses, control codes, and data which are not protected 
by SEC/DED shall be accompanied by parity bits. It shall be 
required that all processors connected to the memory have the 
ability to inhibit the transmission of all parity bits. This 
feature used in conjunction with the Operational Status registers 
{section 4.5} shall provide for parity network checking and 
fault isolation. 
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All data wJrds within the memory banks shall be protected with 
SEC/DED logic. It shall be possible to disable the SEC/DED 
hardware by utilizing the Control Registers. {Section 4.5} 

Data shall be corrected on partial write operations. 

The SEC/DED parity check matrix used shall minimize the chances 
of triple errors being interpreted as single errors. 

Non-Interleaved Mode 

A storage unit shall have the capability of operating in non
interleaved mode. This condition shall be determined by the 
contents of the Control Register. {Section 4.5} Placing a 
storage unit in non-interleaved mode shifts the bank selection 
bits to the high order bits of the address. The format of the 
address is model dependent. 

The non-interleaved feature shall make sequential addresses 
reside in the same memory bank. This will allow software to 
flaw out bad addresses within a page with a minimum impact on 
memory capacity. The transfer rate shall be degraded to one 
transfer per bank cycle time. 

Maintenance Registers 

Memory maintenance registers shall consist of three types. 

Static Status - These registers shall provide information such 
as equipment identification, serial number, modification history, 
etc. 

Operation Status - These registers shall be used to reconfigure 
memory, disable checkers, test checkers, etc. 

It shall be possible to address up to 25b maintenance registers. 
The three types of registers shall be mapped into the 25b possible 
locations consistant with the IPL pr9cessor. 

The Static Status and Operational Status shall be 
by the ports and the Service Processor interface. 
Registers shall be accessable only by the Service 
interface. 

accessible 
The Control 

Processor 

As specific requirements for maintenance registers become more 
visible, more features will be added. 
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Static Status 

Register Address 

20 
20 
20 
21 

Operational Status 

Register Address 

E8 

E8 

E8 
E8 
E8 
E9 

E9 
E9 

E9 
E9 

Control Registers 

Register Address 

70 

70 
70 

70 
70 
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CDC 

Bit Position 

0-31 
32-47 
48-b3 
0-63 

Bit Position 

o 
1-4 

5-12 
13-33 
14-63 

o 

1-4 
5-19 

20-40 
41-b3 

Bit Position 

o 

1 
2-9 

10 
11-lb 
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Description 

Equipment Identifier 
Equipment Serial Number 
Model Number 
Modification History 

Description 

Indicates a single error 
detected 

197 

Port receiving the corrected 
data 
Syndrome bits for the error 
Address of the failure 
Unassigned 
Indicates an uncorrectable 
error 
Port receiving the error 
These bits shall indicate 
the nature of the error and 
data path where it occurred. 
Specifies the memory address 
Unassigned 

Description 

Disable the transmission of 
the parity bits on read 
data to the processor. 
Disable SEC/DED 
Bit indications for storage 
units in non-interleaved 
mode. 
S.P. Interface Designator 
Unassigned 

The service processor interface designator bit shall be mod
ifiable by an external switch. 
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Service Processor Interface 

The service processor shall provide the fundamental signals 
which are required for control, maintenance, and initialization 
of memory. 

For redundancy, each memory shall have two Service Processor 
Interfaces. A switch shall select one and only one of the inter
faces to be active. 

The specification of the Service Processor Interface is under 
development, however, the following capabilities are required: 

• Master Clear 
• Read Maintenance Registers 
• Write Maintenance Registers 
• Fault Line 

Clock 

The memory clock shall be supplied from a common system source. 
The clock shall have a frequency of 17.857 megahertz. All ele
ments of the memory system shall be synchronous to this clock. 
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5.0 Hardware RAS 

The scope of reliability is to reduce failure rates of hardware and 
software, increasing the availability of the system to the customer, 
and minimize component faults from becoming element and system failures. 
Fault-tolerant and graceful degradation techniques which yield the 
greatest increase in reliability per cost, and which are within the 
guidelines of total expenditures f~r RAS features shall be used. 

5.1 States of Hardware 
5.1.1 Fullv operational - Hardware capable of rat~d throughput 

with no faults present. 
5.1.2 Fault-tolerant operation - Fault has occurred, but hard

ware is capable of recovery from and operating with fault 
having no discernable impact on throughput. 

5.1.3 Degraded operation - Operating with a fault occurrence 
and not achieving fully acceptable throughput with main
tenance action in progress. 

5.1.4 Down - Fault occurrence which prevents acceptable work. 

5.2 Minimum Fault-tole-rant and Degradable Operation Features 

5.2.1 SP -- The presence of another processor referred to 
as a service processor on all systems is required to 
ensure that the maintenance personnel or program can inter
rogate the system in the case of a failure of the central 
processors. 

5.2.2 SEC/DED - Shall be implemented on main memory with flags 
to the SP and Operating System {O.S.} when error correcting 
and whether single error or double error has occurred. 

5.2.3 Parity checking - Parity shall be checked on all data 
paths {1 bit/Byte}, address paths, channels, and registers. 

5.2.4 Degradable Cache and Map - Cache buffer and Map buffer 
shall have the capability of having portions of them faulted 
such that cache can be faulted one entry at a time and Map 
faulted one entry at a time. 
The CPU shall also have the capability of bypassing Cache 
or Map or both {degraded operation}. 
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5.2.5 Fault isolation - Error signals which localize faults 
shall be provided for O.S. and SP so that appropriate 
degradation or reconfiguration may take place and 
maintenance action time can be minimized. 90% of errors 
shall allow error isolation to be possible to a module 
level by use of hardware and software to localize a 
single fault. Error detection circuitry shall be designed 
so that errors do not propagate beyond the next interface 
in the system before they are detected, which will minimize 
the hardware checks required to localize the fault. 

When. an error signal is detect~d, -diagnostics shall 
determine if the machine or detection circuits have failed. 

5.2.6 Reconfiguration and Degradation - When permanent failures 
occur, the system shall be reconfigured by a combination 
of hardware and software techniques {goal is to be fully 
automatic}. . 

All functional components {adders, busses, etc.} shall 
be designed with reconfiguration and degradation ideas in 
mind in case of failure. If an arithmetic operation such 
as a divide were to fail, reconfiguration in the form of 
subtraction c~uld po~sibly be used to emulate the divide. 

Reconf~g~ratiori is a way of maintaining availability 
by avo1d1ng a down state. Reconfiguration/Emulation 
within the CPU is only possible if the error detection 
lo~ic can localiz~ the fault so that ambiguity does not 
eX1st as to what 1S to be reconfigured. This becomes 

-more difficult when failures occur outside a well defined 
unit such as an adder with error detection, etc. 

5.2.7 Instruction retry - A combination of hardware and software 
techniques shall be used to retry failing instructions. 
At a m1n1mum, the hardware shall detect failing instructiuns 
by use 
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of error detecting circuitry {SEC/DED, parity, residue, 
coding, if used, etc.} and provide error signal to the O.S. 
and SP for software implemented retry of instructions 

I 

and logging of error type that has occurred. Error signals 
shall cause an interrupt to an error handling routine 
{software}. This shall occur during the failing instruction 
so as not to allow following instructions to alter registers 
or memory. The address of instruction which caused the 
error interrupt shall be included in ·the exchange package. 

An error status register shall be implemented with access 
by SP and O.S., which will indicate what type of error 
occurred; such as instruction failure, memory read error, 
single or double error, etc. 

5.2.8 Micro-Step Mode - An SP Controlled Micro Step Mode shall 
be implemented so as to allow micro program control instruc
tion execution starting at any micro code address and 
breakpoint at any micro code address. Any number of micro 
instructions can then be executed, including single micro 
instructions. 

The ECC shall also be checked on each address contents •. 

5.2.9 Time Out - Whenever one system facility is connected to 
another via command/responseprotocol, a time-out mechanism 
shall be provided to ensure continuing operation of the 
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system. 

5.2.10 Power Supplies - All cabinets shall have individual power 
supplies, and circuit breakers shall be used in place of fuses. 
This philosophy will extend to all fused circuits in the 
machine. 

5.2.11 Packaging - The number of module types shall be held to a 
minimum so as to reduce spares cost, increasing the 
likelihood of available module types on hand in the event 
of failure. All like modules shall be fully interchangable 
and replaceable when power is on~ 

Circuit board differences within the module {if more than 
one circuit card per module} shall also be held to a 
minimum to simplify manufacturing. Chip layout on the 
circuit boards shall be standardized for the purpose of 
reducing hole patterns to be drilled, therefore. reducing 
artwork layout costs and manufacturing costs. 

The largest reasonable number of test points shall be 
provided in a standardized pattern on all modules. Access 
to all circuit chip pins shall be provided for probing 
each chip signal directly or with module extenders. 
Packaging and logic design shall provide the ability of 
using ]odule extenders on all modules at some degraded 
clock speed which is unknown at this time. 

5.2.12 Forced Errors - For all checking circuits {Parity, SEC/DED, 
etc.} and status register indications, there shall be a 
]ethod of forcing conditions {programmable} so that checks 
can be made of the reliability circuitry. 

5.2.13 Programmable Clock Margins - Clock frequency must be ! 5% 
program adjustable {via SP}. 

5.2.14 Component Failure Rates - The following page has a list of 
component failure rates to be used in determining the 
reliability of the machine. These rates are subject to 
change as data improves. 

5.2.15 Additional Considerations - Other possible considerations 
are residual coding for double error detection in arithmetic 
units or redundant arithmetic units which m~y be more 
feasible if MSI and LSI is used, and redundancy in registers 
and other control areas. 

mrnm D rnrnrn ~rn~WillTI~ 
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. Component Failure Rates* 

Component Type 

ECl, 10K SSI 
ECl, 10K MSI 
ECl, 20K SSI 
ECl, 20K MSI 
ECl, RAMS {16 to 64 bits} 
ECl, RAMS {256 to 1025 bits} 
MOS, RAMS {16 to 64 jits} 
MOS, RAMS {256 to 1024 bits} 
MOS, RAMS {4K bits} 
Terminators {Ceramic} 
PC BD Conn. 3500 
PC BD Conn. 6000 
PC BD Conn 7000 
Taper Pins 
Eyelets 
Wire Wraps 
Conn. Pins {Cable Conn.} 
8600 Inter Bd. Conn. 
Circuit Boards 
3 x 3 Single layer 
3 x 3 n layers 
5 x 8 Single layer 
5 x 8 n layers 
Capacitors, TANT {Solid} 
Capacitors, Ceramic 
Solder Joints {Thru Bd} 
Solder Joints {Surface/lap} 
Wire Jumpers 
Silicon Diode {logic} 

*Subject to Change as Data Improves 

Failure Rate %/lK hrs 

.001 

.0025 

.004-.006 

.006-.008 

.005-.01 

.01-.02 

.05 

.08 

.05-.1 

.0002-.001 

.01-.009/Conn. 

.004-.009/Conn. 

.01-.03/Conn. 

.00012/Pin 

.0004 

.000001 

.000013 

.00012-.00002 

.002 
n{.002} 
.0033 
n{.0033} 
.002 
.00025 
.00001 
.0002 
.000013 
.00005 
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Operation Page 
Instruction Name Code Format Number 

Load Bytes to Xk from {Aj} displaced by D 
and indexed by {Xi} Right, Length per S 

Load Bytes to Xk from {Aj} displaced by Q, 
Length per S 

Store Bytes from Xk at {Aj} displaced by D 
and indexed by {Xi} Right, Length per S 

Do---1 D7 

CO~ C7 

D8--? DF 

Store Bytes from Xk at {Aj}, displaced by Q, C8~ CF 
Length per S 

Load Xk from {Aj} displaced by 8*D and 
indexed by 8*{Xi} Right 

Load Xk from {Aj} displaced by 8*Q 

Store Xk at {Aj} displaced by 8*D and 
indexed by 8*{Xi} Right 

Store Xk at {Aj} displaced by 8*Q 

Load Bytes to Xk from {Aj} displaced by D, 
and indexed by {Xi} Right, Length per XO 

Load Bytes to Xk from {Aj} displaced by Q, 
Length per XO 

Store Bytes from Xk at {Aj} displaced by D 
and indexed by {Xi} Right, Length per XO 

Store Bytes from Xk at {Aj} displaced by Q, 
Length per XO 

A2 

82 

A3 

83 

A4 

84 

AS 

85 

SjkiD 

SjkQ 

SjkiD 

SjkQ 

jkiD 

jkQ 

jkiD 

jkQ 

jkiD 

jkQ 

jkiD 

jkQ 

27 

27 

27 

27 

28 

28 

28 

28 

29 

29 

29 

29 
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014 

015 

016 

017 
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Instruction Name 

Load Bytes to Xk from {P} displaced by Q, 
Length per j 

Lo~d Bit to Xk from {Aj} displaced by Q 
and bit indexed by {XO} Right 

Store Bit to Xk from {Aj} displaced by Q 
and bit indexed by {XO} Right 

Load Ak from {Aj} displaced by D and 
indexed by {Xi} Right 

Load Ak from {Aj} displaced by Q 

Store Ak at {Aj} displaced by D and 
indexed by {Xi} Right 

Store Ak at {Aj} displaced by Q 

Load Multiple Registers from {Aj} displaced 
by 8*k, Selectivity per {XO} Right 

Store Multiple Registers to {Aj} displaced 
by 8*k, Selectivity per {XO} Right 

Integer Sum, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} plus 
{Xj}. 

Integer Difference, {Xk} replaced by 
{Xk} minus {Xj} 

Integer Product, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} 
times {Xj} 

Integer Quotient, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} 
divided by {Xj} 

Operation 
Code Format 

86 jkQ 

88 jkQ 

89 jkQ 

AO jkiD 

80 jkQ 

Al 

81 

10 

11 

24 

25 

26 

27 

jkiD 

jkQ 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

Page 
Numbel 

30 

30 

30 

32 

32 

32 

32 

34 

34 

39 

40 

40 

41 
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031 
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035 
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037 
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Instruction Name Operation 
Code 

Integer {Xk} replaced by Absolute {Xj} 28 
Integer Sum, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} 20 
Right plus {Xj} Right 
Integer Sum, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xj} 8A 
Right plus Q 
Integer Sum, {Xk} Right replaced by {Xk} 28 
Right plus j 
Integer Difference, {Xk} Right replaced 21 
by {Xk} Right minus {Xj} Right 
Integer Difference, {Xk} Right replaced 29 
by {Xk} Right minus j 
Integer Product, {Xk} Right replaced by 22 
{Xk} Right times {Xj} Right 
In~eger Product, {Xk} Right replaced by 8C 
{XJ} Right times Q 
Integer Quoti ent, {X/<J 23 
Right replaced by {Xk} Right divided by 
{Xj} Right 
Integer Compare {Xj} to {Xk}, result to 2D 
Xl Right 
Integer Compare {Xj} Right to {Xk} Right, 2C 
result to Xl Right 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} 94 
equal to {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} 95 
not equal to {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} 96 
greater than {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} not 97 
less than {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} 90 
Right equal to {Xk} Right 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} 91 
Right not equal to {Xk} Right 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj} 92 
Right greater than {Xk} Right 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if {Xj}Right 93 
not less than {Xk} Right 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q and 9C 
inc.rement {Xj} if {Xj} less 
than {Xk} 

REPLACES 
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jk 41 
jk 42 

jkQ 42 

jk 42 

jk 42 

jk 42 

jk 43 

jkQ 43 

jk 43 

jk 44 

jk 44 

jkQ 45 

jkQ 45 

jkQ 46 

jkQ 46 

jkQ 46 

jkQ 4b 

jkQ 46 

jkQ 46 

jkQ 47 
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047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 -
053 
054 
055 

056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 

063 

064 

065 

066 

067 

068 

069 

070 
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Instruction Name 

CDC 
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28, 1975 
PAGE 

235 

Operation 
Code 

Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if SEG{Aj} 9D 
not equal to SEG{Ak}; else Compare BN{Aj} 
to BN{Ak}, result to Xl Right 
Branch to {P} indexed by 2* {Xk} Right 2E 
Branch to {Aj} indexed by 2* {Xk} Right 2F 
Copy to Xk from Xj OD 
Copy to Xk from Aj OB 
Copy to Ak from Aj 09 
Copy to Ak from Xj OA 
Copy to Xk Right from {Xj} Right OC 
Address {Ak} replaced by {Aj} plus Q 8E 
Address {Ak} replaced by {P} plus 2*{Xj} Right 8F 
plus 2*Q 
Address {Ak} replaced by ~Ak} plus {Xj} Right 2A 
Enter Xk Right with plus J 3D 
Enter Xk Right with minus j 3E 
Enter Xk Right with sign extended Q 8D 
Enter XO Ri ght wi th logical j k 3F 
Enter Xk Left wi th si gns per j IF 
Shift {Xj} to Xk Circular, Direction and Count A8 
per {Xi} Right plus D 
Shift {Xj} to Xk, Direction and Count per {Xi} A9 
Right plus D 
Shift {Xj} Right to Xk Right, Direction and Count AA 
per {Xi} Right plus D 
Logical Sum {Xk} replaced by {Xk} OR 18 
{Xj} 
Logical Difference, {Xk} replaced by ~Xk} 19 
XOR {Xj} 
Logical Product, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} AND lA 
{Xj~ . 
Loglcal Complement, {Xk} replaced by {Xj} lB 
Not 
Logical Inhibit, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} AND lC 
{Xj} NOT 
Isolate Bit Mask into Xk per {Xi} Right AC 
plus D 
Isolate into Xk from Xj per {Xi} Right plus D AD 
Insert into Xk from Xj per {Xi} Right pJus D AE 
Move Bytes Direct, {Ak} replaced by {Aj}, 45 
per XO and Xl 

Dec. 9, 1974 . 
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jkQ 47 

jk 48 
jk 48.1 
jk 49 
jk 49 
jk 49 
jk 49 
jk 49 
jkQ 50 
jkQ 50 

jk 50 
jk 51 
jk 51 
jkQ 51 
jk 51 
jk 51 
jkiD 52 

j kiD 53 

j kiD 53 

jk 54 

jk 54 

jk 54 

jk 54 

jk 54 

jkiD 56 

j~t~ ~t 
jk 57 
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I
I 074 

075 

I 

I 

07b 

077 

078 

079 

080 
081 
D82 
.083 

D84 

085 

08b 

087 
088 

089 
090 
091 

092 

093 
09'1 

Instruction Name 
Operation 

Code 

Decimal Sum, D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} EO 
plus DUj} 
Decimal Difference, D{Ak} replaced by El 
D{Ak} minus D{Aj} 
Decimal Product D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} E2 
times DUj} 
Decimal Quotient, D{Ak} replaced by D{Ak} E3 
divided by D{Aj} 
Decimal Scale, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj} E4 
scaled per {XO} Right . 
Decimal Scale Rounded, D{Ak} replaced by E5 
rounded D{Aj} scaled per {XO} Right 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Decimal Compare, D{Aj} to D{Ak}, result Eb 
to Xl Right 
Byte Compare, D{Aj} to D{Ak}, result to £8 
Xl Right, index to XO Right 
Byte Compare Collated, D{Aj} to D{Ak}, E9 
both translated per {A7}, result to Xl 
Right, index to XO Right 
Byte Scan While Non-Member, D{Ak} for EA 
presence bit in D{Aj}, index to XO Right, 
character to Xl Right 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Byte Translate, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj}, EB 
translated per {A7} 
Move Bytes, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj} EC 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Byte Edit, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj} edited ED 
per MU7} 
Numeric Move, D{Ak} replaced by D{Aj}, after E7 
formatting 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Descriptor Table Entry Move, F{kl} of EE 
D{kO, Ql} replaced by F{jl} of D{jO, QO} 

Page 
Format Number 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

72 

72 

72 

72 

7'1 

74 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
7b 

77 

77 

79 

N/A 
80 

81 
N/A 
82 

75 

N/A 
88 
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095 

09b 

097 

1
098 

.099 
! 100 
i 
: 101 

!i 102 

i 103 

! 104 

: 105 

• lOb 

107 

• 108 

109 

: 110 

111 

112 

113 

11'1 
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Instruction Name 
Operation Page 

Code Format Number 

Descriptor Table Entry Increment, F{kl} of EF 
D{kO, Ql} replaced by F{kl} of D{kO, Ql} 
plus F{jl} of D{jO, QO} 
Calculate Subscript and Move per D{Aj} times F4 
{XO} Right, result moved to D{kO, Ql} and to 
Xl Right 
FIt. Pt. Convert from Integer, FIt. Pt. 3A 
{Xk} formed from Integer {Xj} 
FIt. Pt. Convert to Integer, Integer {Xk} 3B 
formed from FIt. Pt. {Xj} 
FIt. Pt. Sum, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} plus {Xj} 30 
FIt. Pt. Difference {Xk} replaced by {Xk} 31 
minus {Xj} 
FIt. Pt. Sum Unnormalized, {Xk} replaced by 38 
{Xk} plus {Xj} 
FIt. Pt. Difference Unnormalized, {Xk} replaced 39 
by {Xk} minus {Xj} 
Fl t. Pt. Product, {xkl- replaced by {Xk} 32 
times {Xj} 
FIt. Pt. Quotient, {Xk} replaced by {Xk} 33 
divided by {Xj} 
Flt. Pt. DP Sum {Xk, Xk+l} replaced by 34 
{Xk, Xk+l} plus {Xj, Xj+l} 
FIt. Pt. DP Difference {Xk, Xk+l} replaced 35 
by {Xk, Xk+l} minus {Xj, Xj+l} 
FIt. Pt. DP Product {Xk, Xk+l} replaced by 3b 
{Xk, Xk+l} times {Xj, Xj+l} 
FIt. Pt. DP Quotient, {Xk, Xk+l} replaced 37 
by {Xk, Xk+l} divided by {Xj, Xj+l} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if FIt. Pt. 98 
{Xj} equal to {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if FIt. Pt. 99 
{Xj} not equal to {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if FIt. Pt. 9A 
{Xj} greater than {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if FIt. Pt. 9B 
{Xj} not less than {Xk} 
Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q if FIt. Pt. 9E 
Exception per j contained in Xk 

.Compare FIt. Pt. {Xj} to {Xk}, result to 3C 
Xl Right 

jkQ/2 

jkQ/2 

jk 

jk 

jk 
jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jkQ 

jkQ 

jkQ 

jkQ 

jkQ 

jk 

88.] 

91 

99 

100 

101 
101 

101 

101 

103 

10'1 

105 

105 

lOb 

107 

110 

110 

110 

110 

111 

112 
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Number 

115 

116 

117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 

125 

126 

127 

,128 

1129 
130 
131 
132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

THIS 

ec. 9, 1974 
APPROVED 

ASl NCR CDC 

Instruction Name 

Call per {Ai} displaced by 8*D, Arguments 
per {Aj}, Static link per {Ak} 
Call to {P} displaced by 2*Q, Arguments per 
{Aj}, Static Link per {Ak} 
Return 
PoP 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Exchange 
Program Error 
Interrupt Processor per {Xk} 
Interrupt Product to Xk Right 
Load Bit to Xk- Right from {Aj} bit indexed 
by {XO} Right and set bit iri Central Memory 
Compare {Xk} at {Aj}; if not equal, load to 
Xk from {Aj}; if equal, Store from XO at 
iAj} 
Test Page {Aj} and Set Xk Right 

load Page Table Index per {Xj} to Xk and_ 
Set Xl Right 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Copy to Xk per {Xj} 
Copy from Xk per {Xj} 
Copy to Xk from Central Memory Maintenance 
Register at {Xj} Right 

238 

Operation 
Code 

A6 

BO 

04 
06 
01 
02 
00 
03 
lD 
14 

15 

16 

17 

DE 
OF 
08 

Copy to Central Memory Maintenance Register at 
{Xj} Right from Xk 

07 

9F Branch to {P} displaced by 2*Q and alter 
Condition Register, per jk 
Unimplemented Instruction 

Keypoint, Class j, code equal to {Xk} 
Right plus Q 
Unimplemented Instruction 

Purge Buffer k of Entry per {Xj} 
Reserved Op Code, Model Dependent 
Execute Algorithm; Reserved Op Code, Model 
Dependent 
UnImplemented Instruction 

Bl 

05 

B8~ BF 

REPLACES 

ept. 30, 1974 

238 

Format Page 
Number 

jkiD 

jkQ 

jk 
jk 
jk 
jk 
jk 
jk 
jk 
jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 

jk 
jk 
jk 

jk 

jkQ 

jkQ 

jk 

SjkQ 

130 

133 

135 
136 
N/A 
139 
129 
145 
142 
141 

140 

142 

144 

N/A 
N/A 
151 
151 
142 

143 

147 

N/A 

139 

N·/A 

152 

129 

N/A 
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Reference 
Number 

Operation Page 

141 
142 
143 

1144 

145 
146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 
155 
156 
157 

158 
159 

Instruction Name 

Unimplemented Instruction 
Unimplemented Instruction 
Integer Sum, {Xk} replaced by {Xj} plus Q 
Compare Bytes Direct {Aj} to {Ak} per XO 
and Xl 
Set Xk Right per j and {Xl} Right 
Descriptor Field Insert from X-Register, 
F{kl} of D {kO, Ql} replaced by {Xj} 
Descriptor Field Extract to X-Register, 
Xk replaced by F{jl} of D{jO, QO} 
Descriptor Field Increment by X-Register, 
F{kl} of D{kO, Ql} incremented by {Xj} Right 
Descriptor Field Decrement by X-Register, 
F{kl} of D{kO, Ql} decremented by {Xj} Right 

logical Product, {Ak} replaced by {Ak} AND 
{Aj} per XO and Xl 
logical Sum, {Ak}, replaced by {Ak} OR {Aj} 
per XO and Xl 
Logical Difference, {Ak} replaced by {Ak} EOR 
{Aj} per XO and Xl 
Move and Complement Bytes Direct, {Ak} replaced 
by {Aj} per XO and Xl 
Move Immediate Data to D{Ak} 
Compare Immediate Data to D{Ak} 
Add Immediate Data to D{Ak} 
Load Ak with computed address per descriptor 
DiAj} 
Load Xk from{DiAj}} 
Store {Xj} into D{Ak} 

Code Format Number 

8B jkQ 
44 jk 

lE jk 
FO j kQ/2 

Fl - jkQ/2 

F2 jkQ/~ 

F3 jkQ/2 

42 jk 

40 jk 

41 jk 

If.ll;g j k 

F9 jkQ/2 
FA jkQ/2 
FB jkQ/2 
FC jkQ/2 

FD jkQ/2 
FE jkQ/2 

N/A 
N/A 
39 
58 

58.2 
89 

89 

90 

90 

58.1 

58.1 

58.1 

57 

91.2 
91.2 
91.3 
91.4 

91.4 
91.4 
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APPENDIX B 

APPENDIX B Op Ref. Short Name {Format jk} I j k XO Xl 

OP Ref. I Short Name {Format jk} j k XO Xl 2iJ 027 Add Integer, Halfword X X 
21 03Q Subtract Integer, Halfword X X 

DO 121 Program Error 
01 - Unimplemented Instruction 
02 120 Exchange 
03 122 Interrupt Processor X 
04 117 Return 

22 032 Multiply Integer, Halfword X X , 
23 034 Divide Integer, Halfword X X 
24 022 Add Integer X X 
25 023 Subtract Integer X X 
2b 024 Multiply Integer X X 

05 138 Purge X Sub-op 
Db 118 Pop I 

07 133 Copy to C.M. Maint. Register X X 
08 132 Copy from C.M. Maint. Register X X 
09 051 Copy to Ak from Aj A A 
OA 052 Copy to Ak from Xj X A 
DB 050 Copy to Xk from Aj A X 
DC 053 Copy to Xk from Xj, Halfword X X 
OD 049 c Copy to Xk from Xj X X 
DE 130 Copy from State Register X X 
OF 131 Copy to State Register X X 
10 020 Load Multiple Registers A Displace Select 
11 021 Store Multiple Registers A Displace Select 
12 Unimplemented Instruction 
13 Unimplemented- Instruction 
14 124 Test and Set, Bit A X Index 
15 125 Compare and Swap A X Lock 
16 126 Test Page A X 
17 127 Load Page Table Index X X Mark 
18 Ob5 Logical Sum X X 
19 Obb Logical Difference X X 
lA Ob7 Logical Product X X 
13 Ob8 Logical Complement X X 
lC Ob9 Logical Inhibit X X 
lD 123 Logical Product/Interrupt Mask X 

I 
lE 145 Convert Mark to Boolean Sub-op X Argument 
lF Obl Extend Halfword Sign per j Sub-op X 

27 025 Divide Integer X X 
28 029 Increase Halfword by j Operand X 
29 031 Decrease Halfword by j Operand X 
2A 05b Add Address, Halfword X A 
28 02~ Convert to Absolute X X 
2C 036 Co~p2re Integar, Halfuord unless 0 X unless 0 Mark 
2D 035 Compare Integer unless 0 X unless 0 Mark 
2E 047 Unconditional Branch, Intra-Segment - X 
2F 048 Unconditional Branch, Inter-Segment A X 
3D 099 Add FIt. Pt. X X 
31 100 Subtract fl t. Pt. X X 
32 lJ3 Multiply FIt. Pt. X X 
33 104 Divid~ FIt. Pt. X X 
34 lQ5 Add FIt. Pt., Double Precision X {2} X {2} 

35 lOb Subtract FIt. Pt., Double Precision X {2} X {2} 
36 187 Multiply FIt. Pt., Double Precision X {2} X {2} 
37 1J8 Divide FIt. Pt., Double Precision X {2} X {2} 
38 1fJ1 Add FIt. Pt., Unnormalized X X 

I 39 1Q2 Subtract FIt. Pt., Unnormalized X X 
3A 097 ConvQrt Integer to FIt. Pt. X X 
33 098 Convert Flt. Pt. to Integer X X 
3C 11~ Compare FI t. Pt. unless o X unless 0 Mark 
3D 057 Enter Halfword ~ith plus j Operand X 
3E 058 Enter Halfword with minus j One rand X 

, 
3F ObO Enter Halfword with plus jk Ooerand Dest. Reg. 
~O 151 Logical Sum, Direct A A Fill/Length 

""T'""'" 41 152 Logical Difference, Direct 

1 I I ~2 150 Logical Product, Direct 
43 153 Move Complement, Direct 
4~ 144 Compare, Direct 
~5 073 Move, Diract 
~b Unimplemented Instruction 
J, ~ t 7F 
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APPENDIX B 

Op Ref. Short Name {format jkiD} j k i XO 

APPENDIX B 

Op ftef. Short Name {format jkQ} j k XO X1 

80 017 Load A Bytes, Displaced .A X 
81 01'1 Store A Bytes, Displaced A X 
82 006 Load X Word, Displaced A X 
83 008 Store X Word, Displaced A X 
8~ 010 L·oad X Bytes, Displaced A X Length 
85 012 Store X Bytes, Displaced A X Length 
86 013 Load X Bytes, Displaced Relative Length-lo X 
87 - Unimplemented Instruction 
88 o1~ Load X, Bit A X Index 
8'1 015 Store X, Bit A X Index 
8A 028 Add Integer, Halfword plus Q X X 
8B 143 Add Integer, Word plus Q X X. 
8C 033 Multiply Integer, Halfword times Q X X 
8D 05'1 Enter Halfword with Q - X 
8E 054 Add Address, A plus a A A 
8f 055 Add Address, X plus P plus Q X unless 0 A 
'10 0~1 Branch Ea, Halfword Integer X unless 0 X unless 0 
'11 042 Branch NE, Halfword Integer 

AD 016 load A Bytes, Indexed/Displaced A A X unless 0 
Al 018 Store A Bytes, Indexed/Displaced A A 

1 
A2 DOS Load X Word, Indexed/Displaced A X 
A3 007 Store X Word, Indexed/Displaced A X 
A4 009 Load X Bytes, Indexed/Displaced A X Length 
AS 011 Store X Bytes, Indexed/Displaced A X Length 
A6 115 Call, Displaced A A A Select 
A7 - Unimplemented Instruction 
A8 062 Shift Word, Circular X X X unless 0 
A9 063 Shi ft Word, End-off X X l AA 

I 
Oi:4 Shl ft He! fword., End-off X X 

AS - L:;)trr.;:~2mG.nte:j In:struction 
A~ 

i 
117J I':'.:oj!a;:e 5it tlask - X X unless 0 

AD 271 !sclcte 8it String X X J AE D72 Insert Bit Strj.ng X X 
AF - Unimplemented Instruction 

~! 
Rqf. I Sh:.rt -r~a:!le {format jkQ} j k XO 

BD 116 Call, Displaced Relative A A Select 
Bl 136 Keypoint Code X, 
B2 - Unimplemented Instruction unless ,. 

J. '0 B7 

'12 043 Branch Gr, Halfword Integer 
'13 044 Branch Not LT, Halfword Integer 

Op Ref. S:hor~ Na:ne {Format SjkQ} j k 

'1~ 037 Branch Ea, Integer 
'15 038 Branch NE, Integer 
'lb 03'1 Branch GT, Integer 

B8 13~ Execute Algorithm 0 - -
{ ~, ~ - -BF - -

'17 040 Branch Not LT, Integer 
'18 1J'1 Branch Ea, Flt. Pt. 
'1'1 110 Branch NE, flt. Pt. 
'1A 111 Branch GT, Flt. Pt. 11 \ 

'1B 112 Branch Not LT, flt. Pt. 
'1C 045 Branch and Increment LT, Integer X X 
'1D 046 Branch NE, SEG; else 'Compare BN A A Mark 

'1E 113 Branch Ea, flt. Pt. Exception Sub-op X 
'1F 13~ Branch/Alter, Condition Register Bit Sub-op 

CO 002 Load X Bytes, Displaced Lcl A X 
'J t -I-- A X 
C7 L=8 A X 
C8 004 Store X Bytes, Displaced LJl A X 
! ~ 

A X 
Cf L=8 A X 

Op Ref. Short Name {forma.t SjkiU j k i 

DO 001 Load X Bytes, Indexed/Displaced, L=l A X X unI,ess 0 
! ~ , ~ A X 

J D7 L=8 A X 
\8 003 Store X Bytes, Indexed/Displaced, L= A X 

~ L~ A X 
Df 'A X 
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Op 

EO 
E1 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
E6 
E7 
E8 
E9 
EA 
EB 
EC 
ED 
EE 
EF 
FO 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
Fb 
F7 
F8 
F9 
FA 
FB 
FC 
FD 
FE 
FF 

* 
** *** S.c. 

Ref. Short Name {Format jkQ/2} 

074 BDP Numeric Sum 
075 Di fference 
076 Product 
077 Quotient 
078 Scale 
079 Scale Rounded 
083 Compare 
092 Move 
084 Byte Compare 
085 Compare Collated 
086 Scan While Non-Member 
088 Translate 
089 Move 
091 Edit 
094 Descriptor ~Iove 
095 Increment 
146 Insert 
147 Extract 
148 Increment by X 
149 Decrement by X 
096 Calculate Subscript 
150 Unimplemented Instruction 

:'1'51:::' 1 asa 
(15'3) 
1'5Q Immediate Data Move 
155 Compare 
156 Add 
157 Load A-Register, Computed Address 
158 Load X-Register, BDP Data 
159 Store X-Register, BDP Data' 
- Unimplemented Instruction 

A'I/AS Selection 
A8 ~ AF Selection 
Data Descriptor field designator 
Shift Count 

jO j1 

* ** 

I 
! 

I j 

I 
t 

I 

I I 
I 
I , 
! 

'{ 

\V *** *** 
* **'" 

X 
v 

* ** 

Sub-op 
,t 

'" ** 
'" *'" X 
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v 

A 
X 

APPENj)~X B 

k1 A7 XO 

** I 
i 

i 
I 
! S.C. 

! S.C. 
I 
! 

Count 
~ Table Count 
.• Count 

Table 

\~ Pattern 
*** 

*** 
*** 

Mult. 

r 
** 

Mult: Multiplier 
Dest: Destination 

X1 

Mark 

Mark 
Mark 
Find 

est. 

Mark I 


